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Trawler Storm In With Heavy Fare And Ice Coating

Volume 109, Number 6

FIRST NATIONAL BANK RE-ELECTS
2CBINSON; ADDS HEDRICH TO

19 TROOPS ARE TO TAKE PART
Boy Scouts and Explorer Scouts
of the Coast District of Pine Tree
Council will hold a rally In the
auditorium of Waldoboro High
School Saturday evening Feb. 6
at 730.
Genera: chairman of the event
is Cleo Oodere. He will be asiastde by George Johnson. Robert
Varney and Carroll Wixson who
make up the camping and aotictiea committee of the Coast Dis
trict.
Don Harriman, district commis
sioner, wil! serve as head judge of
the several events scheduled Assisting him will be men selected
by each troop competing
Di,
trict Chairman Kennedy Crane.
Jr. of Rockland will be present and

Thvhsday
Issue

OFFICERS; RETURNS ALL DIRECTORS

address the Scouts and leaders
There are seven events sched
uled. Including a knot relay, cornpars content. signaling, first aid.
Judging, and two games.
Troops competing in the rally
are as follows: Troop 141. Waldo
boro; Trooo 157, East Boothbay;
Troop 174. Boothbav Harbor;
Troop 200, Camden.
Troops 202. 204 and 206 of Rock
land; Troop 208. Camden.
Troop 213. Damariscotta; Troon
214. Rockport; Troop 215. Thomas
ton; Troop 216. Rockland; Troop
224. Warren.
Troop 228. Bristol; Troop 246
Tenant's Harbor; Troop 247. Appleton; Ship 209, Rockiand; Post
207. Rockland; Ship 211 Thomas ton.

Directors
Kennedy
Crane.
Joseph Emery. Edward F Glover
Chauncey M D Kent. Harold S
Leach, James M Pease, Joseph W.
Robinson and Harry E Wilbur
were re-elected at the annual
meeting of the First National Bank
! of Rockland which was held at its
banking rooms Tuesday.
President Rooinson’s repo: t on
the business of the past year re! vealed a very goed year.
The directors elected the fol| lowing officers to serve for the
ensuing year: Joseph W. Robinson

POLICE CHIEF ASKS MOTORISTS

president; Joseph Emery, vice
president and cashier; Chauncey
M. D. Keene, assistant cashier;
Herman
M.
Hart.
assistant
cashier; C. Maxwell Ames, a-sista.'it cashier and Francis D Hedrich, assistant cashier.
Mr. Hedrich is an addition to
the roll of offioers. He has been
with the bank ajout four years.
Prior to that he served in the Navy
for four years. A native of New
York state, he was transferred to
Rockland and married a Rockiand
girl, Alice Hall. They have three
children.

March Of Dimes

Famed Negro

Tag Day To Be
Held Jan. 16

Educator Speaks
Tonight At Camden

January 16. will see hundreds of
people of Rockland and vicin; volunteers on Maine Streets with ity will have an unusual opportun
March of Dimes containers. This ity on Thursday at 7 30 in the
date marks the seventh annual Camden Methodist Church. The
March of Dimes Tag Day in which Board of Education of the Maine
nearly all communities in Maine
Conference of Methodism is bringwill participate, said Mrs. Harold B.
ing to this state a great negro edu-

TO TAKE EXTRA PRECAUTIONS
UNDER PRESENT CONDITIONS
■ driving after dark, because the
, hours of daylight are shorter "
The result is a combination of
reduced visibility and inadequate
traction which spells accidents un
less—
"Unless you take the advice of
i experts of the committee on winter
driving hazards of the National
Safety Council, a group of public
safety and automotive authorities
who have made scientific studies
of the problem,” the chief added
He said they recommended;
Wo SELL, SERVICE AND
1. Stop accidents before they
happen by being prepared. Don't
RECOMMEND
! blame accidents on the weatheeI man. Accept your responsibility
MAYTAG
i 2. When you start out on a
slippery morning, get the "fee!" cf
Wringer Washers
the road before you get in traffic.
3. Keep your windshield clear
Automatic Washers
of snow and ice, fog and frost.
Be sure your lights, windshield
Dryers
wiper blades, and defroster are in
first class condition.
Ironers
4. Use tire chains when snow
Gas Ranges
and ice Increase driving hazards.
Tests have shown that they cut
stopping distance in half, and give
KELVINATOR
from four to seven times mor‘
Refrigerators
pulling traction.
5. Don't Jam on your brakes to
Freezers
stop. Pump them gently.
6. Keep a safe distance between
Ranges
you and the car ahead. Without '
tire chains, it takes from three lo
Water Heaters
12 times as far to stop oil snow
Sinks and Cabinets
and ioe. as on dry concrete.
Chief Thompson also warned
MAGIC CHEF
; against haphazard parking that
■ may impede snow plows.
Combination Ranges
“You may get plowed in and
frozen tight in a slushy snowbank."
Chas. E. Stackpole "Don'; park long during a snowstorm on important traffic streets. ;
THOMASTON ■ TEL. 1M-3
Use common sense.”
;
148-Th-tf
Furthermore. Thompson com-1

Warning motorists to be extra
careful in the heavy snowfall or
this week. Chief of Police Bernard
Thompson pointed out yesterday
that winter driving hazards beset
motorists from two sides.
"You have to remember." he
said, "that in the season of th?
year when streets are In their mort
dangerous condition, you have to
do a greater percentage of your

> State Advisor of Women's Activities ca&°r, preacher and author. Dr
lor the National Foundation for Jarvis Seabrook. President of ClafInfantile Paralysis "In most in- Un University.
stances, the identifying container
sea^ was 0Ktoined
to be used will be the Test Tube." .
which mis year is bringing hope of “ 1931 and baa been PreSident
Polio Prevention to men. women Claflin since 1945. He is a graduate
and children in this country”, she •rom Clark College, Gammon Thesaid. "The National Foundation's
Seminary, and has degrees
Research Program will need many -rom Howard and Boston Unlveradditional dunes and dollars to flHe is a member of the famous
The Birdseye trawler Storm, completing her first trip out of the
nance the vast field trials using i^ard of Temperance. Prohibition,
sailed lor the banks on .uontui. Dec. 2« under the wage plan for
Port of Rockland, made port In mid-morning Wednesday with a
crewmen. They will be paid $270. for the trip, plus a bonus of one
the newly discovered vaccine. Ad- 8n<^ Moral Reform of the Methohea.y coating of ice. Spray and seas sweeping over the ship on the
cent per pound for all cutable fish over 200,0*0 pounds, to be divided
’
ditional funds will be needed also. c^st Church.
homeward trii from the Grand Hanks, in zero weather, coated the
amongst the crewmen. Dock workers had to break Ice for some time
for an extra supply of gamma' Under Dr. Seabrook s leadership
craft from stem to stem. Capt. Ernest O’Toole and his crew of nine
before the hatches and gear aboard could be freed from the ice
landed a catch of 320,M>0 pounds of redfish and groundfNh which
sheath, and unloading started.
globulin which will act as a tern-I Glaflin has become one of the
will keep the fillet piant busy the remainder of the week. The Storm
Photo by Cullen porary stop-gap against paralytic j 'e®ding accredited, negro schools
polio during epidemics. More than i
sou^’ an<* all are invited to
money, which will be used to ; Donors to the Initial gifts fund
300 new polio patients in Maine. ’ 11681 Presldent Seabrook,
Hupper Fund Now I: the
Route
1C5
Crash
put the boy. paralyzed victim of an Since Tuesday are:
during 1953.......... have brought fur- *
; auto accident three years ago. back j bonations to date,
$30C; Benefit
$300.73 , Demolishes Car—
iher financial responsibility to' FAVORITE POEM
’ on his feet, comes the evening of; Rockland Lodge of Elks
50.00
Maine's sixteen County Chapters of i [f I had my life to live again, I
Show On Jan. 21
Thursday Jan. 21.
; H H. Crie & Co.,
10.00 Occupants Escape
the National Foundation for Infan- i vould have made a rule to read
Lions of club6, in Rockport, | An Interested Friend,
tile Paralysis." said Mrs Dumont1’0™'
,‘nd 1Uten * *2?*
25.00
Contributors over the county
A 1948 Kaiser sedan, operated by
n’isic at least once * week The
10.00
i
South
Thomaston,
Thomaston,
,
George
Marft.
The
opportunity
for
these
these tastes is a toe* ot
have donated over $300 to the
Arthur Jordan.
5.00 Ronald E Ybung, 21. of Rockland, patients to recover will be material-' tsoolness--Charles Darwin
$2000 fund for Jackie Hupper of Rockland and Warren will stage a
skidded
on
Route
105
between
earn

ly Increased b.v the public if they;
JANUARY
Martiilsvil.e being raised by five mammoth benefit entertaimnent
$300 73 den and Hope about 7 30 p m., wllI continue their generous sup- Tt
and dance at the Community ' Tola:.
-i. ».Tithin»
twist
Lions Clubs in the area
TnevtAv T*np ntir lpff THp muz) npar
.
■
' COITIC6 in ail lATlttling ana twistBuilding in Rockland to round out j
tuesoay. tne car leit the road near pon
the volunteers who are giv- |
ing around,
Tiie mijer fund raising effort for
i the fund. AU members of Lion?
For soda! Items in The Courier- the Rlchmont estate to drop down jOg o, [heir time and effort to It creeps in so silently over the
Clubs have tickets for the affair
ground.
iazett# Phone 1944. City
tf a 20 foot, boulder covered embank make this seventh annua! tag day a
city
ordinances
provide
mented
I Tiie fog is so gray, it darkens the
ment. The car was considered a to success."
that cars parked on streets in such
I
day
tal loss.
And only the eerie and ghostly is
a manner a. to impede the work
In the car and severely shaken up year in h:story in 1953 and that he j
found.
of snowplows may be towed away
with the driver, but uninjured were: looked forward to an equal volume '■ We walk through the grayness
at the expense of the owner.
when all is obscure
Miss Lorraine G. SnowdeaL 16 of in the year ahead.
| And sounds disembodied make
This practice was started Tues
Camden and Harville Hobbs. 20.
'
things
so unsure;
day night by the police and city
of Camden.
j This gray dismal world, with fog
street department crews in order
MEN'S TOPCOATS and
One Year Ago
and mist curled
to quickly move the heavy snowfall
Can make us unsettled and quite
One
Year
Ago
—
Maine
Maritime
OVERCOATS
Thomaston Bank
of that day. It will be continued
insecure.
Academy cruise started, steamer I wonder if this is not often the
throughout the winter, the police
case
VALUES TO $37.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $22.95
Empire State being used in place of
President Starts
chief pointed out. as he asked
the Academy's
ailing American With we who the problems of life
co-operation of the public
to face;
VALUES TO 55.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
29.95
34th Year In Office Sailor—I. Lawton Bray re-elected We have
walk in a mist and try to re
president
of
the
Rockland
Loan
sist
VALUES TO 75.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
39 95
Richard O. Elliot w~as re-elected
The fen re and the doubts that oui
president of the Thomaston Na <Sr Building Association—Allen Paysouls would embrace.
son
started
24th
year
as
chief
of
VALUES TO 95.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
59.95
tional Bank ln Thomaston at the
We look ai the thinking of those
UNION STREET ESSO STATION
Camden
Fire
Department
—
Central
who would lead,
annual meeting of the officers on
Maine Power Co made Waterville •And say this is foolish and hazy
Tuesday
34 liaMASI
UNION CTBCET
STREET
Indeed;
MEN'S HEAVY OUTER JACKETS
The election marked the start center of a new district
' They talk about hope and then
of his 34th consecutive year with
b'mlly grope,
VALUES TO $16.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $11.95
Now Under Management of M. E. "Whitey" Schramm
Unoertain and doubtful ln think
the banking circles in the com
ing and deed.
munity. He headed the Georges
VALUES TO 27.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
15,95
But then in the midst of the fog
National Bank from 1920 until its
comes the sun.
Specializing in
merger with the Thomaston Na
The haze and the eerie and ghostly
VALUES TO 29.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
19.95
tional. and then became that
is done;
The pathway is clear, and home is
bank's president several years ago
Motor Tune-up, Ignition, Carburetor, Generator, Starter
quite near
Lionel F Jealous was named vice
And hope for a brighter tomorrow
BOYS' HEAVY OUTER JACKETS
president and Harold F Dana the
has won.
cashier.
VALUES TO $15.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $ 9 95
—By Wm. Dewsbury.
ATLAS TIRES, BATTERIES and ACCESSORIES
E.ected to the board of directors
•
WITH
were: Willis Vinal. Warren; John
VALUES TO 17.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
12.95
PARKING
LUBRICATING
WASHING
H. Miller. Waldoboro; Fred C.
Black. Rockland; and Mr. Elliot.
4-7
BASKETBALL
Mr. Dana. Mr. Jealous and Rober.
MEN'S SUITS
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL vs.
Walsh, all of Thomaston.
VALUES TO $39.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $19.95
Mr. Elliot commented that the
Brunswick High School
bank enjoyed the best business

Prices Reduced

Essex

SHELL
Furnace Oil

FOA-5X

BURPEE’S
JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

VALUES TO 50.00

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

29.95

VALUES TO 69.75

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

39.95

LADIES' SKI JACKETS
VALUES TO $17.95

DRASTIC REDUCTION ON EVERY
THING IN HOME FURNISHINGS
FROM KITCHEN TO PARLOR

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$ 9 95

ALL NEW MERCHANDISE

VALUES TO $10.95—Light Blue .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

J 5 95

10.95—Navy, Black .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

7 95

VALUES TO

STORE HOUKS:

rU-

361 MAIN STREET

TEL

1520

(b‘

SATURDAY, JAN. 16

A. C. McLoon & Co.

From 5.06-6.36 P. M.

6-lt

7 P. M.
Adults 66c
Students 46c
School Children 15c

Telephone 51

6-It

MEREDITH'S
BIGGEST MATTRESS SALE

SEE OUR SALE AD ON PAGE 12

ROCKLAND, MAINE
6-It

G. A. R. Hall

AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
METERED SERVICE

EVER OFFERED !!

STORE-WIDE SALE

BURPEE Furniture Co.

FRIDAY, JANUARY IS

PUBLIC SUPPER

NO GOODS CHARGED AT THESE PRICES.

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 8 A. M. to t F. M.
Saturday, 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Wednesday, 8 A. M. to 12.341 P. M.

BUY NOW AND SAVE DURING THIS GREAT

COMMUNITY BUILDING

LADIES' SKI PANTS

ALL SALES CASH.

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS — COMPLETE SELECTIONS

• Anti-Clogging

6-lt

1
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freezes over, and if I know Bill he
$
will be making up hot coffee when
it's lunch time.
• • • •
The Megunticook Fish & Game
Association meets at the Camden
clubhouse at the end of Megunti
cook river at 7.30 p. m. on Friday
Jan. 15.
They have an interesting business agenda and are voting on
one item of particular Interest to
Knox County fishermen: If there
shall be a five trout limit at Me
gunticook Lake.
This meeting deserves the at
k\'
tendance of every fisherman in the
county, for if ever there was a lake
□
in this locality that can produce
fine trout in a short period of time
the Camden boys have it.
£>Y R.WQLDQ TYl.£Z
The Megunticook club is enjoy
ing the fullest co-operation of the
k
Fish & Game Department in reCk’
populating the big lake (which
Who is entitled to the 1954 | the officials of the Knox County once produced the finest brook
award of an honorary memoership i Fish & Game Association, and in trout in the coast area) with new
in the Knox County Fish & Gamp case of meritorious acts considered stock.
Association, for an outstanding equally outstanding, two or more
Such a gesture as a five trout
deed for wildlife welfare, improve such awards will be made.
limit will appeal to the Depart
The deeds of non-members will ment as a step in the right direc
ment of fish or wildlife habitat or
conservation in Knox County, per receive priority in making these tion to give the new stock a bet
formed duri”.« the year just past? ' awards but members will be con ter chance to get into the two and
In the early months of each of sidered if there is a shortage of three pound class.
the las; five years it ha- been the entries.
I personally consider the trout
It was considered when this pro- wldch were caught at Megunticook
custom of the Board of Directors
of the association to make such J posal was voted on as a permanent Lake last spring in goodly numbers
an award to the most deserving custom of the club, that each per the fastest growing trout I ever
person within the county limits son who takes it onto himself to had the pleasure of catching
who has taken upon himself for perform such acts as described (I saw ’em when they were put in
the good of our fish and wildlife, ! herein for ihe welfare of our fish the lake).
a deed of the type mentioned and wildlife and the resulting im
There are persistent rumors that
above; and in the past years hon provement of hunting and fishing plans are being considered for a
orary memberships entitling the in this area must certainly be a county wide ice fishing derby
holder to one year of full privi good sportsman and surely entitled sometime this winter.
leges and participation in the club to be known among organized
The idea. "I am told, originated
' sportsmen as such. He is therefor at a recent meeting of the Me
for the following reasons:
Rescuing a deer pursued by voted into the organization for one gunticook Fish & Game Associa
j year's free membership.
dogs; 2 awards.
tion.
Mail your proposals for a likely
Killing snapping turtles in ponds
If all county ponds and lakes
of the Georges River. 2 awards. 1 candidate for these awards to me are included the event would prob
Clearing brush from trout brooks at South Thomaston.
ably be after Fob. 1. to permit
* * * *
in the town of Warren. 2 awards.
trout and salmon to be considered
Custodian Bill Davis of Beaver in the contest.
Opening closed and cultivated
land to fishermen and designating Lodge writes me that the new en
The idea is a good one. It would
a path for entrance to fishing $pots trance is all. but completed and stimulate the live bait business.
urges me to tell all who would visit Get many people acquainted with
at Salt Por.d, one award.
Refusing to shoot doe deer with there on weekends to enter by the ice fishing and likely net the
fawns in open .reason, one award. new road.
sponsoring club a good profit.
The entrance is about a quarter
Ass-sting warden to rescue deer
The results of such a derby
from the ice in Warren, or.e award. mile beyond the old one and will would likely determine the actual
Ar.v person residing in Knox be marked by signs.
load that ice fishing puts on trout
Bill had 11 visitors at the lodge and salmon at Megunticook and Al
County is entitled to send in name
of persons known to have per on Sunday, Jan. 3. several turn ford’s (the oniy two places where
formed some such deed during ing to and helping around the they are stocked that ice fishing
1953. giving as full an account as grounds.
is pejmitted).
He will be at the lodge everyday
possible and the time and place of
It can be expected that the offi
and will open it weekends for ice cials of the Fish & Game Depart
the incident.
Ail entries will be considered by fishermen as soon as the lake ment would frown on such a derby
in face of the new trout stocking
1 program at these waters.
Brown trout are considered falr| ly safe in waters open to ice fish| ing. salmon are unpredictable but
j a brook trout goes for most any! thing that wiggles.
j
My favorite winter fish both for
397 MAIN ST.
TEL 1090
ROCKLAND, ME.
catching and eating is the white
. perch and it’s a specie that is
abundant in most Knox County
I water s.
:
• • • •
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater of South
WOMEN'S - GIRLS' - CHILDREN'S
Thomaston phones that a robin is
wintering in her neighborhood.
The courageous bird comes quite
. regularly to her dooryard and has
j been feeding on berries which
I grow on shrubs around the house.
She asks what kind of food that
I she could provide in winter would
i the robin eat.
If First Quality They Would
Few books that I have give any
Sell For 4.99
indication of what robins would
eat who decide to stay in the
north during winter, but it is ad
mitted they do occasionally re
main here and emerge with spring
BLACK - RED - BROWN
in very good condition.
GREEN
I have noticed them feeding on
the seed pips of the wild rose
FIRST QUALITY RUBBER FOOTWEAR FOR THE
when the ground was deeply cov
ENTIRE FAMILY AT BUDGET PRICES
ered with snow. Normally they
AI.L SIZES
have diets which follow’ the sea
son's provender and they turn
from worms to fruit and bugs as
they come along.
Possibly some seedless raisins,
(Continued on Page Eight)

ERVICEQHOEQTORE

SALE

Fur Cuff

Rubber Boots

3.77

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

HERE'S PROOF THAT AaP’s LOWER PRICES

EDITORIAL

BY THE SCORE SAVE YOU MORE IN *541

GOING TO THE DOGS
1A communication so rich in the hopeful philosophy and
dry humor characteristic of the Down East way of life, that it
needs must appear as a guest editorial is here presented.—Ed. I
• ••••«
It seems to me the plight of North Haven might possibly
be presented from a different angle, or point of view, or even
state of mind.
All things change—if an out-moded Inn into two
modern apartments—why depressing? If a business fails—
study its causes and if remedial—apply its remedy.
On the brighter side—several old homes in the last few
years have had their faces lifted - their values added to—
several small new homes built. Study our valuation and
compare its place in Knox County — our teachers' salaries^—
our schoolrooms — modern Church, Library and attractive
Legion Home—and others.
May I quote this anonymous poem:

GOING TO THE DOGS

’ t

s

'
i

j

A&P's January Event features store-wide values gaicre to help
you save more in '54. Check! Compare1 Save! ... at your A&P>

Cut from Super-Right Quality Heavy Steer Beef

My granddad, viewing earth's worn cogs,
Said things were going to the dogs;
His granddad in his house of logs.
Said things were going to the dogs;
His granddad in the Flemish bogs,
Said things were going to the dogs;
His granddad in his old skin togs.
Said things were going to the dogs;
There’s one thing that I have to state:
The dogs have had a good long wait.

Porterhouse or Sirloin STEAKS
Cut .'rom 7-Rib Rib End Portion

Pork Roast
l™

Rib Roast

Olive S. Lermond
North Haven. Maine.

-WHAT USEFUL END TO BE GAINED?
A growing agitation to stiffen college requirements is
noted in all parts of the nation and has been apparent for
a considerable time in Maine. It is a known fact that a
large proportion of present day college students drift through
to degrees with a minimum of intellectual exertion. The
feeling in many quarters among the top level educators is
that sharp limitations on entrance requirements and a very
general stiffening of all college work loads is mandatory, thus
affecting a general reductfbn in the number of those re
ceiving degrees.
Against this plan stands the all-important fact that the
United States is very definitely in the business of mass pro
duction of college graduates as well as automobiles and prac
tically everything else. All of our people are reaching out
for a greater knowledge In order to carve better and more
satisfying places in life for themselves. Our national culture
expects a young man to go to college and places severe handi
caps on those who don’t.
The great State Universities carry huge enrollments and
depend for their very existence on public monies. If they
stiffen educational requirements and force out sons and
daughters of taxpayers wholesale, what will happen to the
financial support of these institutions? The same problem
applies to the smaller colleges with insufficient endowments
which must depend on good student enrollments.
In the last analysis, why curtail the college population?
What useful end is to be gained by the undertaking to change
a normal trend toward self improvement? Why not create
a group of institutions with extremely high requirements for
those possessed of unusually high capabilities and let it go
at that, providing such colleges and universities do not
already exist, or could not readily be brought Into existence
within present facilities.
The present high tide in college degrees is a thing to be
desired which exerts a benign influence on the youth of the
nation.

TIME TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS
It seems to us that one of the great contributing causes
to the appalling number of traffic deaths and crippling
injuries in the United States is the wide variation of rules
of the road in different States. We are a nomadic people
since the advent of the automobile as the presence of num
ber plates from every state in the Union will testify in sum
mer. Yet the motorists from these states encounter wholly
different driving regulations during their journeys. Such
confusion inevitably breeds a multiplicity of accidents.
For example, the 54 million cars and trucks on the high
ways may pass each other on either right or left in 29
states as well as in the District of Columbia, yet 16 States
forbid passing on the right and three state permit it only
when an overtaking vehicle is making a right turn. By the
same token the regulations in all states show a w’ide variance
in regulations dealing with headlight dimming, arm and hand
turn signals, painted center stripes, etc.
Is there any wonder that the motorists ol the nation
are confused and that accidents are terrifyingly prevalent?
There are thousands of traffic experts in the Country yet
the States have not the good sense to pool their vast store
of information and come up with a uniform, nation-wide
traffic code.
This is a call for a conference of all States and a demand
that the present inexcusable traffic chaos be replaced by a
national Traffic Code.

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

■

Smoked Picnics
«<•«

lB«c

l.6,c

Et.”C

ro.ua.

Center Pork Chops

lB 89

Florid; Juicy, Size 176 s

Reg. $45.00
Reg $34 50
Reg. $29-50

Broilers or Fryers

Boneless Stew Beef 75clB

BCH

Beef Liver

Carrots

Jce'llos25c.

Rhubarb Pie

Janj Parker—Save up to 4c

White Bread smo°Nt»15c
Jane Parker-Regularly 33c

Gold Bar Cake XSd29c
Our Own-Co no. Pkg.

Tea Bags

64

39'

FOR

SIZE 200's DO2

PKG

Family Flour

li© 1.85

Sunnyfield Oats

35

p3kg

2

HALVES

aiN6

A&P Elberta Peaches

CAN

Sharp Cheddar Cneese

A&P Crushed

41c

2 'cp^°z 25c

Pancake Flour sunnyfield 2

33c

white house

^‘89

’“’Nao741c

HAlvts

’^2OZ39C

Nabisco Premium Scltines

27c

Ritz Crackers

’P6°z33c

Nutley Margarine

A&P Pineapple

i or u oz

PK°G2 29
pkg22c

COLOred

*&P Seedless Raisins

’:°z19c

CAN

A&P Chunk
1 LB 2 OZ
CAN

Pineapple
Ann Page

Tomato Soup 4

lO'/iOZ
CANS

39

Ann Page

Elbow Macaroni

pkg

19

Ann Page Strawberry

Preserves

12 0ZJAR

29c

14 OZ BOT

19c

Ann Page

Ketchup

KLEENEX

TISSUES

Saves you money.

Soft and Strong1 America s favorite tissue!

2
“

a

3 LB
AC I LB AlC
canOv canwi
Price’

PK3Goso0f
PKGS OF
200

43£
49<

shown m th.s Ad q arjnteed Throufh Saturday, January
and effect i»
in th.s Comwnily and Vicinity.

AMERICA'S FOREMOST FOOD RETAILER . . . SINCE

See how much you can save over
other leading brands. Blendable,

t

TM GREAT ATLANTIC

Nestle'* Eveready

JANUARY 21, 1954

154

1

PACIFIC TfA COMPANY

Chicken -of-tbe-Sea

8 OZ CAN

MANY SPECIALS IN OUR FOOTWEAR DEPARTMENT

29

Chicken-of the Sea

Tuna Fish

ltf

’5uPer Mar^ts

dependable dexo—it’s digestible1

COMMUNITY BUILDING - ROCKLAND

29c

pKgs

Educator Cocoanut Bars

1 LB 2 OZ
CAN

65c

“jX

Sliced Swiss Cheese

A&P Fruit Cocktail
1 LB 2 OZ
CAN

QACc
39

lB 53c

Grape Juice

Juice

IB

33c

Sliced American Cheese *

A&P Pears

Pineapple

CAN

1 LB 12 OZ

8 O'clock Coffee B3AlGB2.61

A&P Sliced

33c

CAN

A&P YELLOW 1 LB I2OZ

A&P Brand

Pineapple

AAC

YELLOW CLING 1 LB 12 OZ OQC

Dry Milk Solids

Quick or Regular

k

Gigantic Dance and Entertainment g

29c

1 PT 2 OZ
TANS
* »
CANS

lona Tomato Juice

Sunnyfield

Cocoa

•-it
MNNMMaMMMMMMMMaaMMMMMMMa

LBS '

U. S NO 1

CELLO

Sliced Peaches

,0 dexo SHORTENING

LISTED BELOW ARE A FEW OF THE

Not Listed Above

FOR

Pascal Celery

A&P Peaches

STUDENTS' TOPCOATS

Set These and Many Other Outstanding Values

39c

SIZE 70'*

A&P Pineapple Juice

43

SS

A&P’s PURE VEGETABLE
SHORT ENIN G-FOR
CAKES, PIES AND PER
FECT FRIES!

Cotton Flannel Work Shirts, reg. 3.50, Sale Price. $2.69, 2 for $5.00
Reg. 2.49 Lee Riders, sizes 4-19
Sale Price $1.98
Reg. 2.98 Lee Riders, sizes 12-16
Sale Price $2.47
Reg. 459 Lee Riders, sizes 28-36
Sale Price $3.69
Men’s 4.98 Lee 91- Oz. Blue or White Overalls
$3.99
Bovs’ 5.98 Wool and Nylon “Marine” Pants
$4.98

E5;

-2.—

June . .rker - Regularly 49c

V

Sale Price $29.85 Re? *24.95 Zipper Lining $19.85
Sale Price $24.85
$19-95 Ravon Lined $14.85
Sale Price $22.85 I WINTER JACKETS REDUCED

$14.89
$1259
$9.89
$6.89
$9.85
$7.85
$6.85
$4.98
$.9.56

YR. AGO LE

GREEN HEADS

Calif. Navel Oranges

Tender Young

55c

FANCY SLICED
65c LB YEAR AGO

Cortland Apples

Broccoli

lB 49'

67c LB YEAR AGO LB

Florida Grapefruit

Tender Young Shoots

$59.85 Reg. $55.00
Now $49.85
$47.85
$49.95
Now $38.85
$44.85 Reg. $39.50 .
Non $29.85
{25.00 Trench Coats ... $18.85
$29.85 ------------------------------------------

Men’s 19.95 Nunn-Bush Shoes
Sale Price
Men’s Walk-Overs, to 18.95
Now
Men’s 12.95 Yorktowns .........................
Non Only
One Group of Men’s Shoes, values to 10.50
Non
Women’s 12.95 Queen Quality
Now
Women's 16.95 Enna Jetticks
Now
One Lot of Enna Jetticks ............................ Special Price
Women's 6.95 Pumps, Sandals. Sport Shoes
Women's 11.95 Sheepskin Lined Shoes
....................
CHILDREN’S SHOES ALL REDUCED 26 <7

sX

short

New Cabbage

Oranges

TOPCOATS & OVERCOATS

—SR0RT CQATS

SUPER RIGHT

Serv ;s one at a time

w

lb65c

7 NCHCUT
Cl0SE TRIW
75c IB YEAR AGO

Vejy truly yours,

CAMDEN, MAINE

Rev. $75
Now
Reg. $65 & $59 50, Now
Reg. $55.00
Now
74 SUITS
Values to $50.00
Non

LB'

lb45

HASKELL & CORTHELL

SUITS

I

Tuna Fish

WHITE MEAT

6!'2 OZ
TIN

Instant

LIGHT MEAT

4'?OZ
TIN

37c

Fels Naptha

2

* PKGS

55c

8 P. M.

Your Donation and Purchase af Tickets Will Give
This Boy the Use of His Hands and

Snow's Brand

Clam Chowder

Snow'* Brand

15 OZ

CAN 25c

Fish Chowder

Enable Him Te Walk Again
Sponsored by Rockland, So. Thomaston, Rockport, Thomaston
and Warren Lions Clubs

Angel Soft Reinbow

Facial Tissues

23

Boraxo CLEANS HANDS
Mule Toon Borax

15 OZ 4>CC
CAN

25c

9* CANS
801 atr

“ir

neo

TuMday-Thuriday-Saturday
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as the officers and committees of' Salisbury; Chairman Mrs.
Vere Crockett of the WRKD
staff will deliver a movie story to VINALHAVEN BOWLERS HIT
the Fred A Norwood Women’s Re- Young and Mrs. Ellen Bohndell.
TALK OF THE TOWN
night at 8 o'clock on the “Guest
ROCKPORT
lief Corps for the coming year | child Welfare Chairman; Mrs,
ALL
TIME
HIGH
IN
EVERY
By Request" program, unrehearsed
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH Senior Vice President. Mrs Sara Vinie Johnson.
and Everett Orleve, old time Cam DEPARTMENT EXCEPT BOWLING
Correspondent
Pendleton; Junior Vice President; | Hospital Committee: Mrs. Marion
Justice Leonard F. Williams of den pianist of the silent dramas
Telephone Camden 2483
Coming Events
-Miss Jean Heath. Treasurer; Mrs Weidman; Chairman, Mrs. Geon
Lewiston, newly appointed to the will provide incidental music, also
Bowling ran the gamit in Vinal- to forecast on. However, not one of
Emma Torrey: Secretary. Mrs. Walker and Mrs. Sara Pendleton.
Superior
Court
bench,
was
in
Rock

ISoelAl and oommunlty event*
captains will concede a thing,
without preliminary knowledge of haven last week having a little
Mis. Mabel Studley of Glen Cove Stella Simonton; Conductor, Mrs.
are aoliclted for tt Is calendar All land Tuesday to hear civil cases the plot.
something for everybody; comedy, W!th
<‘xcebtion of Captain Wy- and Mrs Carolyn Bray of Owl's Lillian Simonton: Guard, Mrs Ellen PART'S NECK
are free and apaoe here cannot be which had been pending on the
, .
...
,
mie and even he is relaxing a bit as Head were guests Saturday of their Bohndell; Assistant Conductor. Mrs
purchased.
Strictly commercial
tragedy, humor, mirth, surprise, exANNOUNCEMENT
affaire, aalea, suppers, dances, can docket of Knox Superior Court. He
Edward L. Cox of Sherwood,
18 8m
i cousin. Mrs. Florence Knight, Cam- Alice Marshall; Assistant Guard, i
not be accepted. The decision of is presently presiding at the Jan Oregon, died Jan. 10, according to citement, la femmes. 1'hommes and wins.
den
Road
Mra.
Gladys
Maker;
Patriotic
In’
An
9'
and
all Esso Range or Esso
the editor la final.1
uary term of Waldo Suoerior Court word received at press hour today the boys, anger, frustration and a
Score: Ducks vs Worms.
Mrs
Charles
Leland.
West
Street,
structor.
Mrs
Ann
Young;
Press
^'
ue
'
users
m St. George. TenJan. 14 — Scottish Rites Ladies' in Belfast.
Ducks—Grimes 214, Tibbitts 280, is a patient at the Knox Hospital. Correspondent; Mrs Dorothy Up-i an*s Harbor and Port Clyde defrom Fred L. Blaisdell, Oak Grove, good feed.
Night, Community Building.
Things
started
off
Monday
night
Nelson
280,
Smith
258,
Poole
288
„
",
f
T
Oregon. Mr Cox was a long time
, ham: Musician. Mrs Alice Simon- siring to continue with Esso
Jan. 14—Installation and Banquet
_
| Rockland.
The United States Civil Service resident of Rockland and left a with a surprise defeat of the Gan-1 total 1322.
of Knox-Waldo
Hairdressers'
ton; Color Bearers. No 1 Mrs. Sadie Heating Oi’s may arrange for
Offiters
Installed
has announced examinations for great circle of friends here when 1 d€rs by the Pirates, who allowed
Aas’n,, Thorndike Hotel.
Worms—Sutliffe for Adams 266,
Mrs Alice Simonton. Dept Pres,- ' Grover; No. 2. Mrs. Margaret Wood:
Jan. 15—-Reception at I.OjO.F Hall Correctional Aid, $3,175 a year, and he emigrated West. He kept those the toP flight Ganders only one Bickford 211. Johnson 272, Loveless
dent, installed the officers of E H No 3. Mrs Ruth Marshall: No. 4.
"
0
rt
honoring Mrs. Vivian Whittier Prison Library Assistant (for males
friendships green through visits P°int whUe they were taking four > 263. Wymie 288, total 1340
and Mrs. Hazel Rollins.
B Wilson Corps. No 47. at Orono Miss Marion Weidman; Executive 1 nomas on.
6-T
only),
$3,410
a
year,
for
positions
in
home"
and
letters
to
the
homei
11
was
one
of
those
nights
when
the
i
The
highlight
of
the
week
in
Jan. 15 — Womans Educational
Some men
bribed, but
Spins seemed to be unusually per-[bowling came however on Thurs- Friday evening. She was assisted Committee; Mra. Stella Simonton;
Club meets in the Farnsworth Federal penal and correctional in town newspaper.
imp0BSlWe to mduce
Museum.
stitutions located in many States
------| verse, refusing to fall even under [ day night when the Lions bowled by Mis. Stella Simonton, Dept Chairman. Mrs Doro'hy Upham. u,# nfjft
Jan. 18—Annual Meeting and Ban throughout the country. To qualify,
The Fidelis Class of the Little- Pressure of the strongest language! a team sponsored by Lion O. V. Secretary: Mrs. Lillian Simonton, Mrs. Evelyn Heath. Mrs. Gladys a woman to take hush money.
quet of Maine Publicity Bureau
applicants must pass written tests field Memorial Baptist Church will at a bowler's command, which in , Drew , made up from bovs who Dept. Inspector; Mrs Evelyn Heath. Maker and Mrs. Vinie Johnson.
in Portland.
Jan. 18—Miriam Rebekah Lodge and must have had appropriate ex hold its monthly meeting Friday wel1 informed bowling circles, is [ played Junior League baseball the ] Chairman of the Dept. Executive j Auditing Committee: Mrs. Ellen,
meets at Odd Fellows Building. perience or education. Further in night at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. considered the equal to If not bet- [ Past summer. This match had been Board, and Colors Bearers. Mrs. Bohndell, Chairman; Mrs Lillian
Jan. 21—Theta Rho Girls' Club
Alice Marshall. Mrs Bohndell and Simonton and Mrs Evelyn Heath
meets at Odd Fellows Build formation and application forms Pheneta Belyea, 224 Camden street. ter than a mule divers. Not a string simmering for some time and the
j Relief Committee: Mrs. Alice
may be obtained from the Commis
ing .
_____
, hit the century mark. Nelson’s 98 boys were getting impatient, but Mrs Dorothy Upham.
Jan 21—Emblem Club meets at sion's Examiner in Charge, Mr
after
the
Lions
meeting
Thursday
Women’s Relief Corps
, Simonton; Ohairman, Mrs. Dorothy
Curtis Payson, County Attorney, being the highest, and his 231 was
Elks Home.
Hary located at P. O. Rockland, or will be the guest speaker at the
President elect Mrs Betty Bohn- Upham and Mrs. Evelyn Heath
best for three. Shields was espe- night the Lions emerged from the
Jan. 22—Methebesec Club meets
from the U. 8. Civil Service Com January meeting of the League of
jinxed, somebody’s evil eye Down Easter, some of them under dell has announced the following I Conference Committee: Mrs Effie
at Farnsworth Art Museum
Jan. 27—BJ>.W. meeting, Farns mission, Washington 25, D. C.
Women Voters of Rockland to be (hed never admit it might be his the influence of a wonderful spag
worth Museum.
held Jan. 18 at 2.30 p. m., at the own) allowing him to get a paltry hetti supper, and prepared to do
Feb. 3— Area High Schoo! Discus
The Knox County Civil Defense home of Mrs H C Blodeett Tai- 233> which tied him with Morg Sut- battle. Preparing to do battle bj’
sion with Mark Shibles and Wil
« aU™. '£ „S, S» «
W. 2S? •*“!
liam Bailey. Union P.T.A., at staff wlil meet Firdav evening at
Thompson Memorial
7.30 at the Knox County court "County Government." Mrs. Edward seot Lbe statistics hounds thumb- without onions' was about as far
as .any Lion got, for the battle
Feb. 4—Methebesec Club meets at house.
Moffitt, vice president of the in« through the records to see when
Farnsworth Art Museum
turned into a rout with the Lions
League, will conduct the business he ever bowled anything lower,
Feb. 4—Emblem Club initiation
Meat is the chief source of
taking a bad beating. It is not
Word
has
been
received
of
the
and installation at Elks Home
meeting, and Mrs. Ruth Rockwell,
Probably the real reason for ev- known whether those Lions who
rich
nourishment so necessary
Feb. 4-7 — Bates College Winter death Jan. 11 of Mrs. Michael Arico County Government Chairman, will erybody's poor bowling was the tur- ___
__ were any stronger and
had onions
Carnival weekend.
in San Antonio, Texas. The Aricos oe in charge of the program. Fol- key suPPer enjoyed at the Down slood
to winter eating. Here's how
the ordea, &ny
Jan. 16—March of Dimes Tag Day
Feb 19—Methebesec Club meets were former residents of Rockland lowing the program tea will be Easter hoteI- for when a man trans' those who did not, but at no time
to buy Energy Filled Meats
with Mrs. Joseph Dondis, 69 and Camden and were very popu served by Mrs. H. Ernest Keywood. fers the stuffing of a turkey into were the Lions within whi,fing dis.
Beech street.
Economically—
lar.
Hospitality Chairman, Mrs. Clar- stuffing for himself, something bes- tance o{ the boys After getting
May 10-11—Hospital Auxiliary’s
ence Munsey, Mrs. Perly Simmons, sjdes belt buckles are going to trimmed 70 pins In the first string i
‘County Fair” Umversalist Ves
A representative from the Social Mrs. Edward Moffitt and Mrs. Le- 1 tighten up. Capt. Wymie will never captain Eddie Maddox began calltry
IT'S ALL WESTERN BEEF U. S. GRADED
OF COURSE IT'S AT
Security Administration office in onise Delano.
' g0 along with this theory however, i ;ng on his second platoon, with
THF, WEATHER
Augusta will be at the Rockland
-----------------I arguing that or good bowling scores [ some real heavyweights like Jack
What a Portland newspaper Post Office Building, Second Floor
CARD OFTHANKS
[ there ought to be a good feed at Carlson and Henry Anderson and
called on Tuesday the "biggest on Monday, Jan. 18 from 12.30 to
Tne family ofthe lateMrs. Lona I least once every week, and for top , Roy Arey, but they were treated
snowstorm in five years" sort of 2.30 p. m. Residents of Rockland
Smith wishes to express their ! performance the time should be J just as roughly by the boys who
to Dr. Donald Brown, Dr. !
.....................
fizzled out by the time it reached and nearby towns who wish to file thanks
Barbara Fuller, Miss Eliza Steele, 1 babed.
| know full well that the bowling
lb. 29c
lb. 29c BEEF LIVER
Rockland and was very ordinary claims for federal Old-Age and Mi s Barbara Castner for the won- j Score Ganders vs Pirates:
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING!! FRANKFORTS
[ battle is not always to the strong,
in the amount it dropped and in Survivors Insurance or obtain in ierful care, and to all who sent ' Ganders—Sutliffe 233, Bickford but that it's where you hit ’em and
lb. 39c
SAUSAGE
lb. 39c MINCED HAM
the accompanying winds which formation should call upon this tards, flowers, which she appre- 242, Drew 258, Rae 268, Goose 257. not how hard you hit 'em that
were not strong enough to create representative who is in the Rock elated so much. For the f.ora, . . ,
tribute sent by relatives, friends ;tola 1268
[ count£
YOU HAVE BEEN ASKING IOR THESE—
drifts. Must be the way we live. land Post Office Building, Second and neighbors, and all the love ! Pirates—MacDonald 244. Olson
Dennis Tupper, who was bowling
ONE
—Don't forget to look for the Floor, every Monday at this same ind sympathy, extended to us in 258. Nelson for Peterson 281, San- with a broken arm in a cast caused
FRESH—lean little pig
eclipse of the moon Monday night, time. Every person who has worked ’ Thf^ly of the late Mrs Lona born 257' 8hield* 233' toUl 1273'
by a fall on the ice only a few days
total at 9.17. Temperature around in employment covered by the So
ago, starred for the Cubs, while if
SHOULDERS
lb.
A. Smith.
6’It
10 deg. above Wednesday morning, cial Security Act should learn about
____________
Youth and beauty entered the there was any star on the Lions
fair and bright. City crews doing his rights upon reaching age 65.
CARD OF THANKS
I picture when some 13 High School team he must have been obscured
HERE'S JUST A FEW ECONOMICAL BUYSa grand job as usual in handling Upon the death of a person who
We wish to express our sincere I girls did their prettiest match Tues- in a cloud of onion vapor,
the five inches of snow down, has worked in covered employment, thanks to relatives, neighbors, day night, tentatively labeled as beEVERY SLICE
Score: Drew's Cubs vs. Vinalfriend., and our music pupils who
SHOPPING
lb.
this morning, clear and cold.
SUGAR CURED
a member of the family should remembered us in any way during tween the "Odds” and the “Evens." j haven Lions:
Cubs—W Chandler 236. Staples
make prompt Inquiry about sur the illness and death of our loved While their bowling form was un«A group of dresses reduced to
LEAN
one. Every act of kindness shown doubtedly superior to any male per- 2fi8' Tupper 281. Ab Martin 268,
vivors’ insurance.
$5.00 and $10.00 at Burdell's Dress
WASTELESS
was most stneerely appreciated. I f<>
d th
„
d. [ j. Philbrook 255. total 1318.
Shop
6-lt
We wash to thank those who sent 1 .
,
A. .
1
t inn« Rnv umr ana b™
t™flowers or offered the use of their <*> performance, their scores except
^wwi-Roy R'" and
Aie>
BORN
cars;
special
thanks
to
Dr.
Charles
,
for
a
few
instances,
were
nothing
~
°
Bickford
and
Anderson
264,
Andrews
—
At
Knox
Hospital,
TENDER, JUICY—ALL CUTS FROM HEAVY WESTERN BEEF!
Semi-Annual Shoe Sale now go
Jan. 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
ing on at the Quality Shoe Slwp. Andrews of West Rockport, a North, Carl Stilpben, Rev. Charles ( that would earn them a valedictory ' Headley and Gilchrist 217, Willb. 79c
PORTERHOUSE
Best "Buys Of the Week
“d
However as one bystander remarkedliams and Sellers 226 Y°ung
aIld
5-10 daughter.
Fitzgerald and Mrs Mark LeiBlanc "Oive the
a btue
and Maddox
tota, 11J2
lb. 69c
CLUB
Armstrong — At Knox Hospital, 6 lt Mr. and Mrs. Frank Yeung,
lb.
79c
TOP
ROUND
or
CUBE
they
will
show
some
of
these
mere
;
Manager
Drew
of
,he
Cubs
said
Jan.
13.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
All persons interested in a de
after the game that if the 10 Lions
licious. plenty-to-eat public supper, Armstrong of Rockland, a daugh
IN MEMORIAM
males a thing or two about bowling
ter.
FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH—REI) RIPE
all bowled as one team and Dennis
From Nearby Farms
Whereas, the passing of Mrs
wtll go to South Hope Friday night
Johnson—At New Britain, Conn Harriet silsbv Frost has meant a yet.”
Tupper
could
break
his
other
arm
MEI)
SIZE
(Jan. 15) where supper will be Jan. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. James loss to the community of an out
Wednesday was Wormsday at its
it would just about even things up
DOZEN
served 520 to 7 with a dance in Johnson (formerly Phyllis Shaw standing woman, and
' be6t for it saw the lowly Worms
for a return match.
the evening. Supper prices, adults ot Rockland), a daughter.
Whereas, the League of Women set right up on their hind legs and
Voters of Rockland, especially, has t j ,
f. , ,
f
, .
50c, children 25c with the March
GOLDEN
The only positive way to assure
lost an active anfl valued member *Iggle 011 wlt" a Iour P°mt ain
MARRIED
of Dimes to benefit.
5'6
ITS 1 LB. PRINTS
RIPE
Oxton-liawes—At Rockport. Dec interested in all phases of League ovcr l*>e speeding Ducks and re yourself of a good time is to lose
( REAMER Y
[ vive Captain Wymies faith in his yorself in work you like.
23. Robert I. Oxton and Miss Miri work: therefore
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
am Hawes, toth of Rockport.—by
Resolved, that the League give i team and in big feeds. But again
75C vou ASKED FOR MORE OF THESE—SO HERE THEY
IEY ARE—
recognition to her work and ex
Men’s group meets Wednesday Rev. C. W. Small.
Read The Courier-Gazette
press sorrow at her loss by this it was a substitute that was the big
and Sunday, G.A.R. Hall, Lime
LB.
resolution of respect to be included factor in a teams win, for with I
DIED
rock St 8 p. m. Women's group
in the permanent records of the Morg Sutliffe subbing for Adams |
SACK
Arico
—
At
San
Antonio,
Texas.
meets weekly. For information
Jan. 10. Mrs. Cora S. Arico, wife of organization, a copy of it be sent on the Worms, it was his 52 points [
concerning either group, address Michael Arico, age 40 years. Fu to her family, and forwarded to
LIVE BAIT
over Captain Grimes that really I
CARROTS
2 cello bags 25c ONIONS
S lbs. 19c
neral Friday afternoon from the tire community newspaper.
P. O Box 711 Rockland, Me.
was
the
big
blast
that
brought
down
I
Mrs.
Horatio
C.
Cowan.
VOU
SPINACH
93-th-tf Doane, Beal, Ames Funeral Home
cello
bag
19c
GRADED MINNOWS, 3 SIZES
lb. 5c
NEW
CABBAGE
President.
the
Ducks.
As
usual
Captain
Poole
,
CAN
in Hyannis, Mass. Burial in OsRockland. Jan. 12. 1954
6-lt was the head man for the Ducks J
tervtlie. Mass.
CHEERFUL SERVICE
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Gray — At Portland. Jan 13.
"Save More In '54 — Shop At Perry's Every Day"
(Even at 5 A. M. or 12 P. M.l
and his 114 w'as best for the evening
Weston A. Gray of Cape Elizabeth,
' though he shaded Capt. Wymie
HOME Furnishings wanted, cook age 60 years. Funeral Friday at 2
NOTICE
PRESERVES
““S1,2-ox. jars 49c
CLOSED SUNDAY
stove, table, chairs, etc. For needy p. tn. from the Hobbs Funeral
' only one pin this time and Wymies
The Office of
CAMPELLS
Tamily. Please contact Selectmen Home in South Portland. Burial
SOUP
4 tins 45c
, teammates went over the top for
TOMATO
B. BICKMORE
of St. George, ARTHUR MILLS. in Rockland in the spring.
DR. WALTER D. HALL
j
him
while
he
was
holding
the
line.
ROBIN
HOOD
ARNOLD STtMPSON, FORREST
Cox—At Sherwood, Oregon. Jan. Will Be Closed After Jan. 23
129 RANKIN ST. TEL 1589-M
FLOUR PILLSBURY'S 25 lb. sack $2.09
With the tailenders moving up on
WALL.
6-7 10. Edward L. Cox. formerly of
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Until
Further
Notice.
Rockland.
i the leaders the race becomes a
6-8
CHICKEN STEW INGERSOLL'S
59c
Dyer—At Rockland, Jan 12. Mrs.
6-8 little more exciting and a bit harder
28'j. OZ. TIN
Ellen
Hooper
Dyer,
age
86
years.
RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION
KID GLOVE
APPLE SAUCE 16 OZ. TINS 2 for 35c
Funeral Thursday <today) at 2
Sales and Service
n m. from Russell Funeral Home,
o» the Outjionding
ERANUORev John Smith Lowe officiating.
SPAGHETTI
— AUCTION —
All Work and Parts Guaranteed
2 tins 29c
HOMEMAKER OF THE YEAR
AMERICAN
Burial will be In Eastbrook. Maine,
SPOON
125 MAIN ST.
TEL. 151 in the spring.
ENTER THE
TEA
BAGS
50 for 29c
THOMASTON
Saturday, Jan. 16
LIFT
Crouse— At Rockland, Jan. 12.
129-T&Th-tf Judson I. Crouse, age 79 years.
AUNT JEMIMA
Private funeral services Saturday
LEGION HALL - UNION
PANCAKE FLOUR
2 pkgs. 35c
at 2 p. m. from the Burpee Funeral
Home.
Interment
in
Achorn
1.30 to 11.00 P. M.
GAME PARTY
MILK—Evaporated
4 tall tins 49c
Cemetery. Rev. J. Charles Mac- I
Another one of our sales, the type like it is unwise to miss.
EVERY FRIDAY
DonaM officiating.
Anything
you
could
want
in
furniture
line,
radios
and
anything
JELL-O, all flavors
Staples—At Rockland. Jan. 12,1
At 7.30 P. M.
3 pkgs. 25c
your hrart desires in electrical appliances, dishes, linens and
TOWER ROOM
Charles Edward Staples, age 69
misc.
small
items.
Would
like
to
continue
afternoon
sales
COMMUNITY BUILDING
years. Funeral Friday at 2 p. m. j
SUGAR
5 lb. sack 49c
but need your attendance, otherwise wtll be forced to have no
Auspices Knights of Columbus
from the Burpee Funeral Home.
in the
more
1.30
sales.
PER
ORDER:
TONY.
It
16-T&Th-tf Interment in Achorn Cemetery,
HARVEY L. GURNEY. Auctioneer
FEBRUARY ISSUE of
Nabisco
Rev. E. O. Kenyon officiating.
CAN
- SreoM
‘llcrtag

Classified

brings action

WINTER MEALS NEED

MEAT

PERRY’S

HAMBURG 2 lbs. 59c

49c

BACON
STEWING BEEF

“>•5^

STEAKS

EGGS

2 £ell°pkgs- 29c
2 «“• 25c

49c TOMATOES
BANANAS

50

POTATOES

69c

WIN

inPRIZES

CONTEST

Official Entry Blank

be done this

RUSSELL

«rf Ithough wc do not

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

seek clients on a price
basis those we have
served know it costs no
more to call us.

But the Courier-Oasette

suggests that its

SMALL'S
UPPER PARK Sr.'*& £7-%

PRINTING

MAGAZINE

save you the time
and effort.

Chuck Roast, block style 33c

Checkout counter
YOU—have a good chance
of winning the Fabulous
Crown of

Boneless Chuck

1-tf

Pot Roast or Stew Beef

MRS. AMERICA

49c

Why Not Enter Today!!!

Lean. Boneless Brisket
Corned Beef

New 1954 Strunk Chain Saw Herel
DOUBLE THE POWER AND TWICE THE CUTTING SPEED

Priced from $229.00 up

BURPEE

If it comes in the meat line . . . Domestic Dressed
ASK FUR IT . . . SMALL'S will Rabbits
have it. And you won't need
Fresh Beef liver
glaaawa to see that the quality

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
342 Park Street

Rockland, Maine
4-tf

of our meat,

b

Coffee

65c

49c

39c

beyond reproach.
6-lt

Perry’s
All Grinds

lb. 85c

State of Maine
Yellow Eye
Libhy’s
/w
HASH Corned Beef
Pure Tomato
KETCHUP
14 OZ. BOTS

BEANS

2 lbs. 25c
16 OZ.
TINS

391]

jjC

Beef Stew, Libby's
Quaker Oats

*

Ige. pkg. 37c

Chef Meat Balls

With Gravy

tin 35c

T“„DRY

12 oz. jar 39c

Slade's Cinnamon

13c

Slade's Ginger

/Hou

ci-

2 for 35c
16 oz. tin 39c

Purex
59c

Bottom Round Pot Roost 59c

Funeral Home
TELS.
1U-11I LIMEROCK BT.
ROCKLAND, MB.

45c

Cube Steak, lean, tender 65c
Sirloin Steak
4Sc

* DON'T AS* ANOTNCk
POAN 7b DO SOWTMH6 T-Bone or Porterhouse
Steak
THAT YOU CM7~ DO
youesEiE " r
Top Round Steak

WHEAT

2 pkgs. 35c

3 ON SALE NOW

ROCKLAND, ME.

DEPARTMENT

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Shredded Wheat

way!

RASPBERRY FLUFF
Peas—Maine pack

Orange Juice

10c
jar 21c
2 tins 25c
2 for 29c

Old South Frozen
6 OZ. TINS

•-it

Faflt
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Foot

Maine Will Have

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING. BUYING. RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
A lvertlMemenU io thb column not to exceed three lines Inserted
•nee for SO cents, three time*, one dollar. Additional lines It
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice' All “blind ads” m called. I.
adeertlaements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
affice for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results
Those with phone or street number only are not advised

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
\a classified ads will be accepted without the cash ano no bona
kerttlrr *vW he maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOK

aa received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line

WANTED

FOR SALE

STENOGRAPHER and Business
1948 CHEVROLET four-yard
Dunp Tru-k for site. Good run-j Machine Operator wanted. Apply
ning cond.. three new tires. LAW In Person. SENTER-CRANE'S
6-8
RENCE HUNT. Old County Road
Thomaston.____________ 6-8
RETIRED, former, executiveBOY'S Shoe Skates size 7. for salesman, very active, wishes posi
sate Ne-r'.y new. $450: 16 Otis tion, best of reference. Consider
St. TEL 538-R_____________ 6*8 part time. Write M. M.. care The
Courier-Gazette.
5*7
SAUER Kraut by the pound for
SINGLE Person or young mar
sate, one gallon jar, 2 gallon pail,
24 gallon pail or keg. 854. 6 and j ried Couple to act as companion14 tal’on Kegs, sauer kraut juice, housekeeper for elderly person in
Write
vegetable
salad.
pickles
and ; Camden. Good home.
squash. HAROLD A. DEANE. 48* 'COMPANION'' care The Courier5-7
Old County Road
133-Thtf Gazette. ______________
—'KITCHEN Range for sale, with “SALESMAN wanted, must have
oil burners; also 1946 Pord. Cali high school education. Write full
at 17 MAIN ST. Thomaston, eve particulars to R.C.C.. care The
4-6
nings. ________________ __ 5-7 Courier-Gazette.
USED Tvpewriter wanted, to use
POOL Table and Electric Train
for sale. Oal! 27-J after 4 30 p. m. for church work State make of
DAVID HILL.
4*6 machine, and price. Write REV
W S. STACKHOUSE. Vinalhaven.
KENMORE Circulating Heater Maine.
4-6
Pol Burner for sale, used very
WOMAN wanted, as companion
little. Price reasonable.
MRS.
PRANK RAYMOND. Vinalhaven days in exchange for room and
5*7 board No homework Write L.L..
care The Courier-Oazette.
4*6
WASHING Machine for sale. ir.
fine running
condition.
Call
MRS. TED SYLVESTER. 306-W.
5*7
CROSS
~BOIENS Tractor for sate 3'«
h.p. motor with 1-V snow blade
PHARMACY
ar.d 1-42' straight blade Can be
used as small farm tractor. Has
Ires than 26 hours of use. $250.
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
TEL 1641
___________ 4-6
DRUGS • SUNDRIES
~~ HOLLYWOOD Electric Vibrator
for reducing weight or for lame
TEL. 1204
muscles for sale 1 EL. 1634, 10 to
12 or 2 to 4 daily, except Wed
373 MAIN STREET
Por quick.sale $30
5-7
ROCKLAND, MAINE
LATHE
6-foot
bed.
8-inch
92-Th-tf I
swing, excellent cond. $290 Tel.
North Haven 51 or write J O
BROWN & SON. North Haven.
ROOM and board wanted for el
5-10
derly lady (shut-in) must have
A SMALL pot-type parlor heat warm room and telephone if pos
er for sale, complete with constant sible. $75 monthly. Write MRS
level $20. also a green enamel LULU SMITH. RED., Union,
Stove with gas. like new. Call Maine.
4*6
after 4. 38 Crescent St. TEL
HOUSEHOLD Goods wanted.
938-R.
4*6 Particularly Interested in quantity
FORSALE
lots and will pay good prices, es
POP. the best Aluminum Com pecially for any antiques you may
bination Storm Doors and Screens, have. I give $7.00 for old painted
and Aluminum Combination Win lift-top commodes W J FRENCH.
dows. on the market at any price. Camden. Phone 758 .
3-8
Cash or terms.
E.T. LONG, 113 EXPERIENCED-MALE RETAIL
Camden St. Tel. 1503.
4tf
SALES CLERK WANTED!
~ A WHITNEY Babv Carriage
Must be willing to accept re
light gray, excellent condition for sponsibility for vear round employ
sale. Price very reasonable for ment.
Write “QUALIFICATIcash. Reason for selling, leaving ANT." care The Courier-Gazette.
for California. Mav be seen at
3tf
493 MAIN ST., Apt. 3, over WRKD
CLAMS wanted. Top prices.
4*6
SIMS’ LOBSTER POUND, Spruce
PRICES slashed on all model. Head.
128tl
Crosey and Serve! Refrigerators,
IF
you
want
the
beat
auto
body
for sale.
and fender work, come to ROWL
DAES5. $340. now $297 50.
ING'S GARAGE. 778 Main Street,
SE11. $350, now $305
Rockland
47tf
CAE8. $290. now $255.
937C. $400. now $355
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rags and
Easy terms, no down payment.
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
COMPTON'S.
DON & SON 6 Leland St Tel
32 Park St.,
Rockland. Me 123-W.
98tf
4-6
DON’T discard your old or
OAK Lumber for sale, sawed to antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
order, also oak Spites and wharf NEWMAN for restoring and rematerial ROBERT CARLE. Cam- finishtng: 48 Masonic St
Tel
den._________________________ 1*6 1106-M.
ltf
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil
and Gas Range for sale. McIOON
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY, 11
Picture Framing
Park St._______________ 142 tf
ALUMINUM Combination Storm
Windows, for sate Eagle picher,
triple slide, self storing. Guaran
teed bv Good Housekeeping. HOW
ARD KENNISTON. 29 Gay St. Tel
441-J.________________________ 118tf
BABY Parrakeets Full line of
parrakeet foods
and
mineral
health zrlt GRACE'S GARDENS
CROSS
Mrs Charles A Swift, 9 Booker
TEL. 82 Limerock St. TEL.
St , Thomaston Tel. 374.
77tf
1335
Roekiand, Me.
1139
Venetian Blinds—Window Shades
25-Th-tf
All Colors and Styles
Free Installation and estimates
Tel. 939 UNITED HOME SUPPLY
For social Items tn The CourierCO. 579 Main St.. City.
ltf
Oazette, Phone 1044. City
tf

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE

On Order at
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

MISCELLANEOUS
Motor Tone Up, General Re
pair Work, Electric and Acetylene
Welding, Tires, Tubes and Ac
cessories, Regular and Premium
Gasoline, Diesel Fuel.
Experienced Men On Both
Repair Work and Welding.
ROLAND A. GENTHNER. Inc.
86 New Connty Rd.
Rockland
George W. Gay, Manager
Sale* and Service
151-tf

HUNGRY??
Then stop in at
BOB'S LUNCH or

BOB'S RESTAURANT
For a Fine
“FAMILY STYLE MEAL”
Or Even Jnst a Snack

131-tf

Prosperous 1954
Says State Chamber
The year 1954 will be generally
a good year for business with many
opportunities to create new markets
it was reported today by the Maine
State Chamber of Commerce
In all probability defense spend
ing will continue to decline as it
has since the end of the Korean
War, tout tax reductions and tax
eliminations will pump new money
into business. Taxes on personal
incomes dropped an average of 10
per cent on December 31. and the
so-called excess profits tax expired
at the year end. During the year
beginning next July, tax changes
will add approximately tIS billion
to the buying power of American
citizens at present levels of busi
ness. Por the citizens of Maine thia
will mean an additional $33 million
of purchasing power by mid-sum
mer, the Chamber reported.
Another $200 billion is already on
tap nationally, as represented bysavings and other 'iquid assets.
Maine is in an enviable position in
this respect. According to latest
available figures released by the
Federal
Insurance
Corporation
Maine stands 23rd in the nation in
the amount of savings deposits in
banks, white population-wise the
state stands 35th in the list of
states. Over $486 million is on de
posit in savings accounts in Maine
banks. Consumers will spend some
of it if they like what they see in
the market place. In a word the
customer should be in a better buy
ing position in 1954

Book Review

T uatday-Thurtday-Saturday

AN UNUSUAL STUDY OF MAINE

Boys Cook and Girls Carpenter at RHS

ENJOYED BY HEARING SOCIETY
At the meeting of the Rockland shore Islands. This feature contri
Hearing Society Thursday Mrs. butes greatly to the scenic beauty of
Gladys Thomas, hostess, and Mrs. Maine and lures many tourists to
Blanche Witham presented Inter its shores.
esting papers on Maine.
Mrs. Thomas gave a detailed des
Mrs. Witham traced the state's cription of the State Seal and ex
history from the time early ex- plained that each sjmbol and
' plores of the 15th century discov character was chosen because it
ered it but did not tarry because was emblematic oi the State of
they were searching for gold and Maine. It was designed by Dr.
the tropical lands of the Indies. In Benjamin Vaughan of Hallowell
1614 Capt. John Smith arrived from and was adopted by legislature the
England and made a map of the year Maine became a state. The
territory which he named New Eng state motto is 'Dirigo” meaning
land. It became a part of the Mass. "I direct”.
Bay Colony and known as the Pro
Maine is called the Pine Tree
vince ol Maine. Later Maine aep- State and the state floral emblem
erated from Massachusetts and was very appropriately is the white pine
admitted as a state into the Union cone and tassel. It was adopted in
; March 1820. and its official title toe- in 1909. Mrs. Thomas showed a
' came the State of Maine. Mrs. miniature state flag which was a
j Witham recalled the centennial souvenir of Gov. Barrow's' admin
| celebration in Portland In 1920, and istration. The state bird adopted in
1 the pomp, pageantry and beauty of 1927, is the chickadee.
j the occasion made an indelible tm- | Portland was chosen as capital
' pression on her memory. And inci- of Maine in 1820, but the seat of
| dently she had her first experience government was moved to Augusta
l with a gas filled balloon.
in 1832. Legislature first met in
Maine is the most northeastern the imposing caipitol building Jan.
state in the United States, and the 4. 1832. The comer stone of the
most easterly point is West Quoddy State House, designed by Charles
Head where a Coast Ouard station Bulfinch and built of Hallowell
Future homemakers and future heads of homes swapped classes at Rockland High this week. The and lighthouse are maintained. granite, was laid in 1829. In 1909{iris of the home economics classes are le'.rning how to make minor home repairs under the guidance of The light with its horizontal red 10 it was enlarged and extensive re
Charles Grant, building trades instructor, while boys from his class are being taught the mysteries of pre- and white striped tower is picture pairs made. A dome was added and
laring mea s by Mr.s. Samuel Collins.
Above, the lads turn out a breakfast, complete with orange juice, muffins, eggs in several forms and sque and spectacular as is its setting surmounting the dome is a statue
ocoa or coffee. From left to right are: Adelbert Elliott, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Elliott of Ingraham on the rock-bound coast with the of copper plated with gold, designed
llili; Donald Webber, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Webber of 523 Old Countv Road and Leo Martel, son of Mr. cliffs of Grand Manan looming up by W. Clark Nobel oi Gardiner.
and Mrs. Leo Martel of Lake Avenue.
j The Executive mans'on was form
Below: The little ladies turn out naykin rings for their future homes. Left to right are: Janice across Grand Manan Channel.
Maine has an area of 33.040 erly the home of Hon. James O.
Hutchinson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Merle M. Hutchinson ot 8 Otis Street; Helen Ranta. daughter of Mr.
ind Mrs. lalo Ranta of 456 Old County Road: and Ja ..re Fhkett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ia*on Firkett square miles and is nearly as large Blaine. It was presented to the
of 60 Willow Street.
Photos by Jura as the other five N. E. states com state in 1919 by his daughter, Mrs.
bined. Its surface is rugged and Harriet Blaine Beale as a memorial
broken. Cadillac Mtn. at Bar Har to her son. Walter Blaine Beale who
bor is 1532 feet high and Is the made the supreme sacrifice in
highest elevation of any point on World War 1.
i the Atlantic seaboard north of Rio
Continuing the study ot Maine,
j de Janiero. Mt. Katahdin, 5267 feet members are requested to bring
s the state's highest peak Accord items about famous people of the
ing to the 1940 census. Maine's pop state at the meeting Feb. 4, which
ulation ls 847 226 and ranks 35th in will be held with Mrs. Nancy Brown.
the country.
The mail box held an acknowledg
Much oi the charm of the state ment of the Christmas check from
lies in its unique coastline which is Mrs. Bessie A. Hewett, MUton,
deeply indented by bays and in Mass., Mrs. Jennie R. Hill, Oak
lets. It has a direct coastline of view. Cal., Mrs. Julia Marley, Gar
250 miles but a tidal line of more diner and Miss Dora I. Gay. Wal
than 2400 miles with over 400 off doboro.

Mr. Revere And I
Scheherazade was the famous-tobe horse's long name; Sherry was
short. She had Just anchored in
Boston Harbor. September 30. 1786.
her passage, along with his Royal
Majesty's 14th Regiment of Foot,
consuming a little more than a
month. Now. would Sherry regain
her strength and spirits after this
voyage?
There were races and more races
on Boston Common. But Sherry
stumbled. Was that the reason she
was sold to a noisome glue factory
not far from the Common? Her
heart sank as she was untied and
the ugly “Stinky Nat" prepared to
mount To make things even worse,
there kept running through her
mind the words oi a horrid song
that the old grooms used to sing:
"Old horses never die
They only go to the glue factory.”
Young readers may well know
how Sherry felt when one day at work she recognized the glorious There were six Revere children,
14th advancing down Milk street in even though they were rebellious
EGGS & CHICKS all its majesty. The morning sun Colonials. She listened to import
winked and glittered on bayonet ant men coming and going, men
BABY Chicks: We have recently and buckle, the scarlet coats glowed who were regrettably disloyal to
added 15.000 egg capacity to our hotly, the white-gaitered legs rose King and Country. But whose horse
hatchery to help meet the great
increase in demand for our chicks. and fell rhythmically. And young was Sherry now?
Paul Revere was earnest, deter
A tew more orders for our sex-link readers will welcome to the story
pullets can be accepted for last 3am Adams. What did Sam Adams mined to learn to ride, so Sherry
of February, March and April. do? You will like what he did. You did all she could to teach him. A
Cockerels available anytime at 5c.
White Rocks, straight run 16c. will like what the procession looked well-trained horse, if It chooses,
No tremors In our chicks during 14 like as it headed in the direction oi can do a great deal to make things
years in business Sold out on Paul Revere’s home, Sherry's neck more comfortable for its rider. To
black Dullets until Feb. 20. WIL
MOT DOW HATCHERY. Waldo draped with a red, white and blue quote Sherry: “Soon Mr. Revere
boro. Tel. 91-2.
152-18 ribbon. One question: "Who’s pay learned to trust in my Judgment en
ing for all this?” brought forth this tirely and we got along very well.
answer: "Posterity.” Added words We made an excellent team, cap
REAL ESTATE
were: "Don’t know's I’ve ever heard able of any ordinary travel. But
Rockland
the name, but I’ll take a chance on neither of us dreamed of the ex
A beautiful ten-room house ln a
traordinary amount of riding we
very desirable location. Excellent him."
grounds, in top notch repair and
Too. young readers can't help were to do together.
the interior is tastefully decorated from liking what Sherry saw as she
Yes. Sherry became the famous
This would make an excellent
horse of a famous patriot, and soon
looked
through
a
window
opening
home and office for a professional
from a kitchen into the stables shed. learned to know the reasons of the
man.
Boston Teg Party, and the sayings ,
St. George
Pour rooms and sunporch down,
and doings that brought about the
TO LET
3 chambers up, a large shed and a
ride that made (ln Sherry’s words)
detached garage, all this with 16
TWO and 3-room furn Apts, to "Mr. Revere and I" world famous.
acres of land make an excellent
let. F G PRIEST. 117 Park S' And this splendid book “Mr. Revere
opportunity for only $3800
Tel. 1024.
6 8 and I" (Little, Brown & Company,
Clark Island
A cozy, compact 4-room house
FIVE-Room Apt. with bath to $3.) was written and illustrated by
with a full cellar just a short ways let. Modern. TEL 760 or 135-W.
Robert Lawson, author of “Ben and
from the ocean. It has running
6-7
water and a garage
Can be
Me,” “I Discovered Columbus," and
bought for $2400 unfurnished or
FURN Apt. to let. 3 rms. kit other important books. The illus
$3000 furnished.
chenette and bath. Heated. Adults
Same town different house. 24 only. TEL. 519-J.
5-7 trations on nearly every page are as
spirited as young colts let out of
story house, 8 rooms, has artesian
TWO room, unfurn. Apt. to let. pasture.
well and only a stone's throw from
priv.
bath,
priv.
ent.,
kit.
utilities,
the water at only $3000
L. R F
clean, matured adults, references;
Tenant’s Harbor
55 7
Eleven rooms, two baths and a an N. MAIN ST.. 2d floor.
FURN. Apts, to let. 1 room or TENANT’S HARBOR
large sunporch, a full cellar, ar
tesian well, stud plastered, new 3 ms, hot water; 29 Beech Si
ANNOUNCEMENT
5-7
i roofs, copper tubing, frontage on TEL. 1116-W. 8-12 a m.
street, back line on the salt water.
TWO-Room Furnished Ant. to
Arty and all Esso Range or Esso
Can be used as a single or double let.
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC Fuel Oil users in St. George, Ten
house. An average size barn and ST., city._______ _____
_
8*7
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
only a short way from the schools
THREE-Room fur Apt. to let. siring to continue with Esso
and stores. Only $10,000.
with
elec,
range.
TEL.
557.
4tf
Business Opportunities
Heating Oils may arrange for
A going market in a good loca
THREE-Room upstairs Ant. to
tion should prove a good bet for let, newly decorated, flush, private regular deliveries by telephoning
an enterprising young man who entrance Call at 116 MAIN ST.. DUNN & ELLIOT CO., Phone 5.
will really pitch in and work. Stock. Thomaston.
4*6 Thomaston.
6-7
■ fixtures and truck, $4500
FIVE-Room Apt. with bath to
Garage at 5 Broadway, Thorn- let; 7 Limerock St, TEL. 1098-J
l avion, building 50x50 with good
4 6
frontage, gallonage should take
FOUR-Room Furnished Apt to UNION
care of fixed overhead.
Good
let; 32 Beech St. Adults. TEL
terms. $6500.
5*7 MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Business Blocks: A Granite front 1328 or 426
Correspondent
wharf, a 200' warehouse. Farms.
FURNISHED Apts, to let. NorthTelephone 10-24
MORE
Cottages. Homes and Apartment end locations. Inquare 11 JAMES
Buildings.
ST, In Person.
ltf
Speed and Uniformity
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II.
UNFURNISHED Apt. of three
Due to the storm the Woman’s
Real Estate Broker.
with
and bath to let. two circu Community Club was postponed to
88 Summer St..
Tel. 1647 rooms
lating heaters, elec, stove. Adults
4-lt and references. Vacant Dec 14: Tuesday. Jan. 19 at 2 p. m. at the
Modern Automatic
IN
Friendship
Village,
8
room
43 Pacific street. TEL 1860-R Methodist vestry with program
Little Giant Press
House for sale, central hot water after 5 p m.
151tf and hostesses serving as planned.
heating. Barn and garage, nearly
PRINTING OF
rm. second floor Apt. to | Appleton Minstrel Show spon
an acre of land. DR RICHARD let,FOUR
bath, elec, easily heated, cozy, sored by Parent-Teacher AsrociaWATERMAN
129tf pleasant,
SUPERIOR QUALITY
Ideal for retired couple
or two young people CALL 1466 tion presents their program to
for appt.
128tf night at Thompson Memorial Gym
The Courier-Gazette
JAMES S. COUSENS
TWO
furnished
Rooms
with at 8 p m.
Licensed Real Estate Broker
flush to let; 34 Fulton St. TEL
Job Dept.
Business Opportunities
1379-R._____________________ 143tf
Cottages. Lets and Dwellings
Don't gamble with fire —
RICHARD P. LUFKIN, Snpt.
HEATED and unheated furn
IN MAVERICK BT.
TEL. 1533 Apts, to let V F STUDLEY. 77 j
M-aw-tf
the odds ore against youl
38-tf
Park 6t.

Tela. 8060 and 1234.

tf

? PORT CLYDE
WARREN
GJCNA L 3TAKKFT1
Correspondent
Telephone 48

WALDOBORO
MRS P.ENA CROWELL

CorresDondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261
There was no Grange meeting
Monday evening on account of the
storm.
Mrs. Elva Filchner, of Boston is
visiting her sister, Mrs. MildTed
Dusell.
Mrs. Phillip Creamer, Mrs. Ro
land Creamer, Mrs. Sharon French
was in Portland recently.
Mrs Rena Crowell !s confined to
her home toy illness.
Waldo Clark of Jefferson has
been a guest at Roscoe Hlnkley's.
This week's meeting of the KPG
will be with Mrs. Kenneth Hilton.
Mrs Ruth Hinkley was a guest
Saturday evening of Mrs. Warren
Smith. Rockland.
LONG COVE

ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
Fuel Oil users in St. George, Ten
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN & ELLIOT CO, Phone 5,
Thomaston.
6-7

WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs Walter Andrews has gone
to Massachusetts to be with her
father, Mr. Porter, i^io is ill. Her
husband and children are staying
with Mr. Andrews’ sister, Mrs. Le
land Pendleton and Mr. Pendleton
in Roekiand during her absence.
Bill Spear is a patient at the
Eastern Maine General Hospital
in Bangor.
Ralph Thurston is the latest one
to have a TV set installed.
The Tuesday Club did not meet
this week due to the storm.
There was no school in town
Tuesday ‘because of the snowstorm.
Monday no school at the high
school building because tliey were
unable to heat the building.
Two of Earl Tolman's crew have
started washing the walls and
ceiling of the church auditorium
in preparation for re-decorating.
A good representation from this
village attended the Martin Luther
movie in Rockland last week.

CALSO
RANGE - FUEL

:

Officers of the Warren Farmers
Mutual Fire Insurance Company re- ,
elected at the annual meeting held
at the town office Saturday after-1
noon. They are A. V. McIntire.
president, Virgil E. Hills, vice pres
ident; George W. Starrett, secretary VINALHAVEN
-treasurer; and Harold A. Boggs,
MRS EMMA WINSLOW
auditor. Directors for the coming
Correspondent
year are the president, vice presi
dent. the auditor, and Maurice E.
Mother and Daughter Club enDavis, Clifford
Overlock, Miles
ncoTci.
j Joyed a pleasant meeting Monday
Leach and Harold Weaver.
Mrs. Margaret Oxton, clothing ! at the home of Mrs. Carrie Mullen,
leader of the evening group of the 1 on Peasant street. The afternoon
Warren Extension Association, will waa passed with various form* of
present the topic, “Fashion Tricks handiwork and a delicious supper
with Accessories", tonight, (Jan. 14) was served by the hostess. The eve
at the E. A. Starrett Auxiliary ning was devoted to canasta, and
the meeting was voted by those
rooms, starting at 780 p. m.
Refreshments committee for the present as one of the best.
Mr. and Mrs. R F. Oray were vis
stated meeting of Ivy Chapter,
OES., Friday night are Mr. and itors at Rockland, Monday and
Mrs. Hillard Spear. Games will fol Tuesday.
Mrs. J. F. Headley returned Sat
low the meeting.
All day meeting of the East Wal- urday from East Orange, N.
doboro, and Warren Social Club, I *'here she was the guest of Mr. and
will be held today, (Thursday) with Mrs A- B Dewar for several weeks.
*'-- Eunice —
Allston Roberts is a patient at
Mrs.
Bean
George W. Walker is ill with the Veterans Administration Hospi
tal at Togus.
pneumonia.
Birthday Club
Entertained At Recreation Room
The Birthday Club was enter
The new 30 by 20 foot recreation
room in the basement oi the Bap tained Friday night by Mrs. Louise
tist Church here, was used for the Anderson at her ome on High street.
first time. Friday night when the!The evemn«
^pplly
Fireside Class entertained the Wed- with sewinK and othe>’ kinds of
Co Club of the Thomaston Baptist I handiu'ork- Lun<* was served by
Church. A smorgasbord supper Ithe hosUlss The tatole Prcsen,i>1« an
served under the direction of Mr ' attractive ^PPearance having as a
and Mrs. Roger Teague, and Mr. i cenUrPlece a winter scene,a ground
and Mrs. Harold Overlook, assisted | WOrk 01 moss’ with a miniature log
by Rev. and Mrs. Bruce P. Cumand * tiny deer'
next
mings.
mings, in
in the
the Montzomerv
Montgomery rooms
rooms meetln< wlU ** heW at the home <*
preceded the evening’s social gath Mrs. Oladys Coombs.
ering.
Devotions were offered by Rev NORTH WALDOBORO
John Fitzpatrick of Thomaston,
Mr. and Mrs. Lavender Newbert
with the welcome by Roger Teague, have gone to Portland where they
president of the Fireside Class , will stay far the rest of the winter
Victor Hills, the Wedco president, with Mrs. Newbert'* son, Dewey
made the response, and Rev. Bruce Robinson.
P Cummings of Warren, made a, Dinner guests Sunday of Mrs
few remarks in explanation of the Oladys Burnhelmer were Mrs. Laurecreation room project.
jra Mank, Mr. and Mrs. Warren
The knotty pine for the walls was Pearl and three sons ot Brunsgiven by the Fireside Class, the wick, Mr. and Mrs. Lawson Pinkceiling material by Mr. and Mr*, ham and two sons otf Damariscotta.
Kenneth Reed, and the florescent Miss Donna Mank were weekend
lighting by Mr and Mrs. Richard guests of Mr. and Mrs. Footer Mank.
Butler. The labor was donated.
Miss Mary Who were weekend
Mr. and Mra. Edgar Lemke donated guests of Oean Ann Robinson,
a ping-pong table, and the new
Miss Joan Robinson of the Teachklck-it' game was made by Robert ers College, Gorham was weekend
Wotton, and Raymond Pendleton, gueat of her parenta, Mr. and Mrs.
Sr. The piano was given by the Levi Robinson.
Baptist Church music committee,
---—------------ ,
The new room now available for Fuel Oil users in St. George. TWnuse. Is a pleasant one, and heated ant's Harbor and Port Clyde deby an oil burner, has wide posstbll- airing to continue with
ities.
Heating OS’s may arrange ror

MARTINSVILLE

MARITIME Oil CO.
TEL. 1171

86-tf

ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
Fuel Oil users in St. George, Tenant's Harbor and Port Clyde desiring to continue with Esso
Hta,in« Oi!s "“J' arra1’^
reguUr deliverl«s by telephoning
DUNN * ELLIOT CO, Phone 5,
on.-iston.
6-7

ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all
Range or Easo

regular deliswrtoe by telephoning
DUNN it ELUXn 00, Phone 5,
Thomaaton.
6-1

Baad Tha Oourler-OaaeMe

TMOdoy-Thunday^Safurtloy
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&ARSMONT

and a social time before the bus- j Mr and Mm. Clyde and family
WASHINGTON
lness meeting.
There were II have moved to Hope
Mrt. Victoria Hilton, came from
At the town meeting of January
preaent. The next meeting will be . The P. T. A. meeting will be held
South Norwalk, Conn., to her home
held the second Tuesday In Feb Friday evening at the village school the voters present voted in favor
here last week for an Indefinite
of the borrowing the estimated
ruary
house with Frances Merritt. Direc
time
$6,000 needed to complete the con
Seven Victor Orange members at tor of Hayatack Mt School in Lib

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Harriman
tended the Pomona meeting at
called on Mr. and Mrs. Perley Allen
Equity Grange. Belfast. Jan. 5. The
in Montville last Friday.
Victor Grange Sewing Circle met
The W. s. C. S. met at the Ves at the hall and tied a quilt Thurs
try Jan. 5, for a New Year’s party day afternoon. The next meeting
with a picnic luncheon at noon, will be held Jan. 20 at the home of
after which games were played Mrs. Ethel Butler.

*

/

erty as the speaker. His subject
will be "Art for Everyone". Mrs.
Merritt is now teaching art in
Bradford Junior College. Bradford.
Mass. Everyone is welcome to at
tend and hear the interesting
speaker.

solidated school building which Is
being erected and which will be
named. The Prescott Memorial
School in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Prescott who were the donors
of $28,000 dollars toward it erection.
Mrs. Lotta Joi.es has had a tele

phone installed In the Brann cot
tage where she la living The num
ber Is Washington I ring 3.
Donald Christianson son of Mr

GEORGE M. FIELD TELLS OF

and Mrs Waldo Christianson left
last week to enter the U. S. Ser
vice and will be located at Samp
son Air Field. N. Y.
P. T. A. met at village primary
school room on Jan. 14 with a
speaker from the Knox Oounty
Polio Chapter to lecture on Polio,
its cause and treatment. Sugges-

IN FIVE COUNTY AREA

A ,

. #■-iWf i

V*

Chickens Are the Buy of the Week!
A wonderful poultry raising season has resulted in an especially plentif' '
supply of plump, meaty chickens — broilers and fryers or roasting. Fi.
All native.

’ '

W’/. r-

■ •

Try chicken this week-end.

W

-T

a1 jwm

Serve With

OCEAN SPRAY ^"2^ 3 7‘

TOMS

IUHH MAHKI

FRYERS or BROILERS, Tender—Down 12c Lb From Year Ago

CHICKENS
CHOICE—Steer Beet

CHOICE—Down 14c Lb From Year Ago

CHUCK ROAST

BONI IN

Down 22c Lb From Year Ago
FACE RUMP, TOP ROUND.
BOTTOM ROUND

ROASTS

LI

7 ■ 'U

CHOICE—Down 6c Lb From Year Ago

CHUCK ROAST

BONELESS

Lfc

BEADY TO COOK

ie

r fr |H. 'rym Year Aao

RIP POAST

LB

Freshly Ground—Down 10c Lb From Year Ago

HAMBURG
OfFIRSTNATIONAL.

ONE QUALITY

i.

39'

Afore Z oiv

Roasting, Plump—Down 6c Lb From Yeor Ago

CHICKENS

CHECK THEit LOW
EVERY PAY PRICES

.HAST—IN HEAVY SYRUP

iOLID LIGHT MEAT

DOLE—IN HEAVY SYRUP

79c

PLUMP FOR STEWING

37c

Maine Apples on Parade!

<cc

All U S. Fancy State of Maine, 2’/i" and Up

OIHT.

McIntosh

3-35c

7-LB 12-OZ
PKG

Cortland

3

lb

2-LB 12 07
PKG

Delicious

2

lb.

Pink Salmon
SWANSDOWN

Cake Flour

OJ

LB e OZ

^o<

can

STATE OF MAINE

2-LB
PKG

Yellow Eye Beans

act

qqC

2 OZ

CAN

ORE

Beef ytev.

OD

CLOVERDALE ALASKA
16 °7
CAN

b

Tomatoes

TIMBERLAKE ALASKA
16 oz
CAN

atC
AN ZJ

o-OZ

Fruit Cocktail
FINAST FANCY WHOLE

RtD LABEL

Chicken of the Ssa Tuna can

lb l-OZ 49c

fruit Cocktail

JUMBO FANCY

31*

Cloverdale Tuna

Red Salmon

Prices!

OVEN READY

SMELTS
OYSTERS

I

EVANGELINE—

*33

«T

Dry Milk

29*

2

65

CA

SOFTASILK

Cuke Flour

35c

FRESH EGGS

ALL PURPOSE

Finast Flour

AG

FLORIDA BABIJUICE—GOOD SIZE

$1.79

Grape Jelly

12-OZ
JAR

1QC

IT

FLORIDA JUICY—GOOD SIZE

jars

67c

GRAPEFRUIT

I O-OZ
CAN

1OC

WASHED AND TOPPED

MIRABEL RASPBERRY or

Strawberry Preserves 2
CODFISH CAKES

Beardsley
2

Spaghetti
FRESH TASTING

CARROTS

29

ANDY BOY CRISP PASCAL

JAR

for

29c

PKGS

From Nearby
Farnu

LARCf
SIZE

001

W1? js;

X /

MILK AMPLIFIER

AR OU

29c

'

12-OZ oAC

Bosco Syrup
CELLO
PKG

GELERY

OT rrt

Finast Mayonnaise

4

BROOKSIDE - NATIVE - CRADE A

CELLO

IT

FRANCO AMERICAN

15’/a-OZ
CANS

ooz33c

ORANGES

MIRABEL PURE

At the end of 1953—the 17th year lion retired men and women work- tired workers without dependent!
of Federal social security—old-age ers a?ed 65 an4 over, are now re- wa3 $49. to a retired worker and
and survivors Insurance payments ce-v*n8 old-age benefit payments: aged wife. S84 75; and to widowed
of about $437500 in monthly benemOnthIy PfayI"e"U mothers with two minor children,
based on the account of retired in- jin Por persons whose benefits
fits were going to W.860 persons in £Ured workers are now going to were computed under the more 11bKennebec. Somerset. Knox and Lin- 8S5.000 wives and dependent hus- eral provisions of the 1950 A mendcoin Counties which are serviced bands 65 or over, or wives, regard- mer.ts to the Social Security Law
by the Augusta Social Securtiy Of- less of age, with retired workers' bascd on earning, afUr 1960, the
fice according to Oeorge M Field, minor children In their care. The averages were considerably higher.
Manager
number
of such beneficiaries Retired workers average 382.75
For the entire nation, including through the nation increased 146.- mOnthlv retiredworkers »n«l aoed
Alaska. Hawaii. Puerto Rico, and 000 during the year Just ended. Zes aviagT
ZdXl
the Virgin Islands, estimates show During the same 12-month period. molhers with twochildren average
an increase of approximately one the number of children under 18 $152.50 monthly.
million beneficiaries with the year getting payments because an In____________
ending Dec. 31. The 5-millionth sured parent over 65 had retired, M,bT|uip PfllWT
person was awarded payments just increased by 16,000 in 1953.
MAn I I HI O rUIIM I
over a year ago. early in December
A far greater number of child
Mr- and Mrs. Kenneth Wlnchen1952.
beneficiaries are getting payments Paw were in Rockland Monday on
I11 September of 1950. Congress as survivors of a deceased insured tus.n.ss
enacted an amendment to the law parent. Field declared. The num5'
Charles Harriman and two
which greatly expanded the scope of her of children who were getting child. (n have gone to Boothbay,
the program. At that time only 3 survivors insurance payments be- where she has employment,
million people were getting monthly cause they had lost a working parClyde Brown was in Rockland
i benefits. The number has just ent was 100.000 greater at the close and Camden one day recently
about doubled in the last 3-year of 1953. The total of children now with Mr and Mrs Harry Rogers,
period, he pointed out, having receiving payments is now 1.C55.000
Mrs Lorna Mi’ler who has been
reached 5.970 000 by year's
throughout the nation About 45 - congmed at‘ ,he home of her
I cording to preliminary estimates per cent of all children under 18 parents. Mr and Mrs. Bedfield
made in December.
whose father has died are now get- Miller, with the mumps. has reSince the program was originally ting monthly survivors benefits
urned to her home in Waldo
designed to give a measure of proStill quoting national figures. boro.
tection to the nation's aged people. Field said that the number of aged
Mrs. Hattie Prior of Friendship
Field says It Is significant to note widows, widowers, and aged deVil’.ag” .who has been guest of Mrs
that about 40 per cent of all aged pendent parents getting monthly
Annie Delano, has returned home.
persons w'ho are without Income payments increased by 87.000 in
M ar.d Mrs Kenneth Johnson
from employment or self-employ- 1953. The number of such beneflment are now getting old-age and ciaries was 553.003 at the end of i d th ee children Kenneth Jr..
survivors payments. The number of the year Widowed mothers now Brian and Ca.nd.age of 3 Oeorge
.' ’ he he me of her grand
such beneficiaries nationwide shows jetting payments because they have
an Increase of almost 600.000 since the de-eased insured father’s mi- parents. Mr. and Mrs Clayton
i.er Bunday afternoon.
the close of 1952. Self-employed nor children in their care now num’
r Me!
tas employpeople and regularly employed farm ber 252.C30. Monthly benefits are
' a the Lash Boa. Shop.
! and household workers 65 or over payable to such widowed mothers
Faulk 1 him son of Mr
are among those who started get- regardless of their age
Mrs. Ch'r’es Fau'.kinghim
ting (payments in 1953. The kind of
The old-age survivors insurance i 1
werk In which they were engagedirogTam s financed from social
;-as bee in Kote- for a y:«-.
did not count toward o'.d-age and
security taxes paidby employees! 15 returned to hi. heme,
s irvi ors insurance before 1051.
’heir employers, and self-employed1 ’ch:. W n heupaw and Ira
Other advance estimates released persons whose trade or business Is 0 <.r we e In Waldoboro Monday
to the Augusta Social Security Ollovered by the lawTax contribu- . c:. business.
fice by social security headquarters:
ns amounted t 4 b Ilion dollars The residents
of this community
Nearly three and one-quarter mil- n 1953 All social security taxes go, rc enjoying the new dial te’.ento a trust fund which :s kept sep- phene which is a big Imprcvemen'.
tions W’ere in order on raising iate from all other tax collections
—
money to help combat this i Jf the Treasury. The only expend- :
much dreaded disease which attacks tures which can be made from this
Warrant Notice
children of all ages. Refreshments 'urd are for paying social security
were served. Remember the Jan- benefits and the cost of adminisArt :'es for the Owl’s II-ad
uary March of Dimes.
.ration under the program. Eer.efit Town Warrant should be In the
Arthur Leigher has gone to' jayments lor the 12-mcnth period i a ids of the Selectmen by
Raaorville to the home of his sister ending December 31. 1953. totaled January 23, 1954.
Mrs Forrest Chapman where he dree billion dollars; administraAVAr.i) L. WALKER,
t.ve expenses for the same period
will remain for several weeks.
DON 4 LU 1 WILEY,
Mr. and Mrs. William Palmer vis vere $30 million. The assets of the
ALVIS B. EPPS,
ited last week In Belfast a; .he fund which are not needed for cur
Selectmen,
home of Mrs Palmer's brother rent disbursement are invested In
Town of Owl's Head.
Rodney Morang who is reported interest-bearing U. S Government
6-It
bonds. Interest on these incestquite ill.

National Stores' buyers have hand-picked the tenderest

1f°r your table.

OPERATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY

manta amounted to $400 million In
1953 The total asset* of the fund,
as of Dec. 31, 1863, were <133 mil
lion.
At the end of December, the av
erage monthly payment to all re-

• W yi -

BONED—SALAD FAVORITE
16-07
JAR

Dennis Chicken

33

DAMASK—LUNCHEON

LIBBT

Hudson Napkins

"tyob" (joule* FROZEN FOODS

Corned Beef Hash

FINAST FAMILY FAVORITE

' TOR" GARDEN CALIFORNIA
1-LB 12-OZ
CAN

Tomatoes

ORANGE JUICE
63c 3-ns 49

FINAST GROUND

2-OZ
CAN

Black Pepper
B & M or FRIEND'

ALL VARIETIES
I-LB 12-OZ
CANS

Baked Beans

2

PURI FRESH
CONCINTRATI

«N AST—ALL VARIETIES

Baked Beans

,-LB 12-OZ
CANS

2

45C

EDUCATOR

12-OZ
CANS

Strawberries
French Fried
Garden Peas

49

POTATOES

TENDER

X
x

9-OZ
PKGS

3 0$.
PVf,

Cocoanut Bar

0QC

STANDARD RACK

16-OZ
CONT

SLICED
IN SUGAR

1 PT 8 FI OZ
BOT

Grace Juice

4

Tomatoes

47
c
*♦/

CA'

RICHMOND

29c

1 -LB 3-OZ
CANS

Tomatoes

35c

10-OZ

Plymou"

PKGS

Snoctitune favorite.
Sunshine Krispy

SWANSON FROZEN PIE SALE!

l TAKE
J TEA J
ANDSEE P

Finast Smoothy or Crunchy

-*«23‘

-27'

HOMELAND TEA
K?49‘. «17'
S’K.?, 43'

33'

mr

Ivory Soap
3

Pure

GOLDEN ROSE TEA
‘.“43'
15' ,c,Tt,is 39'

27<

headquarters for value

3-s1.00

IT'S "TAKE TEA AND SEE" WEEK!
.

PKC

Peanut Butter

YOUR CHOICE OF

CHICKEN
TURKEY
BEEF

Crackers

CAKES

38'

FOR MARVELOUS SUDS
«o3O‘

CTN OF
100 BAGS

w r- c

CTN OF

03

100 BAGS

/3

ft}!

Ivory Soap
Doclori z PERSONAL Qi
Advise Ivory 0 CAKES O I
When you trade with us, you get

Camay Soap

fcakesuf, fyeatuteA.!
A,

OLD FASHIONED
BREAD
L’“! 17c
Combination of 4 Cereals and Molasses

Kind to
Your Shin

Q
REC Q Q
0 CAKES 2.0

PKG
OF 9

BUNS

Delicately Flavored — Reg. Price 32«

new '54 Plymouth,
plus the service and parts that keep it

CINNAMON
Camay Soap
There > Cold
Cream in Camay

BATH
CAKE

11'

FIRST

NATIONAL

STORES

REC
CAKES

21'

Hy-Drive. the newest, smoothest, least
expensive no-shift drive in Plymouth's field.

They’ll stand up, and we’ll stand

For effort-free steering and parking, try

behind 'em. We deal in just one thing:

Plymouth's new full-time Power Steering.
(Both optional at low extra cost.)

We’d like to know you

better—and show you what we mean.

Geti Dirt
Ouf

Want no shift driving? Try Plymouth’s

great. And the same goes for used cars.

value*
Prices Effective at First Natiewal Soper Marketo in This Vicinity

solid value

double value. A great car, the

Let us demonstrate the NEW '54 PLYMOUTH
to you-soon!

Who won in the 'Vm i New Plymouth" ContaafT
Yaw floater hat the othaal list of winntn.

Six
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THOMASTON
News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent

or telephoned to
MRS GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST . TEL 156-5
Ttse following mothers have been church vestry Thursday evening
chosen as captains for the Mother's (tonight) at 7 p. m.
The WCTU will meet with Miss
March of Dimes to be held Jan. 28
from 7 to 8 p m Mrs. Arthur If- Edna Hilt on Wadsworth street,

emey. Mrs Donald Pendleton, Mrs. Thursday afternoon (today) at 2
Roger Jameson. Mrs. Victor Hills. o’clock.
Mrs. Albert Elliot. Mrs. Norman The Mission Circle of the Baptist
Connon, Mrs. Zenus Melvin, Mrs. Church will hold a special work
Warren Everett, Mrs. Gerald Ad meeting Thursday afternoon (toams, and Mrs. Arnold Bryant. A la - day) at 2 p. m.
ter notice will be given with the list MM3 Roger Libby has returned
I to his base at the Nava! Supply Deof helpers.
A surprise party was given Mr | pot in Bayonne. N. J., after spend
and Mrs. Arthur Wotton, on their ing the weekend with his parents,
wedding anniversary
Friday at j Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby.
their home on Wadsworth street, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Miller and
by their daughter Donna Sylvester. Mr. and Mrs. William Levan en
Refreshments of cake and sand joyed a lobster stew supper Satur
wiches were served by the two day night at the Levan home, hon
daughters, Donna and Jerry Syl oring the birthday of Mrs. Miller.
vester. Guests were. Mr. and Mrs Cards were enjoyed during the eve
Charles Rogers, Mrs. Sadie Foster, ning.
Charles Jones, Austin Sylvester of Mrs. Doris Hardy and Mrs. Lida
Thomaston, Mrs. David Achorn and O'Neil are ln charge of the cooked
sons, Randy, Reggie and Jerry. Mr food and candy sale at Donaldson's
and Mrs. Leon Wotton and Mr. and paper store Saturday at 2 p. m.,
Mrs. Bud Ludwick and daughter sponsored by the St. James Wom
Rebecca of Waldoboro. They re en’s Club.
Mrs. Robert McGee of Clark
ceived many nice gifts.
The Annual Church meeting oi Island and Mrs. James Felt are vis
the Baptist Church will follow the iting at the home of Mr and Mrs
prayer and praise services in the Raymond McLecd on Beechwood

street.
Mrs. Raymond McLeod has re
turned home from Knox Hospital
where she has been a surgical pa
tient.
Mr. and Mrs Philip Seekins and
family motored to Eelfast Friday
night to attend a birthday party,
honoring Mr. Seekins mother. Mrs
Annie Seekins.
The Contract Club met with Mrs
F.orenee Gardiner last Friday. Mrs
Katherine Flint was awarded first
prise. Mrs. Lucy Spear, second prize
and Mrs. Lilia Pierpont, third
prize. The next meeting will be with
Miss Hilda George, Jan. 15 on
Gleason street.
Gene Harjula and Robert Bishop
of Perry, students at the University
of Maine, were weekend guests of
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Harjula on St.
George Road.
Mrs. Catherine Felt has gone to
Los Angeles, Calif., for the winter.
Enroute she will stop In Boston,
Missouri, and Breda, Iowa to visit
relatives.
The annual meeting of the Stock
holders of the Thomaston National
Bank was held Tuesday morning.
The directors for 1954 are: Richard
O. Elliot, Willis R. Vinal. John H.
Miller, Fred C. Black, Lionel F.
Jealous. Robert W. Walsh and Har
old F. Dana. Those elected to office
were: President, Richard O. Elliot;
vice president. Lionel F. Jealous;
Cashier, Harold F Dana, and as-

Year End Clearance
Fine Fashions
Drastic Cuts In Prices
DRESSES-COAT5-SUITS

MILLINERY - SPORTSWEAR
AIL SALES CASH AND FINAL

Wentworth Shop
CAMDEN, MAINE
6-1.

lboooooooooooooooooooooQoooo60oooooooc>c<sio>ooo>ooooscos<gooooooooocoo90ocose<(

sistant Cashier. Charles M. Star- votlonal service. A social period

and had been with the firm since
Sept. 9, 1920. He served with the
Navy ln World War I.
Mr. Gray was born ln Rockland
Nov. 22. 1893 to Capt. Arthur L.
and Edith Grierson Gray.
Surviving are four children: Mrs.
Norma Dodge of South Portland:
Lt. Douglas Grav, USN; Russell
Gray of Orono. Miss Marcia Gray
of Forestville. Conn., and his
widow. Mrs. Doris Stevens Qray.
Funeral services will be held
from the Hobbs Funeral Home in
South Portland at 2 p. m.. Friday.
Burial will be in Achorn CemeteryIn Rockland in the spring.

' rett
' playing games was enjoyed Those
Volunteer workers on the hot attending were: Mr. and Mrs. Otto
lunch program at the Lura Libby Irvine, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Hills,
School this week are: Mrs. Mildred Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chapman, Mr.
Butler. Mrs. Doris Guptil. Mrs. and Mrs. Darold Hocking, Mr and
Mary Fales. Mrs. Edna Keyes and Mrs. Donald Chase, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. May Newbert. At the Green William Vinal. Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Street School are: Mrs Viola Little C.a> k. Mr. and Mrs Linwood Silver, Jl’DSON I. CROUSE
field. Mrs. Greta Clark. Mrs Ver Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Harper. Mr.
Private funeral services will be
non Achorn. Mrs. Bonnie Strong and Mrs. Warren Ford. Mr and held from the Burpee Funeral Home
and Mrs. Saxon DeWolfe.
Mrs. Benjamin Smalley. Mr. and Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock for:
The Pythian Sisters will hold a Mrs Charles Starrett. Mr. and Mrs. Judson I. Crouse, 79. of 13 Court
regular meeting Friday night, Jan. Lyle Townsend. Mr. and Mrs. street, who died Tuesday, follow
15 at 7.30 o’clock. Refreshments will Ralph Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Frank ing a long illness.
be served.
Hallowell and Rev and Mrs. John
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald of
Those from this town who attend Fitzpatrick.
the First Baptist Church will offi
ed the Boothbay Harbor-Thomaston Officers E'ectcd For Coining Year ciate and burial will be in Achorn j
MRS. ELLEN H. DYER
basketball game in Boothbay Har
The Annual meeting of the Con Cemetery.
Mis. Ellen Hooper Dyer, 86. died
bor Friday night were: Mr. and Mrs. gregational Fellowship of the Fed
Mr. Crouse, a retired ship’s car- |
Roger Jameson. Mr. and Mrs. For erated Church was held Monday penter, was last employed at the, Tuesday at the home of her
rest Grafton, Mr. and Mrs. Harold n:.ht with a goodly number in at yards of Newbert and Wallace in daughter, Mrs. Levi Flint at 274
Putnam. Mr. and Mrs. Philip Ed tendance. A 6 o'clock supper was Thomaston four years ago.
Old County Road. She was the
wards, Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone. followed by the business meeting.
He was born in Jackson Brook. widow of Alden Dyer and is sur
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stone, Mr Reports of the various committees Maine. Jan. 19. 1874 to William and
vived by seven daughters and four
and Mrs. Kenneth Keyes, Mrs. Eve- were given and the following offi Lucy Clark Crouse.
.yn Moody, Mrs. Faye Stetson, j cers were elected for the coming
Surviving is his widow, Mrs. Hat- ' sons.
Sandra and Neil Stetson. Mrs. Bev year: clerk, Mrs. Ethel Burgess; tie Huntley Crouse to whom he
Mrs. Dyer was born in Franklin,
erly Iffemey, Mrs. Orrin Benner. Treasurer. Richard Elliot; Auditor, was married 57 years. Also, two Maine Nov. 4. 1867 to Amaziah and
Mrs. Vivian Connon, Donna Rogers, Frank Elliot; Deacons, Howard daughters, Mrs. Evelyn Andrews of Annie Phillips Hooper.
Mildred Young, Faye Seekins, Rob Stackpole and Albert Harjula; DeaShe was a member of the Mis
Brunswick and Miss Ruth Crouse of
ert MacFarland, Chester Smalley connesses. Miss Helen Studley and
Nitro, West Virginia; a son, Donald sion circle of the Universe list
and Jack Marks.
Miss Hilda George; Trustees. Miss Crouse of Rockland; a sister. Mrs. Church, the Rock'ar.d Hearing So
The Women's Auxiliary of the St. Rita C. Smith. Mrs. Bowdoin
Curstie Hughes of Milo and one ciety, Women's Eduactional Club
John's Episcopal Church met with Grafton. Richard Elliot, William C.
grandchild. Mrs. Virginia Schelia and the Universahst Church.
Mrs. Charles Spear Friday night Brooks. Jr., and Norman Connon of Los Angeles.
Surviving are sons: Mitchel!
for the purpose of electing officers
Following the business meeting
He was a past master of Aurora Dyer. Chelsea, Mass.; Raymond
for 1954. Those elected were: Presi Howard Stackpole gave an illustra
Walter
Lodge of Masons, past high priest Dyer, Marion. Indiana
dent, Mrs. Charles Spear; Vice
ted lecture on television skyways. . of King Solomon’s Temple and a Dyer. Rockland, and Frederick
President, Mrs. Ovia Lampinen;
Dyer, Dorchester. Mass.
member of King Hiram Council.
The Wed-Co Club
re-elected were: Secretary, Mrs
Also, seven daughters: Mrs. RoThe Wed-Co Club met Monday l
Hollis Young; Treasurer, Miss Lot
land Chamberlain. Chelsea. Mass.;
CHARLES E. STAPLES
night
at
the
Baptist
Church
with
a
tie Smith. Plans were made for a
Mrs. Kenneth Wig-gin, Kingston.
chowder supper
being. Charles Edward Staples. 69, re
public penny sale to be held at the lobster
tired shipyard worker, died at his Mass.; Miss Mattie Dyer, Chelsea,
served
by
Mr.
and
Mrs
Alfred
Legion hall in the near future. Re
home at 40 Willow street Tuesday, Mass.; Mrs. Levi Flint, Rockland:
freshments were served by the host Strout, Rev. and Mrs. John Fitz
following an extended period of ill Mrs. Jasper Wilbur. Eastbrook.
ess. Those attending were: Mrs. Hu patrick, Mr. and Mrs Victor Hills
Maine; Mrs. Millard Jordan. Ells
health.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Darold
Hocking.
,
go Hochschild, Mrs. Mildred Spear,
Rev. James Dagino and his mother' He was born in Rockland. Feb. 8. worth, and Mrs. Daniel Young of
Mrs. Ronald Gillis, Mrs. Ralph
1884. the son of William M., and Augusta.
Cushing. Miss Helen Duncan and Mrs Dagino of the Littlefield Me
A brother, Raymond Hooper of
Mary Cole Staples.
morial
Baptist
Church
of
Rock-1
two guests, Mrs. John Townsend of
Deland,
F'.a., and several grand
He is survived by two daughters,
West Hanover. Mass., and Mrs. Or- land, were guests. Rev. Dagino led
Mrs. Dorothy Williams of Rockland, children and great grandchildren
the
devotional
services.
The
busi-1
mand Staples of this town.
and Mrs. Anna B. 8mith of Thom- . also survive here.
Clayton Howard, who has been a ness meeting was followed by the
aston. Also, three sons; Herbert J.' Rev. John Smith Lowe, D.D.,
polio patient at the Eastern Maine showing cf colored slides of Upstate
wiii conduct funeral services at the
Staples
of Rockland; Freeland Sta
General Hospital in Bangor, is con New York by Byron Hahn, after
Russell Funeral Home at 2 o'clock
ples. East Hartford, Conn., and
valescing at his home on Main which a social evening of games
Thursday (today).
was enjoyed. Those attending were: ! Charles W Staples of East Long
street.
Burial will take place in the
Meadow,
Mass
;
a
sister.
Mrs.
MaryThere will be a Senior Choir re Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark, Mr. and
Sunnyside Cemetery in Eastbrook,
Jane Newton of Camden and 14
hearsal at the Baptist Church. Sat Mrs. Frank Hallowell, Mr. and Mrs
Maine, in the spring.
Benjamin Smalley. Mr and Mrs. grandchildren and eight great
urday evening at 7 o'clock.
William Vinal. Mr. and Mrs. Doug- - grandchildren.
MRS. CORA S. ARICO
Guests of Fireside Club
Funeral services will be held Fri
The members of the Wed-cfo Club las Vinal. Mr. and Mrs Otto Ir- - day at 2 p. m., from the Burpee
Mrs. Cora Stevens Arico, 40, for
vine. Mi and Mrs. Charles Star
of the Baptist Church were guests
merly of Rockland and Camden,
rett. Mr and Mrs. David Dorr, Mr. Funeral Home with Rev E. O. Ken
of the Fireside Club of the Warren
died suddenly in San Antonio, Tex
and Mrs. Byron Hahn, Mr. and yon of St. Peter's Episcopal Church
Baptist Church last Friday night.
as Sunday.
officiating.
Supper was served cafeteria style Mrs. Linwocd Silver. Mr. and M s.
8he was active for several years
Burial
will
be
in
Achorn
Ceme

Rev. John Fitzpatrick led the de- Warren Ford. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph tery.
ln bowling circles in Rockland and
Jackson. Mr. and Mis. Victor Hills,
Camden and was a longtime emMr. and Mrs. Darold Hocking, Mr.
loyee of H. H. Crie Company in the
WESTON A. GRAY
and Mrs. Alfred Strout, Rev. and I
Weston Gray, 68. of Cape Ellza- accounting department. She and
Mrs. John Fitzpatrick.
behth, formerly of Rockland, died her husband, Michael Arico, moved
In a Portland hospital Wednesday to Texas two years ago.
Tit.
morning following a three day ill
Funeral services will be held Fri
ness.
day
morning from the Doane,
the'odd} .*
He was toll transmission engineer Beal, Ames Funeral Home ln Hy
ore ggain^t yowl
for the New England Telephone annis. Mass. Burial will be in Osand Telegraph Company in Maine terviUe, Mass.
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Willys 4-Wheel-Drive Vehicles
It’s good insurance to own at least one of

Camden Theatre

J.J.NE WBERRY CO.

\

there when others can't.

DOORBUSTER

A.

I

!

—

PRcNTED

|
\

•I
I

<

REMNANTS

zj

Values fo 5?c yd.

ONLY.
V

4-WHEEL-DRIVE WILLYS TRUCK
Get the truck that will get you through every day in the
year—the 4-Wheel-Drive Willys Truck. Its 4-wheel trac
tion pulls through deep mud, heavy snow, over iceglazed roads when conditions bring other trucks to a
standstill. With its "go-anywhere” traction, you can

X
AX

reach your stock, get supplies from town, keep work
on schedule. Powered by the HURRICANE Engine, the
Willys Truck is built on a special frame to stand up un
der rough travel on or off the road. See your Willys
dealer for complete details—and a demonstration.

,

‘

.

4-WHEEL-DRIVE

WALDOtheatri
WALDOBORO
TEL. TEmple 2-5315
j Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee
i Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.0

"COLUMN SOUTH"

SUN.-MON.-TUES.
JANUARY 17-18-19
Esther Williams. Van Johnson, |
Tony Martin in
"EASY TO LOVE”
— In Trchnieolor —

THURSDAY - FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY

6-1-1

—r—tt—tt-—.ax

BBS

M-G-M s BIGGEST
MUSICAL SHOW1

BE EARLY FOR

THE BEST SELECTION.

?

For social items ln The Oour’?
Gazette. Phone 1044, City.

SATURDAY* ONLY. JAN. 16
George Montgomery in
“FORT Tl”
— In Technicolor —

And Ch. 5 of “LOST PLANET"
6-lt

ON SALE SATURDAY

Other companies looking forwJ
to big business are National Home,
Gunnison Housing Corporation, A
bany, Ind., Modern Homes in Dea
born, Mich., the Knox Corporate
in Thomsen, Ga, and Hamischfeg
Corporation of Port Washingto'
Wis.
National Homes believes it h
found an untapped market with
new two-bedroom Cadet house sel
ing for $5500. House and Hon
Magazine reported. Orders are ou
stripping
production
capacit
which means the company will ha
to expand.
The United States Steel Hom]
(formerly Gunnison Homes) is
ning at capacity in New Alba.**
and will turn out 6.500 to 7.000 un.
for this year. It has a new pla
in Harrisburg, Pa., that will bocj
annual production
by
sevei]
thousand units.
Hamischfeger Corporation hl
the largest backing of orders in
history and may have to work ove
rime—six days a week—in ord
to keep up with the anticipat!
1954 demand.
A new plant in Iowa will bocj
production of Modem Hom
which is producing a two-bedrocj
house ofr $8,000 including land.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Strictly For the Action Fans
2 Big Action-Parked Hits'
Audit Murphy - John Evans

"THE 49th MAN"

i

The sharp interest manife
locally in the pre-fabricated
of home is not confined to
city as this official commu
tion proves.
The prefabricated house will co:
into its own in 1954..
Faced with a rising backlog
orders that spell "big boom” ahe:
the prefabricated industry is
peering to double Its produc(
capacity ln the 12 months to ccm
Entering a growth phase that ms
reach remarkable proportions
the new year, the industrynote of a 50 per cent increase
production and sales for 1953,
compared with the previous yeai
Linked In with this phenomen
growth in Norge Cottages, In
which builds houses like log catoir.
combining something of the ok
time techniques of early --settle
with the modern, mechanized metl
od of modular cutting. The o
timesr used wooden pegs and fitt
parts to hold their houses togeti
! er

NEWS ANI) PATHE SPECIAL

In Technicolor—Plus 2nd Hit
JOHN IRELAND in

FLANNEL

Is Growing Daily

TODAY AND FRIDAY’
JANUARY 14-15
Virginia Mayo, Dale Rcbertson
Stephen McNally,
Arthur Hunnirut in
"DEVIL'S CANYON”
— In Technicolor —

Now! Heroic Story of Korea!
VICTOR MATURE in
"THE GLORY BRIGADE"

I SATURDAY

these Willys vehicles that will get you

Interest In Pre
fabricated Houses

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.—Rockland

i?

«->•

•

Singing Romance Filmed in Florida's
Cypress Gardens Wonderland
J
P
for Lovers I

:
SEE!

4
LAVISH WATER

THURSDAY

» rzfSA

SPECTACLES'

*

FRIDAY

A

magnificent
GALAXY

SATURDAY

Qf

FEMININE

IDA LUPINO ... THE ONLY ONE IN HOLLYWOOD WITH

BEAUTY!

THE COURAGE TO PRODUCE SUCH FRANK AND REVEALING

DAREDEVIL

♦
WATER SKIING

FILMS ... IN THE TRADITION OF "NOT WANTED"!

PAGEANTS’

*
ESTHER S
75 FOOT DIVE

1

WILLYS STATION WAGON

FROM A

HELICOPTEB!

The most useful car on any farm or ranch—the 4Wheel-Drive Willys Station Wagon. It puts an end
to the worry and uncertainty of bad weather travel
with traction that takes you through when no other
car can. Rides six adults . . . seats are removable to
provide over 100 cu. ft of cargo space. With HURRI
CANE Engine power and traction on all 4 wheels,
this car assures transportation throughout the year.
See your Willys dealer for a demonstration now.

PARK STREET MOTORS, Inc.
68

Park Street

Rockland. Maine

OlGAMIST

*

WANTED BY TW« WOMEN

JOAN FOMTAIIIt ««J IDA LUPINO

EDMOND O'BRIEN • EDMUND GWINN
6-lt

ESTHER WILLIAMS ■
mn JOHNSON * tony MARTIN
, MMeuReruer .

TMsdoy-Thureday-Seturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, January 14, 1954

Social Matters
Donald Dodd Chisholm, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Chisholm. Jr,
has returned home after being a
surgical patient at the Knox Coun
ty Oeneral Hospital.
Mrs. Louise Pettinger, Dept. of
Education, Augusta, will be the af
ternoon speaker at the Women's Ed
ucational Club which will meet
Friday, Jan. 15 at 3 p. m.. ln the
Farnsworth Museum. Box lunch at
8 o'clock as usual. Mrs. Marjorie
Hyhels will show slides of Holland
at the evening session.
The Shakespeare Society met I
Monday evening at the home of
Miss Ruth Rogers on Amesbury
Street. Act 1 and the first two
scenes of Act 2 of "Two Noble Kins
men” were read with Mrs Dorinda
Coughlin as leader. Mrs. Diana Pitts
presented a paper on the authorship
of the play. Other ladies present,
were, Mrs. Doris Lindquist, Mrs.,
Mary Carrillo. Mrs. Mary Farns
worth, Mrs. Lola Smith, Mrs. Eleanore Wasgatt, Mrs. Katharine Der
ry, Mrs. Margaret Ladd. Mrs. Jose
phine Rice, Miss Mabel Snow- and
Miss Katherine Veazie. The next
meeting will be held Jan. 25 at the
home of Mrs. Emily Stevens at
Talbot Avenue, with Mrs. Diana
Pitts as leader.
Semi-Anr.ual Shoe Sale now go
ing on at the Quality Shoe Snop.
5-10

Gilbert's

*

Beauty Salon
WILL BE CLOSE!)
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

JANUARY

19-20

Maxine and Jean Are Going |
To Hairdressers' Convention. X
6-lt X

Announcement has been made by
the program chairmen. Mrs. Alice
Soule and Mrs Ivy Hart, that there
will tie a discussion of communityinterest at the Junior-Senior High
PTA next Monday night. This pro
gram will concern the pros and cons
of adding fluorine to the city wa
ter supply. Special dental and med
ical authorities have been secured
and will discuss this subject. More
detailed information will be given
in a later issue ot this newspaper.

Myths About Heart
Disease Have Smail

Basis In Fact
Dr. Charles Steele. President of
the Maine Heart Association, today
asked every citizen to adopt this
resolution for 1S64:
“Resolved, I will be guided by
facts about heart disease, rather
than fears and phobias."
As a prelude to the 1954 Heart
Fund campaign, which is to be con
ducted nationally throughout Feb
ruary, the Association issued a
statement directing attention to
five of the most common miscon
ceptions concerned with diseases of
the heart and blood vessels.
Heading the list is the oftenheard fallacy that "nothing can be
done about heart disease." This is
contrary to fact, says the American
Heart Association. adding some
forms of heart disease can be pre
vented, some can be cured. Your
doctor can help almost Sil cases,
especially if diagnosed early.
Another boner which the Heart
Association would like to see elim
inated is the notion that "most
heart attacks are fatal." Untrue.
The Association has t his to say:
After a heart attack, the majority
recover to lead prod'-.ctlve lives.
Then there is the long-propaga
!
ted myth that "murmurs, chest

pains and palpitations” are sure
signs of heart trouble. Countering
fancy with fact, the Heart Associ
ation points out that these "symp
toms" do not necessarily Indicate
heart trouble—that only your doc
tor can tell.
It is true that women with heart
disease should not have children?
The oldwive's tale says that lt is.
Yet that Is wrong. With proper
medical care, reports the Associa
tion, most women with heart disease
can bear children safely.
Finally, Dr. Steele debunks one
of the most persistent and widely
held misconceptions of all, namely,
that "you can’t work if you have
heart disease.". Here is its answer:
Most can still earn their living—
often without changing jobs.
With diseases of the heart and
circulation responsible for more
than 750,000 deaths yearly, or more
than all other diseases combined,
the American Heart Association ex
plained that it doesn't for one mo
ment minimize the seriousness of
the heart disease problem. On the
other hand, the statement contin
ues. the outlook warrants hope and
optimism.
It is our hope that the American
people will put aside the glaring
misconceptions that have been
handed down from generation to
generation. These untruths have
fostered unwarranted fears, pre
vented heart sufferers from obtain
ing the attention they require, and
in general have been harmful to
progress Our chief hope is that re
search-supported by the Heart
Fund—will provide the knowledge
needed to bring under control this
nation's leading health menace.
This hope underscores and gives
meaning to the Hear’ Fund slogan
—''Help Your Heart Fund—Help
Your Heart.”
CLARK ISLAND

ELWOOD-RICHAN ENGAGEMENT

Republicans Say

J E' Rfe
J

■Bt;

Miss Janet

Mis. Avard L. Richan of 152
Davis Ave.. Auburn, announces the
engagement of her daughter. Miss
Janet Keith Richan of New York
City to Frank P Elwood. Jr., son
4
of Frank P. Elwood of Philadel
phia.
Mi*> Richan was graduated from
Edward Little High School and
the Rhode Island School of De
sign at Providence. She ls em
ployed as a designer for Joseph

K.

Rirhan

Love, Inc. in New York City. She
ls a daughter of Mrs. Richan and
the late Avard Richan, formerly of
Rockland.
Mr. Elwood ls employed by the
Beil Telephone Co. at Philadelphia
and is studying engineering at
Drexel Institution of Technology.
He is a graduate of Germantown
Higli Schoo', and served two years
in the U S. Army.
Nr date has been set for the
wedding.

decrease in the price of food.
But the over-all trend was not re
flected here ln the national capi
tal which experienced a .001 per
cent increase in living costs be
tween August and November.
Secretary of
the
Treasury
George M. Humphrey, in calling
attention to the administration's
success in halting inflation nation
ally, has pointed out that while
the cost-of-living index increased
34 points, from 80 to 114, between
1946 and 1952. it has increased only
one point since that time.
This he believes represents a
return to stability and a sounder
economy.
—
As for economic prospects over
the coming year, the usual yearend forecasts from business or
ganizations and economists are

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
THE WOMAN'S SHOP
ONE LOT CHILDREN'S AND LADIES' COATS - ’/a PRICE

LOWEST SHEET PRICES IN MANY, MANY YEARS

Luxury Percales

Famous Pequot

All Combed Yarn, Snow White
Bleached, Fine Count, Type 180.
Slight irregulars of famous Utica
Percales.

Longest Wearing Sheets We Can
Get. Bleached White. Type 144.
All First Quality.
Reg. SALE
>59 $2.39
72x99 Twin
>79
2.59
72x108 Ixirg Twin
1.79
2.59
81x99 Full
>89
2.69
81x108 Long Full
.65
.59
42x36 Cases

Reg. SALE
.79 $2.29
.99
2.59

72x108 Long Twin
81x108 Long Full
SEE OUR BIG SHOWING

Thrift Quality Pepperell Sheets

OF PASTEL COLORED

All First Quality - Type 128. Made In Maine. Bleached White.
LOWEST PRICES ON WHITE SHEETS FOR A LONG, LONG TIME

SHEETS

Type 128 Muslin and
Type 180 Percale.
Blue, Green, Maise and
Rose ln Each Quality

81x99 Full
81x103 Long Full
42x36 Cases

63x99 Cot
72x99 Twin
72x108 Long Twin

PERM. FINISH WIDE RUFFLED ORGANDY CURTAINS

with so-called normal times.
The nation’s two biggest busi
nesses which are generally conDue In z54
sidered pace setters, housing and
The administration's basic home j automobile manufacturers, are set
front objective in 1954 is to keep for high production in 1954.
the economy on an even keel, the
Also contributing to business
cost of government dow*n, the pace optimism is the fact that Ameri.
of business up, and to maintain cans themselves are still pros
perous. with th ehighect peace
prosperity without inflation.
On its success in achieving this time savings on record socked
balance, or something close to it, away. Moreover, the war and
rests the United States strength in postwar population boom has pro
the world of nations, the adminis vided some 23 million more
trations reputation at home, and Americans as potential buyers.
in all probability the political for- The anticipated five-billion-daltunes cf many Republicans up for lar cut in the federal budget will
— a ction next No- not take place until the next fiscal
year—July, 1954-1955—anyway and
vernier.
Ti •: is why the administration businessm^r apparently- feel theredors “c( h’.tend to permit anv re- is prcsp.ct of a continued high
cession talk to gain headway if it level of spending until that time
at least.
can be prevented.
Business confidence is reflected in
The recent assertion of Senator
Paul H. Douglas <D) of Illinois its own plans for a 43 billion oolthat the country is even now suf lar investhr.ent in 1954. according
fering a "real recession” brought to a recent survey by the Chamber
an almost instant chorus of de of Commerce of the United States.
nials not only from high admlnis- j The figure is slightly below the
tration circles but from Repub- , rat? of spending for the second
’. cans equally prominent on Capi- , half of 1953. but higher than any
previous period.
tol Hill.
Except for the railroads, whi-h
Tne drop in mine and factory
production to which the Democra- plan to spend some 10 Der cert
t:c senator had reference is termed less than lact year, business in
by these sources as only a normal general will spend as much or
readjustment and actually a turn more, according to the Chamber's,
for the better rather than for the report.
Tins confidence in continued
worse, as oversize stocks arc
business prosperity also has been
brought back to normal.
Tha does not represent a de reflected in the stock market,
nial of “soft .spots” that must be temporary slumps being quickly
watched, administration officials recovered in a manner which fin
conceded, but they stand their ancial experts see as indicative of
ground against any- claim that an underlying strength.
But there are signs on the other
these are indications of any rea'
side of the ledger, too. of which
recession.
Tlie exchange shows how vital economists and businessmen are
it is to the Elsenhower adminis- well aware. In fact, it all appear8
tration politically to maintain a to add up to an expectation of
stable economy and how quickly "good business for the time being,”
any appreciable slippage can be with no one ready to go very much
beyond that point.
capitalized by the opposition.
The administration, meanwhile,
But Republicans stand ready
to claim credit for putting a dam has made it clear that any s'gns
per on lnfation, with the cost-of- of an economic slide will be dealt
living index now showing a decline with promptly by the government
fcr the first time in eight months. either through more tax cuts, re
For the nation as a whole liv turn to an ' easy money” policy, or
ing costs have dronped .003 oer a real step-up ln public works, or
cent, due mostly t oa 1.4 per cent a combination of all three.

No Depression

ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and ail Emo Range or Esso
A group of dresses reduced to
Fuel Oil users in St. George, Ten
GLENMERE
ant's Harbcr and Port Clyde de $5.00 and $10 00 »: Burdeli’s Dress
ANNOUNCEMENT
6-lt
siring to continue with Esso Shop.
Any and all Esso Range or Esto
Heating Otis may arrange for
Fuel Oil users }n St. George, Ten
r'-.i -ocial Items ln The Courier
regular deliveries bv teli phoning
t.f ant's Harbor and Port Clyde deDUNN & ELLIOT CO.. Phor.e 5. Gazette Phone 1044 Cltv
Thomaston.
6-7

• I

generally optimistic
All foresee1
a slightly lower rate us compared i

ONE RACK LADIES' DRESSES
Values to 16.95 — Sale Price $5.89
ONE LOT OF LAD'ES' SLIPS
Values to 3.95 — Sale Price $1.19
ONE LOT LADIES' TRICOT GOWKS
Values to 4.95 — Sale Price S2.89
CHILDREN'S SNOW SUITS
Reg. 12.95, Now $8.99 - Reg. 15.95, Now $12.69

CHILDREN'S CHENILLE ROBES, Sizes 6 to 12
Were 3.95 - Now $2.89
LADIES' CHENILLE ROBES, Sizes 12 to 44
Reg. 5.95, Now $4.99 - Reg. 7.50, Now $6.29
CAMDEN, MAINE

siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for
DIAL 484
regular deliveries by telephoning
6-'t A DUNN & ELLIOT CO., Phone 56-7
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦ Thomaston.

Senter-Crane’s

WALLSTON

ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esvo
Fuei Oi! users in St. George. Ten
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN * ELLIOT CO. Phone 5.
Thomaston.
6-7

$2.98
$3.29

All Curtains 84” Wide per Pair

^’vrn"iT *!>"
BEST-SELLING CURTAIN

at a low, low

Fine Quality Washable Rayon
Marquisette
All 84” wide per pair

First Quality

81", 90", val. to 2.49

$1,

FIRST FLOOR BARGAINS
EXTRA SAVINGS FOR YOUI!

Harriet Hubbard Ayer
Luxuria Cleansing Cream,

reg 4.00 $2.00
reg 2.50 $1.25

Houblgant's

During This January Sale We Try

98c yd.
59c

New Lot. Rayons and Cottons. Reg. 98c Val.

liaaOioh •Hack J

Scouts
3 minute wailing sira

3 one minute blasts

.*» M WAftNMC

.« lUMt

Get
heavy

Go tc prepared
shelter, Tttm off all

Drop to floor Get
under des* w work
bench

Obey Wardens
Go to assigned
shelter.

Drop to floor out
of hne of windows.
Bury face in arms.

Obey your teacher.
Go to ass^ned
shelter Quietly

Drop to ground or
dive for cover Bury
face m arms

Obey Wardens. Go
’o nearest OK'd
ruddmg of shelter.

Drop to floor

under bed
table

a

sppitanees.

Get out
Goto
• nearest OK'd burttf

v shelter.

BARGAIN ATTIC BARGAINS

OUR SECOND FLOOR IS OVERFLOWING
WITH WONDERFUL BUYS-

Listen To the Bargain Attic News on the
W.R.K.D. Radio at 4.25 p. m.

Worner Sta-Up Top Satin Lastex
Girdle, reg. 15.00
$12.50

Playtex Girdles, reg. 5.98
continued style

dis
$4.69

All Coats and Large Lot Dresses
Marked 1-4 to 1-3 Off.
Big Mark-Down on Many Sweaters

and Blouses

5 98 Street Dresses, all sizes, 9 to 56 13.98
19.95 100% Wool Winter Coats, warm
interlined
1.98 Boys' Suede Shirts, broken sizes
2.98 Men's Suede Shirts, broken sizes
2.98 Men’s Dress Shirts, broken sizes
1.98 Children's Felt Slipper, lo close
Ladles’ Full Fashioned Nylon Hose, trr’s
Wash Goods. 86 sq. Percales, etc.
Boys' Larrigan Sox, sizes 7-8-9, reg. .49
Men's Larrigan Sox, reg .49

Senter- Crane’s
SALE NOW ON

Girl Scout troop No. 4, Mrs. VirI ginia Kunesh, leader, used part
of their meeting Monday after
s.hool for a game party and will
turn the money they brought over
to the Polio Fund. Prizes were won
and the girls were proud to feel
they had a part in the Polio Drive.
Present officers are: President,
Gloria Knight; Vice President,
Carolyn Kelley; Secretary, Penny
Taylor; Treasurer, Raeleene Stockwell. Carol McKeen was recently
awarded her tenderfoot pin.
Anytime you have a fight with
your conscience and lose—you win.

STILL GOING ON

■Hi
'REGULAR'• HEIGHT

$75.00
65.00
49.50
49.50
"fXTRA-PlUMP"

"KING-SIZE"

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $59.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 49.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ‘.. .. .. .. 39.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 29.98

TOPCOATS

Buying at these dramatic
"White Sale Special” prices,
is like saving $6 a pair
on first-quality
Playtex Pillow s.

$55.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
49.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Val. to 45.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

$44.98
34.98

24.98

OVERCOATS
$55.00 ............................................................. $44.98

‘REGULAR' HEIGHT $4.95

Values to 55.00 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

EXTRA-PLUMP ’ $6.95

‘'KING-SIZF* $8.95

($11.95 value)

29.98

JACKETS

($7.95 value)

($9.95 value)

FASHION FLOOR SALE

Girl

SUITS

Marked 1-3 to 1-2 Below Reg. Price.
SEE THEM IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

A. E. Howe is a patient at the
Camden Community Hospital.
The Ladies of the GAR will hold
their regular meeting at Meguntieook Grange Hall, Friday eve
ning. There will be a picnic supper
at 6 o'clock.
The monthly meeting of the Me ■
gur.ticcok Fish and Oame Associa
tlon will be held Friday at 750 p
m„ at the club house. Subjects to
be brought up at the meeting in
clude a proposed bounty on foxes,
replarihg of west outlet screen,
posting a five trout daily limit on
Megunticook Lake. Following the
business meeting there will be a
speaker. A buffet lunch will be
served.
Members of Naomi Sewing Circle
met at the IOOF Hall Friday night
for a mystery supper and business
meeting. The following members
were present, Mrs. Inez Crosby, Mrs.
Lena Morse, Mrs. Jennie Wellman,
Miss Bessie Bowers, Mrs. Doris Dority, Mrs. Barbara Holbrook, Mrs.
Jeannette Dennison and Mrs. Ma
rion Gray. There will be no meet
ing this Friday evening.
The annual meeting of the Cam
den National Bank was held Tues
day with the foUowing elected:
President. Clayton
R. McCobb,
Cashier, Lawrence Hopkins. Assist
ant cashiers, Olive Coates and El
mer Wadsworth.
The directors
elected are C. W. Babb. Harold Corthell. E Maynard Graffam, Gil
bert Harmon, Forest Spear, Clay
ton R McCobb and Albert U.
Rhodes. Mr Rhodes who is the ac
countant at the Knox Woolen MiU,
is a newly elected member.

Newslites

SIB-SAID SLEBT

REGULAR" HEIGHT

soiled or are broken sizes; most are

About Vi Price

Moire Taffeta, reg. 1.59
Big Assortment Wash Goods

Many items are slightly mussed or

Leslie Hoihrook of Thomas street
is a surgical patient at the Camden
Community Hospital.
The Fellowship Night that was
scheduled to be held at the Chest
nut Street Baptist Church has
been postponed to Wednesday. Jan.
27th. due to the meeting of the
Camden High School parents being
held that evening.
Mr. and Mrs William Packard
and son Billy left recently for Florida where they will spend the remainder of the winter,
The Friday Club will meet with
Mrs. Allton Green at her home on
Mountain street, Friday afternoon
at 2 o'clock.

CLEARANCE

To Clear Our Shelves of Odd Lots.

Quelques Fleurs
reg. 3.75 $2.75
January Sale Houbigant Items

.

P/aytex PiUows
Made of allergry-dust-free foam latex

$1.

Correspondent
Telephone 1167

AIR RAID instructions

Drop to floor Bury
lace in arms.

SALE PRICES ON OUR ALL-TIME <

63", 72", val. to 1.98

MRS xJfcWH ET l"ij HKRRICB

1

OBU thev offictsl 0vi> Oelenw

stay pul until the alt cleat aot) qfkry‘•struciiom,

54", 63", 72". Value to 3.29
81", 90". Value to 3.79

CAMDEN

$27.95
22.50
15.95
10.95

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $21.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 17.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12.98
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

SEE THESE AND OTHER GREAT VALUES
NOW ON SALE

BOYS' SHOP CLEARANCE

FIRST QUALITY Playtex Pillows at prices far less than you've ever seen. Every pillow
has the same fine allergy-dust-free foam latex, that has made Playtex Pillows best sell
ers at $7.95 and up. Every pillow has a fine white cotton cover with zipper. Your
choice of three deep-sleep heights! Because quantities are limited, because prices are
so low, better come in—'phone—or mail coupon now.

Senter- Crane ’s
6-lt

SAVE ONSUITS - TOPCOATS - SPORT COATS ■ JACKETS

SNO-SUITS - LOAFER SOCKS

PLUS MANY OTHER ITEMS

OFFINS

$8.98

Pag* QgM
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portunlty for • parody of a van*
or so as follows:

THE SAGE OF MOULTON STREET

BREAKS INTO VERSE AND RECALLS

I
"A home on the Range

OLD VINALHAVEN DOINGS

Is a shame and disgrace.
If no Kippered Salmon

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Courier-Gazette is the best
lnvestment I rrakr It pays inter
est on a tri-weekly ba.-is, and I al
ways read the '.as: page, not with
a sigh of relief, but with a sigh of
regret as it comes all too soon. 1
thank you for the very libera,
apace given ray prose and verse
during the last year, and vert’
pleased to think it worthy of pass
ing along to the readers.
I am very enthusiastic about *he
new degree conferred upon me
as "The Sage of Moulton Sireei.
Coming as it did in the holidays.
I took it fcr granted that-1 was the
stuff to season the dre sing fo.
the turkey. Later I had a dim
memory that it had another mean
ing which was verified try consult
ing Webster, and my joy was b yona measuie. All of my Watertown friends are very enthusiastic

about It as both of them told me
so when I dashed around to show
them the story.
Whichever meaning is intended
to apply is all right "wit” me. I as
sure you.
As the year o’ 1952 was nearing
its end I was thoroughly inoculated
with hails of "A Happy New Year."
They , ere a success as I found tht
year cf '53 to be very happy. It
seemed that friends made a grand
rush to make Christmas a success.
;he award for a gift coming the
longest dis.ante would go to my
fcr.ner eta s ate. Mrs. Edith
(Chase) Mce cf Seattle Wash., fo:
a carton of kippered S3lmon, this
being the third from Edith. The
first package was a s.range dish
and I was so pleased with it that
I burst into The Seng cf the Kip
pered Salmin."
The tune of
"Home on the Range" gave an op-

Oil Service
Change
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 12,

1954

KaHoch Fuel Service

Has Severed A'! Conne tsors
for Range end .ue

Oils

with

Superior Ges & 0*1 Co., Ir.c

c* Rc Kc rd.
T E FAMOUS,
ESSO RAMGE AMD rt.L C^S,

Wiih dependable service, bccied
by yeers of txper’ence

may be obtained by caH’ng
the following:

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 72

SUPERIOR GAS & 0‘A CO.,’nr.
TELEPHONES 1251 and 1239

Waldo Tyler

I

(Continued from Page Two)

•a»

Ia found on tlie place."
Presents oatne from California
' that are corresponding friends
only as is Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H
Smith of Cheyenne who sent a box
of candy. They had also sent me
a small table lamp with a shade of
srer.es from the west, and a west
ern stvle of belt for my recent
birthday. Presents from Toledo
and local talent also, as well as
a complete turkey dinner brought
here bv a young lady friend was
I the finale to a very happy year.

V

plumped up a bit by soaking In

’A

•-«. Ml

AS CHIEF I.
_
NAVAL AIR RESERVE TRAINING*
HE SUPERVISES 50,000
NAVAL AIR RESERVISTS

Next on the agenda is the sto.y .
of the great event of the yea; cf l
'5?. which would have Yfii at im
portant event In any of the past '
years. Ol the Sunday evening I
af’er tire Fourth of July I was do- i
ing some typing and there came a |
light tap on the door. I thought
it a ne.ghbor’a kid calling in hopes ;
DUPING W W n WH’lt COMMANDING)
to filch a penny so I called to j
OFFICER OF THL USS 6UA0ALcome in, with "Ye who enters here :
C*NAl(CVf fcOJ.Ht 5TAGEDTHE
leave all hope behind.”
FIRST BOARDINGf- CAPTURE OF
Imagine my surprise when a :
AN ENEMT SHIP SINCE 1815 THE
• ran er, dressed in. the uniform ■
CAPTURE OE THE U 505 HELPED
of the National Guard, entered’:
US TO BREAK GERMAN NAVAL CODES
' a nice looking young man a.! ,
smiles, who asked if Fred Simmons
: i'ved here. He got my word for j
I It and offered to bet I did not
I kn 'w who he was. Tne odds were age, and just the magic word,
I against the hou e and I did nor “Vinalhaven" and the long disi happen to be in a belligerent I tant past as a starting point for
| mood for a ■wonder, so threw’ both conversation.
1 hands in the air as a signal of! A few words about my younger
days. During vacations I did lathJ surreisder.
He introduced himself as Alex- ing fcr the W H. Glove: Co..
mder Beggs, formerly of Schoo! George Sher.i an and Robinson,
reet, Vlr. lhaven. Maine, but now later Robinson & Paine of Vinalft m Springfield, Mass., ar.d a* haven. It may Interest the peoC tmp Drum (formerly Pine Camp) pie of Union to know that the par. iini::z w ith the Massachu- sonage of the Baptist Churth w
e .s National Guard. We shock built by the Glover Co. in the
>
v ry noisily as is tr.y cus- early '80’s.
tn I have been a resident of
An amusing incident was wiiei;
.v York St .te for over 45 years I went to what was then Green's
i
lived in Syracuse and sur- Landing to lath the small Metho
cu fling vt’.'ages. Oswego, Alexan dist Church during the Thanks
dria Bay and here and Mr. Beggs giving week of the year 1831. I am
s o ve of the six I hate met in quite sure as it was the first time
all my travels in al! those years any of Ebe family had been away
.om any part of Maine.
from home on a holiday. Tne boat
At the National Convention that arrived about supper time, and I
• nt■: ted Dewey for the candl- was fo board at the Inn of Miss
.. e of the Renublican Party. I Violet Gos> and brother. Being a
ened eagerly for my friend. student of the High School I
Alan Bird, to cast the Maine vote could both read and write, so I
• s chairman of the delegation. I signed the register myself and
sure c. d seme strutting around and waited for the supper bell. After
bragging about my friend Alan, a short interval Miss Violet men
tut was surprise# that he did not tioned to her brother .hat Glover
give the delegation a commercial was to have sent a man to lath
about the beauties of Maine when the church on that boat.
he had the floor.
I explained that I was there to
Here we were, youth and old do the job. MLs Goss was prob-

ApQUAPTEQS M CLtNVIEW.ILL INO«S

A NAVAL AVIATOR,HE HAS
6000 FLIGHT HOURS FIRST
Flag ram officer to
LAND A jet ON A CARRIER

abty expecting someone with a
walrus moustache, chin whiskers,
and a more elderly man than I, in
fact, looking more for size than
dignity, for I felt very dignified in
my wing Doint collar, black bow
tle that
around the collar to
clasp with a hook and eye, a cutaway coat and brown derby with
striped trousers. She said a little
-cl w like me would be all winter
lath. ■ t and christened me "Bub''
at once. I was bound home in six
.. and trea ed royally by M-ss
Ges. ai d brother.
I did much lathing on Vinklhar.d
ways boarded with Mr.
IMS. Al Rolfe white there, and
■.vas fami iar with many names of
those living in the village. Mr.
Beaus was an Encyclopedia of information about the natives buck
m 'he early '90s much to my sur
prise" as many were long before
his time. My first question was
about Nellie Rolf, the youngest
daughter, as she and I used to
play pas? bal’ in their driveway.
Nt lie had the free shoulder swing
of a b v when throwing a ball, and
a very plea ant companion, ai•hoigh much younger. The re
port was that she died many years
ago.
"Did the name Merrithew mean

wired down ee the atwrllnga won't
make off with It. Twenty-five will
eat five pounds of suet a week at
the peak of their winter hunger,
but most any bird who comes to
the feeding station will nibble at
it now and then.

earty December there wea an un
usual run of extra large smelts.

Several caught hi the South
Thomaetor. and Gt. George area
being around a foot long.

water would tempt a robin who
I had the pleasure of dressing
comes regularly to one's dooryatd,
and eating many of these monsters
* • * *
Por all winter feeding stations
(as smelts go land I found them
nothing take.- the place of a
Local smelt fishermen have had to be mostly females just packed
>
sizable chunk of suet securely the longest uninterrupted season i with spawn.
It's only about 12 weeks now be
at coastal brooks and tidal inlets
anything?" I recalled that he that I can remember and I guess fore they will 'be running into fresh
had a photograph studio near the these tasty little fish have beer. water to lay their egigs; which also
Lifford and Ginn drug store, and Just about everywhere a'ong the reminds me with eager anticipa
also remembered that he appeared south shore of the county.
tion, that the first day of sprtr.g
In a Fourth of July parade in
Through late November and is Just 73 days from today.
Rockland with a safety bicycle he
made with the two large w.aeels
from the oid style high bicycle. It
was rather a lengthy affair as he
was between the two wheels with
his chain drive invention. I won
der if many of the old-timers re
member that. » As I recalled Bow
man. Fifield and Vinal as athletes
of tnat time. Charlie Littlefield
and son Fred were blacks.nlfhs on
the Main street.
Tne Libby and Lane fish busi
ness. Bodwell Granite Co. and the
Pendleton Hotel, etc., "did the
name of Roberts mean anything ”
It sure did us he was the freight
and delivery man for the Bodwell
Granite Co. and recently married
to the Rnlph's oldest daughter.
Georgia in my time, (died since
our v'sit (I regret to write), "Did
I recall a Walls?" I recalled that
Frederick Wal& gave a hi'ise re
For 18" Model
ception in October of 1834 after
F. O. 8. Philo.. Po.
being elected to the State Home
of Representatives in the Septemb.r election. So it went until Mr.
Beggs had to leave to be back tc
Camp on time.
Mr. Beggs got my na e from nt',
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY! Stop shopping around. Take
articles in The Courier--G .zet .
advantage quickly of this once-in-a-lifetime offer. The
for which I am very thankful, afamous Disston DO-101—with powerful Mercury gasoline
he thought best to look me up as
engine — is now available at the lowest price ever. All sizes
he enjoyed the sketches sen: In af
hove been reduced $50.00. Dollar for dollar it’s the most
various times. A very nice young
saw for the money, the quality saw at a bargain price.
man and I enjoyed a never-'c-It-fo- rotten evening with him.
Come in now for a demonstration. Whatever your wood
Best wishes from.
cutting problems.. . whether you are a logger, farmer,
Fred C. Simmons.
pulpwood cutter or want o saw for firewood . . . you
want a Disston because: —
Watertown, N. Y .
PS: Lathing is a type of job
—IT’S DEPENDABLE
calling for speed, while working.
—HAS ’’PLUS” POWER
The nails are put in the mouth
—LOWER MAINTENANCE
for fas' handling, about 12 or 14 ai
—IS EASY TO OPERATE
a time. I was so fortunate as to
swallow two at different times in
...AND COSTS LESS MONEY
my cateer. What I mean is that I
think that said nails are what have
been holding me together all these
years as I never got them back to
Ask for a demonstration from
return to the owner.
It did prove to Medical Science
C. M. BURGESS and SON
that a nail could be swallowed
without any bad after effects at
UNION. MAINE
TEI. 49-3
•e , • . but I don't advise it however

AMERICA'S GREATEST
CHAIN SAW VALUE!

See itSaw

6-7

THE FACTORY STORE
THOMASTON, MAINE

HERE’S THE SALE YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR
IN SPITE OF OUR LOW FACTORY PRICES, WE ARE OFFERING, DURING JANUARY

20 If DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE
YOU CAN SAVE UP TO 60% OF THE VALUE OF ALL PURCHASES

JUST MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS AND DEDUCT 20% FROM THE ORIGINAL PRICE TAGS
LADIES' COATS AND SHORTIES

SKI SUITS, SLACKS, JACKETS

GIRLS' COATS, LEGGING SETS, 3-6x

CASHMERES, FLEECES. VIRGIN WOOLS, TWEEDS, ALPACAS

SKI PANTS

STORM COATS

DRESS AND WORK TROUSERS,

MEN'S SURCOATS, LEATHER JACKETS

COTTON FLANNEL & WOOL SHIRTS,

PARKAS, STORM COATS,

AND HUNTING CLOTHES

BOYS' JACKETS, STORM COATS

CHILDREN'S SNO-SUITS

BOYS' FLANNEL SHIRTS

TROUSERS, DUNGAREES,

GIRLS' WOOL SLACKS, ages 7-14

BLANKETS

SAVE AT FACTORY PRICES
STORE HOURS: Monday-Thursday, 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.

—

Friday-Saturday, 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
6-7

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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BANGKOK, THAILAND, FRENCH INDO
CHINA, WICKED SAIGON, ANGKOR
WAT AND FAR EAST WITH MARY HALL
This Ii the Fifth Article by Mbs Hell

nating. The coolie girls wore huge
conical straw hats tied under their
chins with wide black ribbon. The
native men wore loose white shirts
outside their trousers. These are
the people and things that give
light, color and life to the city.
For seven years war has been
going on between the French and
Viet Nam on one side and the
Communist Viet Minh on the
other. The poverty and destruct
ion almost as bad as in Korea
and the casualties about the same.
Now, in times of danger the city
was very gay Soldiers come on
leave and the cafes, restaurants
and cinemas were going strong.
Gambling and love making are
the most important when life may
be short. Everybody gambles. The
greatest joint in the world is in
Saigon. It is in a huge garden
surrounded by a high fence with
barbed wire and entrance Is free.
There are 100 tables and 30 crou
piers, all girls. Fan Tan is the
most popular game. "The Oreat
World" gambling garden pays
$26,000 per night in taxes. Some
place 1
Saigon is the last resort of the
old days in the Far East as Hong
Kong is a huge refugee camp filed
with communism; Shanghai with
its white Russian girls has. gone
forever, and Macao lives under the
Red Shadow, but Saigon is one
city that has escaped. In it ev
erything happens
The French
try to make it the “Paris of the
East” but it still remains Chinese.
This is Saigon, torrid sun, inde
scribable poverty and fabulous
wealth, gambling, gay restaurants
and night clubs It all made me
think of Paris in war time so I
was thrilled when the Chief Engi
neer invited me to go ashore for
a "night in dangerous Saigon."
First we went to the Majestic Ho
tel as fT is one of the most famous
in the Far East
As we sat at
the sidewa'k cafe, in front of the
hotel, sipping cocktails and watch
ing the colorful crowds strolling
along the Rue Catinet, and heard
tiie strains of music from a band
playing under the palms ln the
Park, it was hard to believe that
a war was going on Just outside
the city.
(To oe continued)

(Twelfth Installment)
junks. At twilight comes cIk rollSaigon was once callee the “Paris Ing refreshment stands and portof the Orient." It is the largest able kitcjiens. When the da-k
city ln Indo-China The European comes the cafe is thronged There
section has one of the widest were countless oil lamps, peephole
boulevards in the world, with four movies .and balloons, we saw a
lanes and two wide malls lined fleet of junks selling lunches
witn great tamarend trees ant mostly of rice. Hawkers in small
stately rubber trees. We saw the boats passed, calling out or soundflamboyant or torch tree blazing ing gongs and Chinese walked along
with satiny blossoms of fire and in their floating villages. Thoua iso saw slender betel palms, sands live their whole lives on
There were many buildings of the sampans on the Chinese canals.
French style of pink stucco. The The fishing junks interested me.
houses were painted red. pink, yel- There were twin-masted junks
low and blue. We saw the beauti- moored in the river. The hulls
ful Ooera House, although war and anchors were of wood, fittings
damaged and visited the stately of bamboo, soils of woven rattan,
cathedral. Then we went to the 1 and ropes of coconut fiber. When
famous Botanical Gardens and j the wooden fleet goes out to sea,
saw marvelous orchids and bril- the rakish sails are a lovely sight,
liant birds.
Hie shoos were During the rainy season in sumbranches of well known Paris mer. the Mekong River floods
stores and filled with beautiful | hundreds of square miles around
goods. There were also Hindu. , Lake Toule Sap. leaving so manyChinese and Cambodian shops be- fish that fishermen have trouble
sides the many native stores. The rowing. Saigon is the bread basstreets were, teeming with carts, i ket for China. Japan and the
American and French automobiles Philippines; but the best rice mills
pedicabs or trishaws and motor ' are owned by the Chinese not tiie
rickshaws. The taxis are not so French.
good as the dTivers go 70 miles per | i am often asked if it is worth
hour and it’s almost impossible, j the cost of a trip to be in a foreign
even in French to direct them. All I port for only five or six hours. The
in all .the main street in Saigon is value of so short a stop is that you
one of the most picturesque scenes have at least a fleeting glimpse of
in the Far East It has touches the port, the people and the gen
of Paris about it, as smartly eral atmosphere of the place. Later
dressed western women mingle you will be surprised to discover
with Indo-Chinese dressed in silk how much you learned and saw
trousers.
ln that short time. I always read
In contrast with the European widely about a place before, and
section with its Boulevard Cha mer after going, so sometimes I know
and Rue Catinat (Saigon’s Fifth more about a place than many of
Ave.) is the Oriental section Here the people who live there.
you see naked children da esse I
The waterfront ln Saigon Is an
only in gold anklets, gold brace amazing sight at night—sampans
lets and about ten rings. Every with little tables with women cook
one chews betel-nut. The chief ing the evening meal of fish and
money-changers are Klings, who rice over little braziers, and
a-e very black. The Oriental eats, French soldiers drinking citronade.
washes, shakes dice, naps and runs There are murders in the streets,
his business in the streets. Life s'range disappearances and rich
is lived on the sidewalks, barbers Chinese at the end of the Rue
hang mirrors on the trees, dentists Catinat by the waterfront. We
pull teeth, doctors treat their pa saw floating food-shops, pigs,
tients and vendors sell lottery and chickens, gambling and people
incense tickets. Gaudily painted smoking the pipe
curb-side booths on wheels have
You can buy a wife for $30. In
roast chickens, lacquered bright
Saigon you can eat turtle soup,
red, hanging by the neck along
sharks fins, tiger liver, rhinoceros
with baby octonuses There were
horn and drink champagne. In
sliced cock’s combs, pig’s snouts
the shops we saw sharks fins at 73
and duck's feet In boiling pots. Wc
cents a lb., scarlet lichees and
saw French
officers,
bearded I
golden mangoes. How I love manpriests, black robed nuns. Chinese
gees. I ate my fill. A fortune
and Indian merchants, and lovely
teller wanted to tell my fortune
Indian women in their beautiful
but I couldn’t stop.
flowing saris We were much
Vietnames girls, the prettiest in
pleased with our oolorful trip
the Orient, wore white silk pa
ashore.
jama-pants with colored tops slit
You see the strangest sights in
up the sides. They were red. blue
Saigon at the riverside cafe near
and gaeen. They looked fasci
the narrow quay foot of Boulevard
Charner. Wc saw sampans on the
River of Perfumes, named for the Courier-Gazette Crossword
fragranae of flowering trees along
(Answer in Next Issue)
its banks, and Cdmbodlan fisher
men in house boats on the Toule
Sap. the river that flows backward
All dav chanting men unload river
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ciation of what they d'd to
mankind.
The store windows and buildin
were exquisite and so brilliantly
Mrs. Whitmore
done One of the buildings had ai
Tracy;
The
Brig
Detroit.
Capt.
light in the shape of a star on the
More Names of St. George Schooners
Boston
is
Fairyland!
This
city
is
Levi Hart; The A. Sawyer. Capt.
top and along the side were hun
Rufus Kellar; The Brig Maria always charming at night with dred of lights formed in the shape
and Masters
Wheeler. Capt. William Clark; The its many lights, tall buildings and of a tree. Other buildings had sim
By Rov E. Meaenev of Tenant’s Harbor
Hattie M. Fuller. Capt Isaiah Hart i mystery but at this season of the ilar unique designs.
To the Editor of The Courier- man. and Capt. Joseph Meservey; ' and The S S Bickmore. Capt. I year it takes on a special magic
In the haiiway of the apartment
si>ell which penetrates throughout building where we reside there were
Gazette:—I have been asked to The Merrill C Hart. Capt. Charles C. Fuller.
name seme of the schooners that Boyles and Capt. William Murphy; I Many Captains from St. George . the entire Massachusetts Common red. green and blue lights and each
door had a different type of deco
j
. »
The R F Hart. Capt. Reuben 1 sailed schooners that «ere no' J wealth
sailed out of St. George, and the „
A visitor stops first to gaze with ration One apartment had a whole
Hart; The Sarah Potter, Cap*
registered
from
this
port,
and
1
amazement at the blue tree. This pine tree attached to the door com
men who commanded them. The John W()1]. The Levi Hart Cgpt |
list is large, and the capta ns i.CV; Hart; Georgia D Loud. Cap-I some we-e rather- large ships. The unique and mystic decoration is a plete with decorations, another had
many. Some of tnem are gone tain Aaron Wall; The Sadie WU- following are some of those cap natural oak outlined with thous a variety of sizes of paper boxes
and forgotten so I shall name the cutt, Capt G Alfred Brown; The tains: Fred Bsriar.o. Obed Andrews. ands ot tiny blue lights—as simple tied with gay ribbons hanging along
ones I have recorded.
Joseph Long. Capt. Albion Hart; | Harvey Mills. Arthur and Fra-k as that—yet it makes one forget the length of the door, and still an
The schooner Georgiana. Cant . The Van Buren. Cant Benjamin Hunter. Srmuel Watts. Joseph his cares of the day and imagine other had a bit of uniqueness in
Watts. William Long. Reid Pie*-| himself stepping into a land of having just a plain ordinary Christ
William Dwyer; The F Nelson |j -----cook
|
enchantment. Gazing at the reflec
Capt. William Holbrook; The Se
The Wi’liam Penn. Capt Peter son. David Giles. David Sumner j tion of this blue tree in the frog mas wreath. The ordinary Christ
I Robert Long, Charles Hart, Ed 1
mas decorations were the most un
dona. Capt. Warren Allen; Tne
Dexter; The ' Starlight, Capt Lev’ ' ward Hart. Charles Brown. Orris pond at Boston Common on> tin
common this year.
Kendrick Fish, Capt Fred Hart;
Needless to say. we had our tra
The Seventy Six, Capt. Joseph Jones. The Bullian-t. Capt. Thom Hawthorn. Paul Rivers Sherborn gles with excitement.
Walking along
the pathways ditional green tree with trimmings
Teel; th» Golden Rule. Cap) as Hooper; The Fred Fish. Capt Sweet!?rd Forrest Torrey.
lined with colored lights which re which our family had since I can
Charles Boyles and Capt. William Hiram Davis; The Rising Sun.
Thomas Wheeler. Charles M
minds one from Maine of the old- recall. We also had candles, vases of
Clark; The Challenge, Capt. John Capt. Morton Jones; The Lydia D 1 Gilmore. Levi Harris, Edward
fashioned Carnival-Regattas held pine, red berries, holly, mistletoe,
Meservey and Capt. Edward Jack- Webster, Cant. Thomas Hooper; i Harris. John A Hart. Marshall
on Rockport. Me., waterfront of etc. AU in all—Christinas in Bos
sen; The Joseph W Fish, Captain The Laura B’-’dgeman. Capt Den- , Bond. John Bond. Jesse Wilson.
few years back, one sees the gayly ton is not much different than that
Charles Grover.
nis Hart, and Capt. James Hart; : James Fales. Joel Hupper. Phineas
lighted Christmas tree of strings in Rockland. Me. How we enjoyed
The Jesse Hart the 2nd. Capt The S S Bickmore. Capt. John Harris. Dunbar Willard. Joel Bar
and strings of colored lights. There taking a drive at this season to
David Wall. The Barkentine. Wall; The Alquezar. Capt Ama ter. Arthur Thomas. Ardie Thom
are the traditional live white rein view the lovely lights I remember
Stephen G. Hart, Capt. Simeon ziah Long; The Leader. Captain as. James Thomas, Isaac Pear .
deer which so many people from the large house on Main street in
Piereors The Clara Elwell, Cap’ Cy-us Willard; The Joseph Fish, Howard Henderson. Henry Bick
near and far flock to this city to
Whitney Long; The Warren Blake. Capt. Old-eon Young; The Fred more. Cornelius Gilchrest Charles see The artificial Santa. Brownies Rockland—not far from the Cour
ier-Gazette office—where they had
Capt. William Ferguson: The Hy Shee-er. Captain Fred Sheerer.
Young. Joshi h Piersons. Daniel and his entire workshop, are here
the big artificial reindeer on the
ena. Capt. Samuel Gardner; The
The Schooner John L. Tracy, Pierson. Edwin Smalley. Ellis Bick again.
lawn Rockland and vicinity is
Susan Ross. Capt. Alfred Rawley Capt. Joseph Meservey; The Annie more,
A’len
Strong,
Joseph
There are three nativity scenes lovely at any time of the year but
a"-d Caut. George Alley: The Jones. Capt. Robert Jones; Tne | Strong. Jesse Strong. William Has complete with angels and beauti
Charlotte Fish. Caut. Thomas Farl H Potter, Capt. Edwa-J kell, Ellis Haskell. George Barter. fully made animals which look al the pictures which you print in your
newspaper give us a slight idea of
Hsrt; The Searsville, Capt. John Dizer: The Eunhemia A Hayes. James Hunter, Eieazer Barter most as though they would run
the added charm which is displayed
Meservey; The Brig. J. Y Saytor, Capt Adam Hayes; The Lizzie Orris Holbrook. J W Baiaro. around at a moment's notice.
' at the time
Captain Thomas Martin: The Hyer. Capt. John Delay; The John Wilbur Wilson. Emerson Murphy.
Boston Public Garden had it's The churches here m Boston are
Bark Lucy Ann. Captain Michael M-Adam, Cant. Alexander Haw Albert Grover. Isaac Fountain. share of Yule-tide decorations. In
the same as those in Maine with
Rawley.
thorn: The Lutheria Capt. Dennis Simeon Hart, Ezekiel Wall, Fred the island in the center of Swan
the programs specially prepared
The M. K. Rawley. Capt. Madi Tracy: The G. W Rawley. Captain Robinson. James Henderson.
Lake, the virgin and child sat rev for the honor of the child Jesus
son Rawley and Capt. A. K Me- Edwin A’’ey; The WiJiam H
There are many more. Some oi erentially with spot lights on them. We enjoyed the children's program
servey; The Pushaw, Capt. Thomas j Bickmore. Oapt William Hayes, them I have missed. Probably Viewing this scene from the bridge at the Congregational Church here
Ludwig; The Samuel Hart. Capt ' The C’-rorometer, Caut. Aaron many mom can be added to the one could feel a sense of peace and ln Boston The children were sin
Daniel Holbrook; The Stephen G ' Simmons: The Brig John Biok- above l’st.
even those who are not of the cere and delightful as only small
Hart. Ce.pt. William Holbrook; The mere C ot John Bickmore; The
Roy E Meservey.
Christian faith who stopjied to look children can be They know their
Mary W Himper. Capt. Ira Oil-' Birk Reunion. Capt
Dennis
<To be continued)
felt a sense of affection and appre
(Continued on page twelve)

Story of Penobscot Bay Coasters Continues
With Details of Early Vessels

"Boston Was a
Fairyland" Says

STYLE DIVIDEND

3 New Body Styles ... 28 models
Ford offers you three brand new body styles in its line of
newly treated models. There’s a new transparent-roofed
('restline Sky liner ... a sparkling new Crestline Fordor
and a smart

new Cnstomline Ranch Wagon.

models in all, for each of Ford s

. .

1 here are 28

1 I lxxly styles is available

with the new Y-bkx-k V-8 or the new I-bltx k Six engine.

New Astra-Dial Control Panel
It’s designed both for licauty and practicality. The speed

ometer is plated hitch on the panel where you can quickly
spot the figures almost without taking yum eyes oft the road.
Like the ’54 Ford's lx?autiful new upholsteries and trim, the

With its trend-setting advances . . . Ford'* worth even more for '54

Astra-Dial Control Panel is color-harmonized with the spar

kling new outside body color ot yoer choice.

Ms the Dividends that make it Worth More
Puzzle

LOANS
ENJOY THE

4

ONLY AT Pvuemat

J-

at
over 800 affiliated offices.
2. LOANS by MAILI Get and repay
loan entirely by mail.
3. CUSTOM-FITTED LOANSI Loan
adjusted to needs and income.
<• SINGLE-VISIT LOANSI Phone first.
+ Employed men and women —
«•

NATIONWIDI CREDIT I Good

-i

<

New H5 h p

An

ortome in today.

$250
$550
$750

New Boll-Joint Front Sustention

Fick Your Own Payments

| 15 Mo. Plan

24

Mo Plu

$20.79

30.60
40.77

44.32

69.51

Above poymanb co*»r •**ry»hinfll
loont of other amount*, or for o»h«r
per odt, oro in proportion.
(**•.)

L««m $25 I. (1500

leTsonai
TlOl

FINANCE

COMPANY
M Fbtr. (Fsnwwtrtk MumhiI BMg.)
356 MAIN STREET
U3J . Reckland, Me.
Miles R. Sawyer, YES MANager

Ptwm:

low mode te rusidwih •< oil unrounding towns
Sowell loon S’ofuht license No. 35
loom the mode by moil

This revolutionary new suspension is the
HORIZONTAL
1-Opening contrivance
5~Banners
9-Briatle (Bot.)
10-Combining form. Air
12-Still open to
discussion
14- Bind
15- Coincide
17- Wing-like part
18- lndefinite article
19- Crude metal
20- Strike gently
22- Con junction
23- Alcoholic beverage
24- To check
26-Wide-mouthed
pitchers
28-Ceases
30- The (Sp.)
j
31- Six
32- Part of a flower
35-Joins
38-Moved swiftly
40-S«—-

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
41-Type measure
43- A beverage
44-Conjunction
45- Egyptian god
46- Summit
48-Be erect
50- Compact mass
51- Navigate
53- Superlative suffix
54- Detest
55- Wants
56- Piece of rock
VERTICAL
1- Blood vessel
2- Consumed
3- Musical note
4- Anxious

5- Worries
6- Part of verb **To
7- Gazel of Tibet
8- Part for one
9- Gaze fixedly

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Smsll pastries
15- Greek god o< war
16- Dines
19-Over (eontr.j
21-Fondled animal
23-Waflt bund.
25-Change» placs
27-Very small
29-Dssp hole
32- Bard.
33- Quiek to learn
3$-S«dii(ient
35- Brein
36- Terminate
37- Shsdow

greatest chassis advance in 20 years . . .
and it’s exclusive to Ford in its field. It
gives front wheels greater up and down
travel to smooth out the going on rough
roads. And il helps keep tiie wheels in true
alignment for consistently easy handling.
Movement of the wheels is on ball joints
.whether up and down, as wheels travel
over rough spots, or in steering as wheels
him right or left. Rail joints are sealed
against dirt and water.

DIVIDEND IN DRIVING EASE

39- Tropieal fruit (pi.)
40- Wishea
42-QrodK

Ford offers five optional power assists* you might

45-Reekon tha value of
be* 47-A pastry
49- Becauae
50- Pallid
52-The (Fr.)

:»re «’i Wlx

ln*«r t«e**on

expect to find only in America's costliest cars
Marti r-Guide power v/ccrtng do«up to 75% of your
steering work, yet leavo you with natural steering “feel”

matic mech.rnical gears. And only Ford in its field offers

Power-Lift Windou s,

MONEY FOR HOMES

■bhuhu*

TO BUY—BUILD—IMPROVE—REPAIR

3

riaata g q hd
aataR nag SIAiyiEJ
□nn
a ETrI
39 aasfiao Dis.
It— 11 INIGi"

This new Six has an extra
deep block for greater ri
gidity, smoother, quieter
performance, longer engine
life Free turning overhead
valves, high-turbulence
combustion chambers, hw
friction design and Ford's
Automatic Power Pilot help
produce 14% more power
with hn«*r performance
on even less gas

««tr» d«wr skid extend
mg briow crankshaft giw.
gouter ngidtty for vnooftwr

quieter operation, longer
engine life. Free turning
overhead vflves. low friction
design. Double Deck Intake
Manifold and high turbo
lence combustion chambers
gnre brilliant new respon
->ivee«tt . . . 18% more
power greater economy

No car in the low-price field has ever offered so many

Worth More
features as the 54 Ford. In addition to all the features that have alread'
established Ford as the “Worth More” car. you now gel a host of brantf
new dividends. These include a choice of two new deep-block engines . . .
the most modern engines in the industry. Von also get Lord s new' Ball-Joint
Front Suspension . . . beautiful new interiors . . . and styling that will make
your heart fo’&t faster.
And, remember, Ford also makes available to you alt the optional power
assists . . . features you might expect to find only in the costliest cars.

More than ever .

z

both front and n ar. lhat open or

close at a button s touch . . . and a 4-Way Power Seat
that adjusts up and down, as well as front and back,
at a touch of the controls. Tliey’re all worth-while
optional extras available io the 1954 Fordl

block'

If you have not yet seen the new Ford models for 1954, come in and inspect
them today. Then Test Drive a ’54 Ford . . and once you do. you ll want
to drive it home!

Swift Sure Power brakes do up
work in stopping. Pordomatic Drive

on the straightaways.

to one-third of the
give* torque converter smoothness and the “Go” of auto

3B
39
S

n

'-wad

RIDE DIVIDEND

married or single — phone, write,

MiiuA

PERFORMANCE DIVIDEND

'

‘Al etira cat!

THE STANDARD for TNE AMERICAN ROAD

54 FORD

Com* in . . .
T*»» Drivt it todoyi

Easy Monthly Payments

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 School St.

TeL 430

Rockland
1-tf

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Route 1, Thomaston

RecHand Covrisr-Garstts, ffcersday, January 14,1954
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Mary Nichols Rockland F.T.A. President

Winter Carnival At ANNIS AND SULLIVAN HEADING

Bates Set For
February 4-5-6-7

SEASIDE WONDERLAND CARNIVAL

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

Rockport—The financial state replaced Mrs. Cooper as music
ment of the senior class play was director of Rockport High School.
announced, showing a net profit of
Rockport—The' Problems Of De
The colorful event includes the $11158.
mocracy class went to Roekiand
choosing of the queen of carnival
Rockport—“Tony" Palleria has Thursday to see “Martin Luther”.
with a flurry of excitement as girls
The trip and movie was enjoyed by
enter the race for the coveted
all.
honor. The announcement of the Arthur.

COMMITTEES AT ROCKPORT

Plans for the Bates College Win
ter Carnival weekend. Pebuary 4-7.
are now in progress, it has been an
nounced by the co-directors Carol
Magnuson. '54, Bristol. Conn., and
Paul MacAvoy. '55. of Haverhill,
Mass. This year's theme, under
the title "Winterspielen.” will trans
port the Bates campus to the tiny
German province of Bavaria.
Events for the thirty-fourth an
nual winter carnival, sponsored by
the Bates Outing Club, will open
on Thursday evening with the coro
nation ice show and an informal
dance carried out in the theme of
a Bavarian holiday. Other activi
ties for the weekend will include a
ski meet, relays, mountain climbing,
skating and inside sports. A semiformal carnival ball will climax the
festivities on Saturday night.

witmer and her coronation is one
Advertising and publicity: Judy
of the highlights of the three day O'Donnell, Arlene Grey, Cynthia
show.
Waters and Erla Thibodeau.
Decorating: Deanne Arthur. Judy
Committee chairman and mem
bers selected are listed below. Al O'Donnell, Pat Wentworth and
ready, they are making plans for Diana Anderson.
their especial projects.
Building: all junior boys. Booths:
Tickets and prizes: Arline Grey, Bill- Knowlton^ Cynthia Waters.
Pat Upham. Howard Simonton and Howard Simonton, Ted Lovejoy.
Harold Crockett.
Queen: Candace Alexander, Pat
Entertainment: Candace Alexan Wentworth, Arline Heath, Diana
der, Diana Anderson, Harold Croc Anderson and Erla Thibodeau.
kett and Pat Wentworth.
Finance
committee:
Herbert 1
Refreshments: Ted Lovejoy, Erla Annis.. Ted Sullivan, Howard Si- '
Thibodeau. Arline Heath, Deanne monton and Arlene Grey

“MAN AT PEACE.

Rockport—Group pictures will be
taken for the “Tatler" Jan. 20 The
"Tatler" is being dedicated to Mrs.
Winola Ccoper.
Rockport—The basketball beys
a ill entertain the boys from Potter

Academy, Jan. 15.

RUBBER STAMPS
ANV SIZE
On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

DO NOT DISTURB”

Above are the new officers of the Future Teachers of America at Rockland High School sponsored by
Mrs. Diana Pitts, teacher at the school. Left to right, they are. Secretary Celia Crie. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Crie of 11 James Street; Carol Stratton, outgoing president and daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Rupert
L. Stratton of 112 Beech Street: President Mary Nichols, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Nichols of 27
State Street; Vice President Nancy Packard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Packard of 4 Bay View
Square and Treasurer Evelyn Naum, daughter of Mr .and Mrs. Vasker Naum of 220 Main Street.

Mr. Rockland relaxes with pleasure to read
Rockport Juniors are making
mons, Harriet Epstein, Carol Cross,
Eunice Winslow. Donald and Da ready for the annual showing of the
the home town news in
school carnival, Seaside Wonder
vid Gregory.
land.
Leaders
and
committee
mem

Glen Clay is the new patrol boy
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
taking the place of Thomas Allen bers have been chosen and the dates
i much we appreciated the delicious who has moved away'
set as April 1, 2, and 3.
McLAIN SCHOOL NOTES
T uesday-Thursday-Saturday
treat sent to us at Christmas time,
Named to head the affair as gen
Relative to our unit on germs,
SUBSCRIPTION RATE, $5 YEAR.
tirade I—Mrs. Ausplnnd
I Danny Davey. He brought the Not a crumb was left, which shows the grade saw filmstrips on the eral manager Is Herbert Annis of
55-aw
lives of Louis Pasteur. Madame Simonton. His assistant ls Ted
The afternoon before school Christmas tree for the room | »’e enjoyed it.
Sullivan of Rockport.
Curie, and Edward Jenner.
’
closed, the children and their Thank you, Danny.
j
Grade 4—-Mrs. Nelson
teachers enjoyed a little Christmas
Grade 2—Mrs. Merrill
; Two new pupils have joined our
party. Our room was decorated
Pearl Miller Is now attending class. They are Loy Llnscott from
with many Christmas drawings and south School.
j South Portland and Nancy Carter
si < *
stockings made by the children, | Julia Moffitt and Marcia Wasgatt from Rockport.
The class has 100 per cent mem
plus a small tree which everyone entertained the class by playing
helped to decorate. A story was favorite songs on their golden bership in the American Junior Red
nK*.
read by the teacher and group trumpets.
Cross.
Richard Warner brought a Viewsinging by all followed by refresh- ! We saw a movie about Passenments
I ger Trains. This was very inter- Master projector and screen tc
We are very sorry that because estlng to us because we are read- school and showed us many slides.
Jeanne Estes, Oharles Blaisdell,
of illness Richard Johnson, Theo- ing a story about trains.
dore Benner, and David Porter were
Charles Hooper brought some in Raymond Reed, and Lucy Kenney
unable to attend the party.
teresting rocks for our Discovery participated in the Christmas as
sembly program on the last day of
On Thursday aiternoon. Dec. 31, Table.
school. The class enjoyed a party
we had Toy Day when each pupil
Grade 2—Mrs. Gifford
on the same day. Valerie Coyne
brought one of his favorite new toys
Jean Thomas has joined our class.
to show to the class. After show She has been attending school ln and George Bartleet brought trees
ing them to our class, we visited Newfoundland at an Air Force base. f°r the. r°°m and Otl?er* br°ugbt
the other first grade (Mrs. Rhode’s
Tanna Cogan has left our class decorations. We wish to thank
the mothers of the following child
Room) and showed them to her , and moved to Massachusetts.
ren for goodies sent to the party:
class
, The pupils remembered Mrs. „
x „
,
_ ,
.
SWITCH TO NEW
Jan. 6, during our music class, Gifford’s birthday with a gift from
P,err^ Jean“
^1Ch'
— —, _
rtard
»* z-l Argyle,
A
IDennis
,Ar\ Ws l o Urtlll/lnM
I
Ml
n WO
"TOTAL POWER"
Halligan,
Diana
Miss Luce told us about the toy the class, original birthday cards
rhythm band instruments, and we whic,h they made and a birthday Lothrop’ Oe^e Bartlett, and
Nikki Joyce.
had i he pleasure of playing them caite which Mrs. Sallinen made
"*• - .
Grade 5—Miss Leach
for the first time this year
Mrs. Paulltz is substituting during
The after Christmas display of
Jesse Linscott. who has been at Mrs. Oifford's absence.
tending school at South Portland,
Patricia Jones. Sheryl Nelson, Presents was a great deal of fun for
joined our class recently. We hope Juditn Peterson, and James Rich us thls year- Games, books and
he will enjoy being with us.
are absent due to sickness.
|
were brought in to show the
We made new spelling books for cIassGrade 1—Mrs. Rhodes
the New Year, and are having
ubrar>’
this week
The Thursday after the holidays
many fine marks in our weekly
a lar»e representation from
was observed as toy day,in Grade
test. Gay snowmen pictures and our room siting part. Ann Fow1. Each *child had the privilege of
New Year poster have been made ^er was chosen to take care of our
bringing a favorite toy to school and
for our room decorations.
OWT1 'ibrary in the room.
showing it to the group.
,, , , ..
„ „
,
Helpers for the week are MariGrade
3
—
Mrs.
MacUougal
„
,
,
Mary Louise Garrett has returned
_
,
*
lyn Wilbur, Carol Tilton, Carlene
The week after our vacation, we
__ _
,
to the class after a long a'osence.
....
, .
,
, Wooster, William Black, Charles
•„___ _____
Her classmates were glad to see her. enjoyed hearing about each others Wasgatt,
and John Melquist.
Paula Poland, Karen and Ker Christmas.
1 Arithmetic progress charts were
Stories were written and read
mit Allen have joined the class. ,
started this week to show us where
some
in
a
very
descriptive
manner.
Birthday candles have been light
we needed help. The charts are to
ed the past week for Betty Bitler. Pantomine dramatizing was done be kept by the children themselves.
by each child showing his favorite
Karen and Kermit Allen.
Birthdays this month have been
The group was very grateful to toy, with the other members identi those of Carol Tilton, Judith Segal
fying the toy. Cut-out drawings
and Norman Cogan.
were made of the gifts, and created
Grade 5—Mrs. Laaka
Interest tacked about the room. The
Th'tse have ng (birthdays since
class enjoyed havig the presents
STORE HOURS
j brought ln by the children and dis ohr last report are: John O'Jala.
Bruce Fifield, Jerrold St. Clair,
played about the room
We have snowmen about our' Dorothy Newman, Patricia Oac and
MONDAY, TUESDAY,
room, even though we have not Seth Gamage.
On the last day of school before
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
made many out-of-doors. We are
using them in connection with our vacation, a play was given In the
8.00 A. M. to 5.00 P. M.
daily arithmetic work. We have room entitled "Christmas Visitors."
! also made some attractive snow- It told of many cf the Christmas
WEDNESDAY
■ flakes, by careful cutting of paper. customs we receive from other
These taking part
Edward Small has played several countries.
were: Brian McMahon, Sandra
8.00 A. M. to 12.30 P. M.
! selections on the piano during
Tripp, Patricia Gac. Joy Mazzeo.
I opening exercises this year.
(Closed Wed. Afternoons
Lenda-Mae Jackson, Julia Payson.
Martha Dalton brought some
Roger Carlson, Charles Little, and
fully-blossomed pussywillows in
Except Weeks Which
I December. How surprised we were Janet Kaler. with all the class
joining in the carols. Patricia
j to see them.
Contain Holiday)
Stevens announced the cast of
New Year's resolutions were dis
characters and accompanied the
SATURDAY
cussed to help us become better
carolers at the piano. Following
citizens of our school and com
the play, refreshments of ice cream
8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M.
munity.
with cookies and punch were
Grade 3—Miss Johnson
served by some of the mothers.
Betty Linscott from South Port
• POWER for quick starting in any weather • POWER for fast warm-up
Janet Kaler showed some snap
land has joined our class. We have shots she had taken and told' the
26 boys and girls in our room now. class the highlights of her trip
• POWER to resist cool weather stalling • POWER to kill off knocks and
Louise Stilphen had a tonsilec- to New York during vacation.
You can have absolute faith in New “Total
pings • POWER to take steep hills in stride • POWER to pick up swiftly
tomy before vacation.
The class also enjoyed views of
Power” Esso Extra. It is a new product
Beatrice Bucklin, Martha Sleeper. New York and the Luray Caverns
and smoothly from a standstill • POWER to get the most possible working
Florence Fransnelli, Teresa Mazzeo. during their study of the Middle
development of the famous Esso Research
YJ
HOC K I IV
David Cooper, and Gary Small Atlantic States. These were shown
Center. It is a super-refined gasoline ... plus
horsepower from any engine under today s all-round driving conditions
brought us Christmas records to by Jean Hadlock.
three great additives that give you protection
listen to.
Grade 6—Mrs. Barter
against knock, protection against stalling and
We are now talking about how
In connection with our study of
KNOCK AND
NG are completely stopped in
protection against valve sticking. Here is a
people in Rockland travel and about England.
Harden and Linda
millions of cars, particularly in the overwhelming
gasoline engineered to meet the total power
the various ways that Rockland Mountfort have brought ViewmasLOOSENS TIGHT
majority of new cars and especially those with
and anti-knock requirements of even the
products are transported. A mural ter jiides of many famous places
high-compression engines.
HACKING CODGHS- is being made to illustrate 1116 of that country.
highest-eompression new cars. For millions
FI LL PERFORMANCE is made possible for many
The
things we have talked about.
of older cars it means better working horse
The children who are acting as
ln A Harry — Yoo Got
other new cars which now have their sparks deliberately
retarded
to
prevent
khock.
Grade
4
—
Mra.
Hall
assistants
to
Mrs.
Keller
in
the
Sign
of
power anti better total engine performance.
Fast Blessed Relief
We wish to tell the mothers how school library are: Corinne SimNo matter whether your cough
COOL ITFATHER STALLING and pvwcr loss
If you’ve tried it, you know what we’re talk
'Happy
comes from a cold or from Upper
caused by carburetor icing arc effectively combated by
ing about. It is the finest gasoline made by
Bronchial Irritation—to help you
an
anti-stalhng
ingredient.
Esso
Extra
was
the
first
Motoring”
enjoy a restful night’s sleep—to
the Esso Standard Oil Company in its many
loosen up that choking phlegm—
fuel to give you this extra value.

quicks

STARTING

Try this great NEWgasoline in your car

mi POWER"ESSO EXTRA
TOTAL POWER

Latest triumph of
Esso research!

means:

(hl'1-’f

A

Csso

soothe raw irritated membranes and
make breathing easier — take a
couple of doses of BRONCHULINE
at Bedtime. You’ll be simply amazed
at its fast efficient action.
BRONCHULINE acts with speed
and is so good that we earnestly
■ay to you—Try It—Prove it at our
expense; see for yourself just how*
good it is. And if not joyfully satis*
fled Get Your Money Back.

TROUBLE-FREE MOTORING

STARTS AT THE FILLING STATION of

ROLAND A. GENTHNER
SERVICE STATION -

26 NZW CONTY RD.

- GARAGE

ROCKLAND

years of product leadership ... it’s by far the
largest-selling premium gasoline in the area
served by Esso Dealers. See your Esso
Dealer for a tankful today.

THE BEST GASOLINE YOU CAN BUY!

BETTER MILEAGE and better all-around
performance can be obtained in short trip,
round-town driving this winter by motorists who
formerly used “regular" gasoline.

ESSO STANDARD

OIL COMPANY
Capt

GOODNOWS PHARMACY
t

lOM.KaaoIm.

Ibcrian^txrter^xert&z.TliaBtt/, Jahcar/ M, 1954
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Cheerleaders Add Much To Tiger Games *

Rockland Pupils

Attended Showing

Tiger Ladies Have Six Win Record In Eight Games

Of Martin Luther

li

The following students saw the
movie Martin Luther on Wednes- j
day, Jan. 6, Celia Crie, Clyde Gal
ley, Stephen Palka. Marjorie Hart,
Deane Deshon, Patricia Billings,
John Bird, Edward Baxter.
Robert Crie, Joyce Black, Helen
Ranta, Janice Pickett. Cliff Perry,
Norman Wiekies. Sonia Curry,
Jean Boynton.
Leroy Philbrook, Paul Merriam,
Joe Pellicani, Nancy Post, Roger
Grindle, Lauta
Preston,
Kay
Achorn, Sylvia Treneer.
Janice Hutchinson, Mildred Cope
land,, Joan Williamson, Nancy
Huntly, Tommy Leadbetter.
Paul Ross. Sally Achorn and Fred
Goodnow. They were accompanied
bv Mrs. Viek.

Twelve At R.H.S.

Pass Driving

License Tests
Twelve Rockland High students,
who have been taking the driver
education course offered by the
school, passed the license tests on
Monday. Three others have yet
to take the examinations, which
are given by officers of the Motor
Vehicle Registration Bureau.
Granted licenses were: Vicki An- ‘
astasia, Julia Barter. Joan De- '
Castro, Carol Grant, Marjorie l
Hart, Gene Kenniston, Sharon 1
Kimball, Edith Post, Edward Shaw. I
Joan Stanley, Ann Tracy and Ruth j
The little ladies who lead the cheers for the Ro kland tigers. At home games recently, they have
made a fine appearance In their colorful outfits and with new cheers and maneuvers. In the front row, Witham.
left to right, are: Janet Stewart, Carol Grant, Ann Tracy and Carolyn Bray. In back are: Marjorie Hart.
Delores Galiano, Carol Stratton and Arlene Miller.
Photo by Cullen Irene Kent and Mrs. Ruth Moulden
joined in seeing that everyone was
Ing attention to its special features well fed.
SWAN'S ISLAND SCHOOL DEDICATED for safety and convenience. He
Miss Leora Weimar and Mrs.
the tireless
labors of Sheldon Carlson were in general
MONDAY; MISSION BOAT SUNBEAM
„
I Akir\tr\ PTATP ra~LJ
rwrrir'i aa ■
i
Schc>o1 Committee, composed charge of arrangements at the
LANDED STATE SCHOOL OFFICIALS
jof Herman Staples, Myron Sprague, schoolhouse, and Mrs. Carlson also
■ V^IC

CX/CKlIKtY* F'EDCAA/'MkllEC

C w E lil 1IN WF

: and Sheldon Carlson, whose initia- organized a nine-piece orchestra
I tive and faith in the project from which played during the program ■
to consolidate their schools and to the ^Sinning, as well as their me- The other musicians were Robert
ticulous attention to the details of jovee and his children Carlton
unite in building such a well-de..
.
7
c-naaren, varnon,
construction, contributed so largely Bonnie and Sharon, Mrs. Phyllis
signed, modern building He urged to its successful completion.
Stinson, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
that they should not relax, with the other speakers were: Superin- Holmes and Robert Holmes,
completion of the new building, tendant of Schools Ralph Smith,
A group of girls acted as ushers.
but should recognize that a. good Kenneth White, the contractor, and and members of the Swans Island
school depends on good teachers, Hollis Reed and Shirley Cummings Boy Scout
Troop in uniform
supplied with up-to-date books and who installed the plumbing. marched with
the guests of honor,
equipment, and backed by the full Rev. Neal D. Bousfield of the They were: James Ranquist, Jerry
interest and support of the whole Maine Sea Coast Mission read the Smith, David Orcutt, Loel Staples,
community, and most particularly Scripture and also spoke briefly. Jr., and Myron Sprague. Jr. Another
of the parents.
The invocation was given by Rev. Scout. David Joyce was on duty at
Deputy
Commissioner
Bailey John Dulton and the benediction by the door.
spoke on behalf of the Maine School Rev. Jarle Brors. Herman Staples,
Hospitable people provided overBuilding Authority, urging the chairman of the School Committee night lodgings for the guests, who
whole community to use and take presided.
returned to the mainland in the
pride In the new building, andcallPrior to the ceremony of dedica- morning, as they had come, aboard
tion, a lobster dinner was served to the Mission boat Sunbeam. All were
the guests of honor and others from In agreement that the dedication of
; out of town, with Carroll Staples the new school, like the united efas cook. Refreshments were also forts which had made its construcserved, both before and after the tion possible, promised well for the
meeting, to all in attendance; many future not only of the boys and
IF YOU DON'T KNOW
efficient ladies, under the leader- girls but of the whole community of
ship of Mrs. Bernice Sprague, Mrs. Swans Island.
TELEVISION-THEN

wCKEfVlWINICj

Maine's educational spotlight was
.
.
,,,
focused last Monday night on dedication exercises for the new Swans
Island Union School. The ceremony
was attended by Commissioner of
Education Herbert Espy, Deputy
Commissioner William O. Bailey,
and other distinguished guests, and
took place on schedule in spite of
La northeast snowstorm accompanf led by gale winds, which threatened
to prevent the arrival of the guests
| of honor.
In the principal address of the
I evening. Dr. Espy paid tribute to
1 the spirit of co-operat’on which had
I enabled the people of Swans Island

KNOW YOUR
TELEVISION DEALER

TA7 II V 9 Watches> ,ik<
VV il 1 ( autos, ther

mo/w

mechanisms have differences,

even in the same models.
A
watch is an important purchase.
Let us help protea your invest

from

Expenses

purelattJ
are

If

$25 to $1200

accem-

Life Insurance at no

dart
HtorJ of attontt
a

maJt automatically
•m a ociautiflc
March

First place Boothbay Harbor will |
be at home to the fourth place :
Lincoln Academy Eagles. Cellar l
FRIDAY; POTTER AT ROCKPORT;
dwelling Waldoboro travels to sec
ond place Thomaston, and the
ALL KNOX-LINCOLN SQUADS PLAY
third place Camden Mustangs take
By Jerry Audet
bring up man. Ed was the main on fifth place Wiscasset at Wis
It’s been a game by game im reason for the Tiger's 16 point loss casset.
provement for Mike DiRenzo’s in the first meeting between these
One Bulwer Game
|
Rockland Tigers, but the opposi two clubs.
Appleton journeys to Union to
Ed
’
s
first
five
shots
were
sets
tion has grown stronger with each
from 20 feet or over, and none of morrow for the only Bulwer
passing game.
them
felt the ring, but all five League Skirmish of the night.
Such is the case tomorrow night
South Bristol, a member of the
when the Brunswick Dragofis in mane resounding swishes through Western Division of the Bulwer
the
nets
that
could
be
heard
for
vade the Community Building in
League, will be at Warren for a
Rocklar.d for a game with the miles. When he wasn't shooting, game with that town's representaEd was chief set up man for the
Tigers.
| tive in the Eastern Division.
Brunswick has proven itself of Dragon offense.
Trying
as
hard
tomorrow
night
Potter At Rockport
late to be one of the Western
Rockport is playing host tomor
Miaine powers, their latest victim will be this youthful Rockland out
being Wlr-slow High, which suf fit with their eyes on the bucketful row night to Potter Academy of
fered its first loss in eight starts. of po.nts they can pick up by de Sebago, a team it defeated 51-37
earlier in the year. The Roskland
Another big win for the Dragons feating Brunswick.
Coach DiRenzo will probably High sextet is playing the pre
was over defending Western Maine
chamn. Stephens High of Rumford stick with his same lineup that liminary against Bill Judkins
An added incentive for Warren has done so well in the past three lassies.
Pearl’s boys is the fact that they games. It looks like Ricky Smith
Bus Line Double-Header
will have to pick up enough points and Dave Deshon starting at for
Bus Line League activity for this
before Feb. 5 for the tournament wards, Ralph Hooper at center, afternoon has a double-header
as at that time they lose ace front with Dan Flanagan and Dick taking place in the Rockland High
courtman. Ronnie LeClair.
It’s Gardner at guards.
gym and also finds Camden at
been a long time since Brunswick
K-L League Play
Thomaston.
The doube-header
made the tourney, and Pearl has
A full schedule is in store for pits Rockport vs. South School and
built up thc tournament fever in fans of the Knox-Lincoln League Owl’s Head vs. Rockland Junior
that town.
Friday night with the first divi High.
To go with LeClair, Brunswick sion teams competing against the
1 Advertise In The Courler-Oazette
has Ed Yeung, a very polished second division clubs.

TIGERS HOST TO BRUNSWICK ON

Anytime you have a fight with
your conscience and lose—you win.

WILEY’S CORNER
ANNOUNCEMENT
Any and all Esso Range or Esso
Fuel Oil users In St George, Ten
ant's Harbor and Port Clyde de
siring to continue with Esso
Heating Oils may arrange for
regular deliveries by telephoning
DUNN & ELLIOT CO, Phone 5,
Thomaston.
6-7
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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WHAT FINER GIFT
Than a

Subscription to
THE
COURIER-GAZETTE?
ONE YEAR—FIVE DOLLARS

63-a«
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The now 1954 Bel
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copal Church, across the park
from their class-room.
During
these visits, Father Kenyon took
them through this charming little
church, carefully explaining the
many scenes. Before the Manger,
the children sang Christmas carols.
Mrs. Vardavoulis made the visits
so much more impressive and
beautiful with her organ music
and chimes.
Upon our return to school on
Dec 31, at 10 o'clock. Joy Sulka
entertained her class at a birth
day celebration with ice cream,
lighted cake, and cookies.
We miss Jimmy Peterson, who
nas moved and is now enrolled at
Tyler School.

^Shopping

mometers, locomotives and ocher

Photo by Jura

COMMUNITY BUILDING SCHOOL

tom#

never do beep lime

Grispi, Patricia Billings. Dorothy Naum. Janice Hutchinson and
Betty Porter In back, left to right, are: Mary Nichols. Mary Sulli
van. Helen Doherty, Sheila Brackett. Lynn Duncan, Roberta Boothbv, Mabel Foster, Joan Duncan, Joan White, Barbara Trenholm and
Judy Marr.

'Usct/c

Mrs. Leach
The two classes celebrated the
holiday season in a very happy
manner, with candles on the fire
place shelf, and stockings hung for
To get the most valnt (rom your TV Investment, make certain
your receiver Is guaranteed lor dependable performance . . . be
S | Santa Claus, as well as two decosure your installation is efficient, safe and complete. The
Sj i rated trees. Skipper Pease, Bar
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc., your Radio and Television dealer since
bara Vinal, Timmy Hall, and Rus
1926 Is your guide to TV satisfaction. They are at M2-444 Main
sell Huntley, brought gifts of
St, Rockland, Maine.
goodies to hang on the trees for
all, while Betty Duff. Virginia
Hansen, Nancy Kaler, Barbara
Small, and
Richard Staples,
WIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfl'IW
brought refreshments to share
Pictures were taken.
As a most pleasing and impres
sive closing of the old year. 1953.
both classes
were entertained,
when they went to visit the Epis-

NEW WATCHES

The girls’ basketball squad at Rockland has rolled up a record
of six wins in eight games plaved since the season got underway.
Mary Grispi holds high scoring honors to date, with Celia Crie a
strong contender for honors. Pat Billings has established herself
an expert as a set-up player and Janice Hutchinson as a defensive
star. In the front row are: Connie Gray, Celia Crie, Mary

ocifmiMKixdif
Ot OTHIt HANS

additional cost.

penses ... clothing, year-end
shopping or any other worth

Spread repayment over
months. You choose how
many from a number of

while purpose.

convenient plans.

„ Get money for all your ex

At eaed by l«.dli>, ««•»■
lecturers. Ike Are,, Ner,,
e«4 ether U. S. 4er». Orrfs

__ Master
DEMAND THIS PROTECTION AS OFFERED HERE

PHONE • WRITE • COME IN

It stands to reason that you’ll get the finest Vofve-m-Weod engine in the hw-prico field
from the world’s largest builder with 40 years af experience in developing and
improving this type of engine. And now for *54 ... New power! New economy of
operation! Smoother, quieter, finer performance!

For 1954, Chevrolet brines you your choice
of two great high-compression Valve-in-Head
engines. One, the advanced "Blue-Flame
125” engine, delivering 125-h.p. and teamed
with the highly perfected Powerglide Auto
matic Transmission, now available on all
models at extra cost. And the other, the
advanced "Blue-Flame 115" engine, deliver-

ing 115-h.p. and teamed with the highly
improved Synchro-Mesh Transmission, pro
viding smooth, quiet gear engagement.
Both of these engines bring you sensational
new power and performance as well as new
and improved gasoline economy.
Come in; see and drive this smarter, livelier.
thriftier Chevrolet and place your order now I

Buiider of more than

twice as many
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES
as all other makers combined

359 Main Stroot, 2nd Floor

WATCI

Above Leightons Jewelry Store

DTOPECT0K8
SINCE

Phonat 1720

MIHIHNIlHHIIIHNIiHHIHIIMHIIIIIHIIIUIIIIIIIIinilMIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIII

A>r 4-Door Sedan.

jeiKRys. iffiAN

SEAVIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 Main Street, Rockland, Maine

*; s.
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AS A "MAN ABOUT TOWN1'

DR. REED MEETS UP WITH A
PLEASANT EXPERIENCE
When a young man from Maine
goes to the Big Town seeking ad
venture he ran generally find it, hut
when adventure comes seeking him,
that ought to be hews.
I sat in one of the chairs in the
lobby of the Hotel Margate’ or,
Columbia Heights in Brooklyn sev
eral years ago when the hotel
clerk on the desk looked up from
his work and said “Doing anything
Thursday night''?
“Nothing special” I replied.
“Might keep that date open” he
told me, “I feel like stepping out”.
His name was Wallace Smith and
he was clean looking young fellow
with an engaging grin. In six
years I had lived at the hotel we
had occasionally taken in a movie
together and I liked him for his
cheerfulness and sense of humor.
His home was in Clayton, Georgia,
where he had told me his nick
name was “Cotton". What he had
in mind lor Thursday night I didn't
know but my family was in Maine
for the summer. I was a bit lone
some and it didn't much matter
what he had cooked up for amuse
ment as long as it was something.
Thursday night I changed to ci
vilian clothes and drifted into the
lobby to wait untill he completed
his trick at the desk. That fin
ished, he grabbed a black derby hat
I had never seen him wear before,
and said ’Oome on". As we walked
up the street lie said “First thing
I've got to do is to go up on Jeroloman street. They've got a brand of
gin up there a little better than this
bathtub stuff we've been getting
recently. Then we’ll go over town"
This was all right with me but
when I asked him what the even
ing's program was to be all he said
was. “what do you care".

Up town in New York we left
the subway and walked up Fifth
Avenue to large apartment house •
where we took the elevator to the
fifth floor Here he knocked on a
door and waited. Presently the door
was opened by a really stunning
looking girl I had never seen be-,
fore, and I was properly introduced. I
"Sit down" said Wallace, "while I
go out and shake up some refresh
ments”. I did so. wondering at
his evident familiarity with the
apartment and why he hadn't told
me about this girl before. While we
sat there and chatted the doorbell
rang, and another girl showed up
She appeared surprised to see me
and I was surprised to see her. I
was also pleased for she was a veryattractive young lady and I could
sense the evening was not going to
be a dull one. at least. Wallace
Handsome Tony Martin attempts to smooth over a romantic difficame in with a shaker full of cock- cultv with Esther Williams in a scene from M-G-M’s gay Technicolor
tails and we sat around getting sc"E“'
J?"”
** ,the K"ox
todiy Vi?
Johnson enacts Martins rival in the story of a water-skiing star who
quaint, : with each other for per- (jnjs herself deep in man-trouble. The musical, filmed at Cypress
haps half an hour Then Wallace Gardens, Florida, is highlighted by some of the most arresting wateronce more grabbed his hat and an- skiing spectacles ever brought to the screen,
nounced it was time to go. “We'll
walk" he said.
;the third time reached for his hat when the door was operied by the
Going down the street I asked
By that time I was really curious manager of the Hotel Margaret and
“my" girl where we
were going, as to what might be going on under when I saw David Atwater, rector
“I don't know" she
told me. I that derby
Whatever it was it of the Grace Espiscopal church in
thereupon asked her
if it really had operated fine thus far. Miss Brooklyn, standing beside him. a
made much difference and she said Whoosis (I have forgotten her 8reat light dawned.
Less than
"not much". That made every- name) seemed puzzled too. I had , f‘veminutes laterI was standing
thing just as clear as mud. but it caught her sizing me upj with a UP
Wallace and his girl while
was a nice evening and the com- speculative eye several times dur- Beverand Atwater married them
pany was congenial. I had to be ing dinner. Our conversation had
That s the kind of a Big Town adcontent with that Presently Wal- been light and superficial and no venture I like,
lace led us into the Brevoort Hotel one had said anything which might
H 1 wanted to make this a conwhere we had another cocktail and have served as a guidepost to show bintied story I could in perfect
a really wonderful dinner. I tried the direction our journey might be trut^ that 1116 adventure still goes
a little check grabbing but Wallace taking. Wherever it led I didn't in- on although I am not concerned
would have none of that. I knew tend to worry. I was having too *n
verT interesting too, for
he was no millionaire but I didn’t good a time. On the street again *ess ihan a year later Wallaces
insist for I didn’t have much money I followed that hat back up Fifth Irride entered a nation wide conmyself. and I had no idea what Avenue to the apartment we had t<>st and won 35 firs* prize’ a oommight come next. Then Wallace for vacated an hour or two before, and j Pletely furnished, so called, “model”
___________ ____________________________ house in Atlanta. Sometime af
______ _____
ter that we visited them in Clay
ton, Ga, on our way to Florida.
They had sold the house in Atlanta
and -were running a vacation hotel
called Woodland Lodge in the foot
hills of the Great Smokies. There
they were doing well. More recent
ly I heard from them from Panama
City. Florida, where Wallace had
figured out a way to save a big
construction company a lot of
money and had been given some
IN THIS NATIONAL
sort of a superintendant's job In the
work.
Where they may be now, I don't
know, but I occasionally wonder if
Wallace still has that deTby hat
and where I would have wound up
if I had continued chasing it.
G. H. Reed

Stop "Sofc&d
Backacbe!

•Continued from Page Nine)
parts well and enjoyed taking part
we would say by the joyous expres
sion on their faces. Trinity Church
gave a fine program prepared by
the college group. One of the other
Protestant churches gave a session
of songs from the “Messiah." These
mentioned are just three of the
many fine churches in Boston
where brotherly love and whole
hearted friendliness was evidenced.
One evening we viewed the city
from the 36th floor of the John
Hancock Building. Again, we say
Boston is Fairyland! We enjoyed
the excellent Christmas play which
was given free to the public in the
John Hancock Hall by the FCA
The play was the old familiar chil
dren’s story of how the Madonna
and child on a bleak and cold
Christmas eve went out into the
streets to find the hopeless and
poor to bring Christmas to their
hearts.
Boston is lovely at any time of
the year but right now Is at its best.
But all play and no work doesn't
bring home the bacon and eggs so
off to evening classes again for
self-improvement. Classes, classes
everywhere are now starting up to
help one and all prove that Amer
ica is a land of opportunity—the
opportunity to improve oneself.
Theresa M. V. Whitmore

Posture-Ease
MATTRESS

MATCHING
BOX SPRING
SAME LOW

PRICE
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LIFE
starts today

Learn to be gay and cheerful and
trouble will soon give you up as a
bad job

and continues for a limited time only!
Only once-in-a-ltfeltme do you have a chance like this to share tn the
tremendous savings represented bv this amazing barsain! Sfrts
ahead

for their

25TH

ANNIVERSARY 5ALE-

CALSO

designing and manufacturing a mattress with the firmer support that
doctors rccommend-at a drastically reduced price And once you've
seen it you’ll agree that Sirta has accomplished a miracle of valuegiving

born and Royal Baking Powder
amalgamated to form Standard
CHARLES CASSIE WHO ROSE TO PRESI Brands Incorporated, and the Can
adian company. Standard Brands
DENT OF OREAT STANDARD BRANDS Limite^, consisting of the Fleisch
mann. Chase and Sanborn, and E
Vinalhaven folk have always had ed a $10.00 a week Job on January W Oillebt companies was born.
great pride in the remarkable ad 13. 1910. ln Portland, Me. He was Who but Charles Cassie could have
vancement in the business world handed the reins of a horse, told to been chosen as Manager for hia
of Charles Cassie, a native son, keep the wagon polished clean and old stamping ground, the Mari
who has just retired from presi ship, and informed that "Service times?
dency of the huge Standard Brands and Quality” were .the keystone of
The all too short time spent as
Limited of Canada. Mr. Cassie has Che Company Proudly he drove off
resident District Manager in the
a great many friends in both Can on his first route, a Fleischmann
Maritimes was followed by an ad
ada and the United States, but man starting a new job on the
none greater than thp proud men bugabooed "13th" held no terrors vance to management of, the larger
field. Montreal District. He recalls,
and women of his old home town.
for this unsuperatitious young fel- j
“We barely finished rebuilding over
The official publication of the low. “It’ll mean a short stay or a
at St Urban street, when the call
company published a highly inter very long one.” he said then. Today, [
to Dominion Square Building and
esting story on the career of this after 39 years, he grins. “Well, so
man who rose from salesman to the far it's seemed like a short stay.” j Executive Offices came Never did
get a chance to enjoy the results
presidency of this great company.
After two years fame beckoned., of all that hammering.” More im
It is presented herewith:
in 1912 he was given a one-man portant. however, was the job he did
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
We can dust off all our salty sea Branch Fortune limped a little, but building up the organization of the
talk and develop a rolling gait when came through with $2.00 a week in district, in an amazingly shoft pe
it comes to describing the early crease. By 1917 Charles Cassie was riod. to carry on with the Mon
years of Charles Cassie, for his a Fleischmann Man through and treal District management.
From '32 to '47 he filled the posts
island birthplace is cradled in the through, the years of selling to
deep, rocked by Atlantic gales and flinty New Englanders had seasoned of Assistant Sales Manager, Bak
soothed by summer sea breezes. Off him in solid selling. No high pres ery Merchandising Manager, Sales
the coast of Maine, Vinalhaven, still sure techniques were acceptable Manager and Vice President and
sees him every holiday when he re here, only patience and service, General Sales Manager. On Octo
turns faithfully to the charming preseverance and endless detailing ber 1, 1947, he was chosen to head
homestead and the tang of salt air. would do the trick, and with some the Executive Group who guide
When Charles Cassie’s father, a thing like satisfaction creeping in Standard Brands Limited's destiny.
craftsman from the granite hills of to his tone, he'll point out that He became “Charles Cassie, Presi
Scotland, settled at Vinalhaven in selling today is getting back to dent."the 1870's the island was the centre those same old methods—tried and
Today. Charles Cassie is a friend
of the lucrative granite industry, true in one era—just as true in this ly and familiar figure in every
As Travelling Man, and later: plant and district across the coun
having been liberally endowed with
almost inexhaustible quarries. To Sales Supervisor for Portland Dis try, and we might add, on many a
day, the building industry has trict, he covered the routes ofJ golf course from coast to coast. A
turned from the majesty of granite Maine, New’ Hampshire, Vermont,, golf fan for years, nothing pleases
to structural steel, reinforced con and with the rapidly expanding him more than to witgi up a day’s
crete, and soft limestone, and the District went up the coast to the work with a relaxing foursome on
humming island life has slowed to Maritimes and Newfoundland. His the links while golf is his main
a leisurely pace with vacationers first visit to Halifax is marked in- | hobby, he has another which you'll
using the proud granite slabs for delibly in his memory—it followed not get him to admit. That is. the
on the heels of the tragic explosion perfectly straight faced "Tall Tale."
picnic tables.
Around the turn of the century, that rocked that city in ‘17. De It is impossible to tell when you
however, young men apprenticed struction and chaos challenged all are being kidded by Charles Cassie.
into the stone masons’ trade as a who entered Halifax and he recalls Not a twinkle of his eye gives him
matter of inheritance, and Charles checking through Express car af-1 away, and he has perfected the fast
Cassie became a master stone cut ter Express car. immobilized on change from tall tale to serious sub
ter at the age of 20. drawing down sidings, to find where the ship ject, leaving his listeners miles be
$3.00 a day—a goodly sum in 1909. ments of Flelschmann’s Yeast were hind. with mouth agape. The most
But this young man, while realiz located. They found the cars and extravagant yarn of all came up
ing the pride of helping to hew got the Yeast to their Bakery cus-| this past summer and*it involved a
and carve the granite that became tomers so that Haligonians might swordfish and a beautiful "mouse.”
such structures as libraries and at least have bread in their hour of For those of you who were taken
cathedrals, also observed the high disaster.
in b.v that one. we can only sym
incidence of silicosis, or "stone
All his days spent in the Mari pathize. but we wouldn’t presume
cutter's T. B ” as it was called. He times were not so grim. Indeed, he to retell it. We know when we’re
decided that a long life had more gets just a little sentimental when dealing with a master of the art
appeal than either a fat pay check he recalls his first resident year
Charles Cassie (or "Uncle Chas,"
or towering buildings.
there as District Manager for the as he is widely known) persuaded
Off to the mainland headed then newly formed Saint John. N. Elizabeth Emily Whitcomb to ig
Charlqs Cassie, to seek his fame B District. That was In ’29, the nore the superstition about "13"’as
and fortune. Neither fame or for year when three venerable compan he did. and they were married at'
tune seemed close by when he land ies, Fleischmann, Chase and San Augusta. Me., in the year 1913. They

VINALHAVEN IS VASTLY PROUD OF

both dote on young "Chuck”
we're told excels in all aportc, ’
particular hockey and
and is inclined to look upon
class work at Loyola College as
a somewhat secondary nature. Mrs
Cassie, at the moment, is
again organizing a new residence
and it reminds her that one of
duties of a good housewife is to I
prepared to move at a moment’
notice. By those standards
must be nigh onto perfect, for__
is the eighteenth time^ in her car
eer with Mr. Cassie (and Standari
Brands) that she has packed
goods and chattels and settled i
all over again. Well, we hope tha’
it’ll be a long time before the
move, and only partly out of sy
pathy for Mrs. Cassie.
To bring our story up to date, i
is our misfortune to record ]h<
sudden death of Mrs. Cassie
July 1951.
As for Charles Cassie and youn
Chuck, they still faithfully returi
to the coast of Maine on all
days and long weekends. Rumoi
have it that they are planning
somewhat longer trips in the f,
ture, for an December 31st,
dent Cassie by no means retires
a slippers-and-rocking chair exist
ence. He looks forward to seeii
all the far-away places and doir
all the things he's always want!
to do but never had the time be
fore His retirement docs not marl
the end of his career—it marks thi
beginning of an era of getting th
most out of life for Charles Cassit
Argument settles but one thin
—and that is it settles nothing.

Forget yesterday, talk about
day and think about tomorrow.

FRIENDLIEST

CREDIT PLAN
IN TOWNI

TERMS

l25

AS LOW

A WEEK

BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY]
509 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND]
Tel. 677

___
_
^fCOOD •’Vt AUjW
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"Fairyland"

Now you don’t have to pay up to S75M
for this healthful button-tutted

planned months

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

BUTANE IS ADDED lo High-Test Blue Sunoco to
step up its volatility in coldest weather. That’s why
Blue Sunoco gives you instant starting. It fires righl

away, needs less choking. Il’s unexcelled for anti-stall
ing and quick warm-ups. Butane-Primed Blue Sunoco
gives you top engine performance all winter long.

Tests conducted by U.S. Testing Co. prove:

BUIE SUNOCO
GAVE MORE MILES PER DOLLAR
THAN 15 PREMIUM-PRICED GASOLINES
Blue Sunoco, at regular gas price, gave up to
12.4% more miles per dollar than 15 premiumpriced brands. It matched over-all performance
of these brands, costing up to 3fi more per gallon.

RANGE - FUEL

Yes, ue dare you to compare its features with other button-

tufted mattresses that carry price tags even twice as high! Then buy

MARITIME OIL CO.
TEL mi

now and save as never before at this low, low sale price!

All these expensive features

M-tt

yours at this low sale price!
5. Heavy-weight. long wearing 8 oz
woven stripe coverings

1. Luxuriously thick cotton felt up
holstery-firmly huiton-tufted

3. Fxtra-heavy insulation with wire
me?h Pcrmalaior" prevents individual
"coil feeK prolongs mattress life
«. Hundreds of resilient coils give
healthful support to entire heck.

•Trod*-"MJ rk

concct support and comfort. Fully up
holstered. dustless, noiseless, on strong
wood frame
A. Mad>

nationally

SlRT* - makers of Ihe

advertised

smooth-top

Perfect Sleeper" Maitrlss.
•

Buy NOW and Sava At

MEREDITH Furniture Co.
313-315 MAIN ST.

PHONE 1425

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS WASTE

S. Matching Box Spring at
low
sale price built with same number of

coils as Mattress, goes scientifically-

ROCKLAND, ME.

1
1

j

,

j

Nagging backache.lowt of t*p*84enerf7,
bcadacbes and dizzlnesti ma> be due to slowdown of kidney function. Doctors ray good
kidney function is very important to good
health- Wb«*n roroc everyday condition,rueb
ns stress and strain, causes this important
function follow d«wn.many folksrnffernsggtn^ backache—feel miserable. Minor blad
der irritat ions due to cold or wrong diet may
cause gett inr up n ighta or f request passages.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these condi
tions bother you. Try Doan's Fi3»—a mild
diuretic. Used successfully by millions for
over 60 years. It’s amazing how many times
Doan’s give happy relief from these diacomforts—help the 16 m ilesof kidney tubes and fiU

| Uct Art out vgate. Get Doan's ftlfc today*

were divided into five-car teams. The
tests were run in Penna., N. J., Conn., Mich, and Ohio.
Make your own 10-gallon test and see for yourself.

25 TEST CARS

HIGH-TEST GAS PERFORMANCE AT REGULAR GAS PRICE-SEE YOUR SUNOCO DEALER TODAYI

